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Access Grade 9 is a task-based English course designed
for learners studying English at the Secondary Level 9th
grade.

Access Grade 9 develops all four skills (listening, speaking,
reading, and writing) through a variety of communicative
tasks and systematically recycles key language items.
Above all, it is designed to promote active (activating all
new vocabulary and structures in meaningful, everyday
situations), holistic (encouraging the creative collective
use of students’ brains as well as the linguistic analytical
use of their brains), and humanistic (acquiring and
practicing language through pleasant tasks and topics,
paying attention to their needs, feelings, and desires)
learning. 

The coursebook consists of a starter unit as well as ten
modules of six lessons each. There is also a Self-Check
section at the end of each module.

Student’s Book
The Student’s Book is the main component of the course.
Each module in the Student’s Book is based on a single
theme and the topics covered are of general interest. All
modules follow the same basic structure (see Elements of
a Module). Many tasks included in the Student’s Book are
multi-sensory, enabling students to practice all four
language skills as they complete the task.

Workbook
The Workbook is in full color. It contains units
corresponding to those in the Student’s Book section. It
can be used either in class or for homework upon
completion of the relevant unit in the Student Book
section. It aims to consolidate the language presented
in the Student’s Book through a variety of exercises,
incorporating all four skills. Translation and dictation
exercises are also included.

Teacher’s Edition
The Teacher’s Edition contains detailed teacher’s notes,
which provide:
•     the objectives of each module presented clearly and

concisely.
•    step-by-step  lesson plans and suggestions on how

to present the material.

•    extra activities for stronger & weaker students.
•    games.
•    a full key to the exercises in the Student’s Book &

Workbook.
•    audioscripts of all listening  material.

Teacher’s Resource Pack
The Teacher’s Resource Pack contains exercises to
consolidate what students have been taught in each
module, as well as games, pairwork activities, portfolio
activities, tests, and a key to all exercises. 

Class Audio CDs
The Class Audio CDs contain all the recorded material
which accompanies the course. 

Student’s Audio CD
The Student’s Audio CD contains the recorded dialogues
from the Student’s Book, as well as all recorded material
for the Workbook and may be used for the purposes of
homework, preparation, and practice.

Each module starts with a module presentation page to
familiarize students with the language and patterns in
the module. The module presentation pages also whet
students’ appetites by familiarizing them with some of
the text types, pictures, and activities found in the
coming module. 

Each module contains the sections described below.

Vocabulary
Vocabulary is introduced in a functional and meaningful
context and is practiced through a variety of exercises
such as picture-word association and completing set
phrases in order to help students use everyday English
correctly.

Reading
Throughout each module there is a wide variety of
reading texts such as emails, text messages, letters,
articles, poems, etc., which allow skills such as reading
for gist and reading for specific information to be
systematically practiced.

COURSE COMPONENTS

ELEMENTS OF A MODULE

Introduction
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Grammar
The grammar items taught in each module are first
presented in context, and then highlighted and clarified
by means of clear, concise theory boxes. Specific
exercises and activities methodically reinforce students’
understanding and mastery of each item. There is also a
Grammar Reference Section at the back of the Student’s
Book which offers a detailed presentation of each
grammar point.

Listening 
Students develop their listening skills through a variety
of tasks which employ the vocabulary and grammar
practiced in the module in realistic contexts. This
reinforces students’ understanding of the language
taught in the module. 

Speaking 
Controlled speaking activities have been carefully
designed to allow students guided practice before
leading them to less structured speaking activities.
Functional dialogues set in everyday contexts familiarize
students with natural language. The dialogues also
present useful expressions so that students can practice
everyday English. 

Pronunciation
Pronunciation activities help students recognize the
various sounds of the English language, distinguish
them, and reproduce them correctly.

Learning to learn
Brief tips, explanations, and reminders, at various
points throughout each module, help students
develop strategies which improve holistic learning
skills and enable students to become autonomous
learners of the English language.

Everyday English
Everyday English is practiced through matching
expressions with their meanings in order to familiarize
students with common English expressions.

Think!
Critical thinking questions and activities are included in
each module and aim to develop students’ critical
thinking skills.

Writing
Students develop their writing skills through the use of
all four language skills. Guided practice of the relevant
vocabulary is given and followed by a model text which
is thoroughly analyzed. Plans are also provided to
guide students. There are writing activities throughout
the modules, based on common types and styles of
writing, such as letters, descriptions, notes, postcards,
and articles. These progress from short sentences to
paragraphs and finally to full texts, allowing students to
gradually build up their writing skills.

Culture Corner section
In these interesting and informative pages, students
are provided with cultural information and read about
aspects of English-speaking countries which are
thematically linked to the module. The section also
contains related tasks and creative projects, such as
making a poster, which give students the chance to
process the information they have learned and
compare it to the culture of their own country.

Cross-Curricular Cut section
This section enables students to link the theme of the
module to a subject on their school curriculum, thus
helping them to contextualize the language they have
learned by relating it to their own personal frame of
reference. These sections contain lively and creative
tasks which stimulate students and allow them to
consolidate the language they have learned throughout
the module.

Self-Check
These sections appear at the end of each module and
reinforce  students’ understanding of the topics,
vocabulary, and structures that have been presented.
An answer key is provided at the end of the Student’s
Book for students to check their answers. The marking
scheme included allows students to evaluate their own
progress and identify their strengths and weaknesses.

Culture
In the Culture section, students are introduced to
aspects of their own culture, presented in English. It
contains a variety of reading and writing tasks that
consolidate students’ learning.
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Songsheets
There are three songsheets at the back of the Student’s
Book, containing songs connected to the themes of the
modules as well as related tasks. Listening to lively,
high quality songs is a humanistic activity which lowers
the students’ affective filters and allows them to absorb
language more easily.

Optional Listening Practice
This section appears at the back of the Student’s Book
and offers students extra practice on listening skills.
There is one listening task per module.

Optional Vocabulary Practice
This section also appears at the back of the Student’s
Book, right after the Optional Listening Practice
section, and offers students extra practice on the
vocabulary presented in each module. This section
helps students consolidate learning of the new words
and phrases they have encountered in each module.

A – Presenting new vocabulary
Much of the new vocabulary in Access Grade 9 is
presented through pictures. Vocabulary is always
presented in context, and emphasis is placed on
collocations and word association since memorizing
new words is easier when they are presented in lexical
sets.
Further techniques that you may use to introduce new
vocabulary include:
•    Miming. Mime the word to be introduced. For

instance, to present sing, pretend you are singing
and ask students to guess the meaning of the word.

•    Synonyms, opposites, paraphrasing, and giving
definitions. Examples:

       – Present store by giving a synonym: A store is a shop.
      – Present tall by giving its opposite: He isn’t short;

he’s tall.
      – Present weekend by paraphrasing it: I don’t work

on the weekend. I don’t work on Saturday and
Sunday.

      – Present garage by giving a definition: A garage is
a place where we put our car; it’s usually a room
attached to our house.

•     Context. Place vocabulary items in context with
examples which make understanding easier and more
complete. For instance, introduce the words city and

town by referring to a city and a town in the students’
own country: Hanoi is a city, but Panhou is a town.

•    Visual prompts. Show photographs or drawings to
make understanding easier.

•     Use of (bilingual/monolingual) dictionary. Encourage
students to guess the meaning of a word and then
use their dictionaries to check if their guess is correct.

•    Sketching. Draw a simple sketch on the board to
illustrate the word(s) to be explained. For instance:

                   tall

                                                   short

    

•    Flashcards. Make flashcards out of magazine or
newspaper pictures, photographs, drawings, and
any other visual material which may serve as
vocabulary teaching tools.

•    Use of L1. In a monolingual class, vocabulary can be
explained in the students’ native language,
although this method should be used only in
moderation. Students also need to compare their
native language to the English language to find
similarities and/or differences. 

The choice of technique depends on the type of word
or expression. For example, it may be easier to describe
an action verb through miming, and not through a
synonym or definition.

B – Writing 
All writing tasks in Access Grade 9 have been carefully
designed to guide students to produce a  successful
piece of writing.
•    Always read the model text provided and deal in

detail with the vocabulary tasks. Students will then
have acquired the language necessary to cope with
the final writing task.

•    Make sure that students understand they are
writing for a purpose. Go through the writing task in
detail so that students are fully aware of why they
are writing and who they are writing to.

•    It would be advisable to complete the task orally in
class before assigning it as written homework.
Students will then feel more confident about
producing a complete piece of writing on their own.

SUGGESTED TEACHING TECHNIQUES
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C – Assigning homework
It is recommended that homework is  regularly assigned
and routinely checked according to the  specific needs
of the class.
When assigning writing tasks, prepare students as well
as possible in advance. This will help them avoid errors
and reap maximum benefit from the task.

Commonly assigned homework tasks include:
•    Vocabulary. Students memorize the meaning of

words and phrases.
•     Spelling. Students learn the spelling of particular words

without memorizing the text in which they appear.
•     Reading aloud. Assisted by the Student’s Audio CD,

students practice at home in preparation for  reading
aloud in class.

•     Writing. After thorough preparation in class,  students
are asked to produce a complete piece of writing.

D – Correcting students’ work
All learners make errors; they are part of the learning
process. The way errors are dealt with depends on the
activity.
•     Oral accuracy. In drill work, correct students on the

spot, either by providing the correct answer and
asking them to repeat it, or by indicating the error
but allowing  students to correct it. Alternatively,
indicate the error and ask other students to correct it.

•     Oral fluency. In pairwork or free-speaking activities,
allow students to finish the task  without interruption,
but make a note of the errors made and correct them
afterwards.

•    Written work. Do not overcorrect; focus on errors that
are directly related to the point of the exercise. When
giving feedback, you may write the most common
errors on the board and help the class correct them.

Remember that praising students and rewarding good
work is of great importance. Post written work on a
bulletin board in the classroom or school, or give
“reward” stickers. Praise effort as well as success.

E – Class organization
•    Open pairs. The class focuses its attention on two

students doing the assigned task together. Use this
technique to provide an example of how the task
should be done.

•    Closed pairs. Pairs of students work together on a
task or activity, while the teacher moves around the
classroom offering assistance and suggestions.

Ensure the task is clearly understood before closed
pairwork begins.

     Stages in pairwork:
      – Organize students into pairs.
      – Set the task and time limit.
      – Rehearse the task in open pairs.
      – Ask students to do the task in closed pairs.
      – Go around the class and help students.
      – Pairs report back to the class.
•    Groupwork. Groups of three or more students work

together on a task or activity. Class projects or  role-
play are often most easily done in groups. Again,
ensure students have a clear understanding of the
task in advance.

•    Rolling questions. A student answers a question and
then proceeds to ask a question directed at the next
student in turn. This continues around the class.

F – Using the Student’s Audio CD
All dialogues and pronunciation sections are recorded on
the Student’s Audio CD. Students have the chance to  listen
to these recordings at home as many times as they want in
order to improve their pronunciation and intonation. The
suggested stages of such self-access study are:

•    The student listens to the recording and follows the
lines in the text or dialogue.

•    The student listens to the recording with pauses
after each sentence or exchange. The student
repeats as many times as needed, trying to imitate
the speaker’s pronunciation and intonation.

•    The student listens to the recording again, and then
reads aloud.

Recordings for the Listening tasks in the Workbook are
also included for students to do their homework.

At the beginning of the course, students should be
asked to obtain a suitable folder, or sectioned
expanding file,  which they will bring to each lesson
and which will hold their personal Language Portfolio.

This will be used to store not only the material given to
them from the printed supplement, Teacher’s Resource
Pack, but also a wide variety of other documents and
material.
In practice, Language Portfolios may include projects
or other written work, CDs with work or drawings
completed inside or outside the class; DVDs with the

STUDENTS’ LANGUAGE PORTFOLIOS
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students’ favorite story, filmed performances of songs,
school plays, Progress Report Cards, various realia or
pictures, and so on. In short, it is a collection of what
the learners want to keep to document what they are
learning through the medium of the English language. 

This Language Portfolio is the student’s property. It is a
tool to accompany the students’ language learning
throughout the course and is suitable for documenting
their learning both inside and outside the classroom. The
main emphasis is on the process of learning, so that while
compiling their Language Portfolios, learners develop
the skill of working independently.
The aim of the Language Portfolio is to develop the
learners’ autonomy. However, students should be guided
at first on how to organize their work, keep records,
access their own information, etc. Learners are usually
willing to experiment and try new things, but at the same
time can be discouraged if they are not sure what is
required of them. Once a routine has been established
and learners begin to develop their autonomy, they can
be given more responsibility and freedom. Learners will
still appreciate feedback and praise though, so it is
important that their efforts are monitored and facilitated.

Experienced teachers will be aware that some of their
students learn best by listening to new information,
some prefer to read about it, whereas other students
need to do something with the new information. There
is no ideal method of learning; these are all valid learning
styles, as different people learn in different ways.
Consequently, a coursebook should offer a variety of
exercises and material which stimulate all types of
learning styles in order to help the learners learn
according to their personal learning styles. 
•    Visual Learners need to see the teacher’s body

language and facial expressions to fully understand
the content of the lesson. They think in pictures and
learn best from visual displays, including diagrams,
illustrations, Powerpoint presentations, videos/DVDs,
flashcards, and handouts.

•    Auditory Learners learn best through verbal
explanations, discussions, talking things through,
and listening to what others have to say. Written
information may have little meaning until it is
heard. They often benefit from reading a text aloud
and using a CD player. 

•    Tactile/Kinesthetic Learners learn best through a
hands-on approach, actively exploring the physical
world around them. They may find it hard to sit still
for long periods of time and may become distracted
by their need for activity and exploration. These
learners express themselves through movement.
They have a good sense of balance and hand-eye
coordination. By interacting with the space around
them, they are able to remember and process
information. Involve them in role-play, pairwork, and
other classroom activities. 

Evaluation is an essential part in the learning process. It
helps the learners recognize their progress in the target
language, how much they have achieved, and what areas
need further practice. The learners’ attitude towards their
own learning experience is positively influenced as they
participate in the whole process. Evaluation also allows
teachers to reflect on the validity of their teaching
practices and the types of material being used.

The process is divided into three parts: Initial
Evaluation at the beginning of the course, Formative
Evaluation which is done on a day-to-day basis, and
Cumulative Evaluation upon finishing a module.

Initial Evaluation
This evaluation centers mainly on the students’ reports
from the previous school year. The teacher can assess
the students’ level, work already done, work which
needs to be done, strengths/weaknesses, etc.

Formative Evaluation
Any exercise a student does can be used for this type of
evaluation. The results are then recorded on the
student’s Formative Evaluation Chart.
Make as many photocopies as you need and complete
the charts as indicated. Write the names of the activities
you are going to evaluate (e.g., dialogues, songs,
pairwork, etc.) and write the scores obtained with the
help of the following code, using colors if you wish.

   c    (competence – green): the student has a full
understanding of the task and responds
appropriately

 w    (working on – yellow): the student has an
understanding of the task, but the response is not
fully accurate

TYPES OF LEARNING STYLES

EVALUATION
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  n    (non-competence – red): the student does not
understand the task and is unable to respond
appropriately

Cumulative Evaluation
Cumulative evaluation takes into account the work the
students have done throughout the module as well as
their participation and attitude. The instruments of
evaluation are:

  •    Student’s Self-Assessment Forms: After the students
have completed the Self-Check section of each
module, they fill out the photocopiable Self-
Assessment Form, giving their opinion of their own
performance. This learning-to-learn technique
enables the students to develop awareness of their
progress. The Self-Assessment Forms should be
kept in their Language Portfolio for future
reference. The Self-Assessment Forms are printed
at the back of the Teacher’s Edition.

  •    Progress Report Cards: After students complete
each module and take the corresponding test,
photocopy the respective Progress Report Card
from the Teacher’s Edition and fill out a card for
each student. The students should keep these cards
in their Language Portfolio for future reference. 

The following abbreviations are used in the Student
Book & Workbook and in the Teacher’s Edition:

T             teacher                                      sb           somebody 
S(s)        student(s)                                 sth         something
HW        homework                               n             noun
L1           students’ native language    v             verb 
Ex.          exercise                                     adj         adjective
p(p).      page(s)                                      adv        adverb
e.g.        for example                             phr        phrase
i.e.          that is                                        phr v     phrasal verb
etc.        etcetera

ABBREVIATIONS
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Starter Unit

  2    To review the simple present third person
singular

        •    Read the examples aloud and elicit the spelling
rules. Ask Ss to give more examples.

          Answer Key
                 Most verbs take -s in the third person singular.
                 Verbs ending in –ss, -sh, -ch, -x, and –o take -es.
                     Verbs ending in a consonant +y drop the y and take 

-ies.
                 Verbs ending in a vowel + y take -s.

  3    To practice using third person singular of
the simple present

        •    Ask Ss to look at the picture and read sentences
1-6. 

        •    Ss complete the task. Elicit corrections for the
false statements and answers to the questions.

          Answer Key
          1     T
          2     F He plays basketball, too.
          3     F He plays video games.
          4     T
          5     Yes, he likes taking pictures.
          6     No, he doesn’t play the guitar.

  4    To practice the simple present 
        •    Ask Ss to read the text.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task. Then

check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     lives             5     teaches                    9     prefers
          2     likes             6     walks                      10     is
          3     has               7     plays                       11     doesn’t harm
          4     needs          8     doesn’t own

  5    To answer comprehension questions based
on a text and practice the simple present 

        •    Read the questions aloud, one at a time, and
elicit answers from Ss.

          Answer Key
          1     David lives in a small town in the USA.
          2     He likes that it has everything that he needs.
          3     He is a teacher.
          4     He works at the local school.
          5     He walks to work.
          6     No, he doesn’t go swimming.
          7     No, he doesn’t have a car.
          8     He plays basketball.

Topic

In this Starter Unit Ss will talk about sports, daily
routines, free-time activities, and household chores
using the simple present and adverbs of frequency.
They will refresh their knowledge of basic vocabulary
and grammar structures including prepositions of
place and time, pronouns, the possessive case,
countable and uncountable nouns, plurals, and the
definite and indefinite articles.

a                                                                             4-5

Lesson objectives: To talk about sports and daily
routines, to review the simple present, adverbs of
frequency, and question words, to write a short
paragraph in the simple present 
Vocabulary: sports (horseback riding, skateboarding,
biking, basketball, jogging, diving, sailing, climbing,
football, windsurfing), question words (what time/
when, how, who, where, what)

b                                                                             6-7

Lesson objectives: To review prepositions of place
and time, pronouns and the possessive case, to listen
for specific information
Vocabulary: household chores (mop the floor, make
your bed, iron the clothes, dust the furniture, take out
the garbage, clean your room, cook supper, water the
plants, wash the dishes, do the laundry)

c                                                                                  8
Lesson objectives: To review countable/uncountable
nouns, plurals, definite and indefinite articles, to write a
short text about unusual vacation destinations 

Warm-up Activity
Look at the pictures on p. 4. Elicit what Starter Unit a is
about (sports and free-time activities).

  1    To review vocabulary and review adverbs
of frequency

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
         •     Ss complete the task in pairs. Monitor the activity

and ask pairs to report back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I usually go skateboarding on Saturdays. I never go

sailing. etc.
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  6    To review question words
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task. Then

elicit answers to the questions from Ss.

          Answer Key
          1     How                                          4     What 
          2     Where                                      5     When/What time
          3     What time/When              6     Who 

        (Ss’ own answers)

  7    To write a short paragraph in the simple
present

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
complete it.

        •    Remind them to use the text in Ex. 4 as a model.

        •    Ask Ss to read their paragraphs to the rest of the
class aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          My uncle lives in a nice neighborhood. He likes living

there because it has everything he needs. There are
some nice stores and restaurants. There is also a
movie theater. My uncle works in an office. He drives
to work because the office is quite far from his house.
In his free time, he plays football. He likes playing
football because it is a good form of exercise. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Starter Unit Exs. 1, 2
& 3 p. 5, Ex. 5 p. 6, Exs. 11 & 12 p. 9, Portfolio
Activities p. 11

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures on pp. 6-7 and elicit what
Starter Unit b is about (household chores and prepositions
of place).

  1    To review prepositions of place and time
        •    Ask Ss to study the table for a few minutes.

  2    To practice prepositions of place
        •    Explain the task.
        •    Ss complete the sentences. Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     in                                 5     on                               9     near/in
          2     on                               6     between                          front of
          3     opposite                  7     behind                   10     on
          4     in front of                8     under

        •    Ss then describe their bedroom to their partner.
Ask some pairs to report back to the class.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  3    To practice prepositions of time
          •     Explain the task and give Ss enough time to fill in

the blanks in the text with the correct prepositions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to read

the text aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     on                 3     until/till             5     in           7     On
          2     from            4     in                          6     in            8     During

  4    To identify pronouns and possessive
adjectives

        •    Do the first item with Ss as an example. Then Ss
complete the task.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     PA                4     PP                 7     SP
          2     SP                 5     PA                8     OP
          3     SP                 6     SP                 9     RP  

  5    To listen for specific information 
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the

task. Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Ss then ask and answer questions in pairs. 
        •    Ask some pairs to perform the task in front of

the class.

          Answer Key
          2     E                    3     C                   4     A                   5     B

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Whose is this rabbit?
          B:    It’s Steve’s. It’s his rabbit. The rabbit is his.
          A:   Whose is this horse?
          B:    It’s Laura and Billy’s. It’s their horse. The horse is

theirs.
          A:   Whose are these parrots?
           B:    They’re Patrick’s. They’re his parrots. The parrots are

his.
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  1   a    To categorize countable and
uncountable nouns

                •     Ask Ss to write the headings in their notebooks.
Go through the list of nouns and elicit/explain
any unknown vocabulary. Give Ss enough time
to write the nouns under the correct headings.
Ss can check their answers in their dictionaries.

               •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          Countable: cupboard, cherry, cookie, job, nurse,

bank, battery, coat, foot, headache, dress, glasses
          Uncountable: rice, news, electricity, luck, traffic,

blood, work, weather, hair, luggage, furniture, math,
physics, police, pants, money

          Both: meat, people, paper, time

        b   To practice using countable/
uncountable/plural nouns

               •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task
then check Ss’ answers. Ask Ss to explain
their choice.

          Answer Key
          1     luggage (Un)
          2     job (Cn, work meaning job is Un)
          3     travels (news is Un)
          4     hair (Un, hairs means each stand of hair)
          5     some paper (Un, a paper means newspaper, Cn)
          6     isn’t (milk is Un)
          7     hair (Cn, see item 4)
          8     is (math is Un)
          9     are (plural noun)
       10     are (plural noun)

  2    To review and practice the definite/
indefinite articles

        •    Say/Write on the board:
                There’s a man at the door. The man is our neighbor.

Elicit/Explain the use of a/an (to mention sth for the
first time) and the (to refer to sth which has already
been mentioned before). Point out that a/an – the
can also be used in other cases. Elicit any
examples Ss can think of. (He’s from Spain. – We
don’t use any article before names of countries).
Give Ss enough time to complete the task.

12

          A:   Whose are these cats?
          B:    They’re Tony and Mary’s. They’re their cats. The

cats are theirs.

  6    To practice there is/there are
        •    Ask Ss to read the ad. 
        •    Ss fill in the blanks. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     There aren’t                          5     There isn’t
          2     There isn’t                              6     There are
          3     There is                                    7     There is
          4     There isn’t

  7    To practice adverbs of frequency
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I never iron the clothes, but I sometimes dust the

furniture.
          I often take out the garbage and I always clean my

room.

           I never cook supper, but I sometimes water the plants.
          I often wash the dishes, but I never do the laundry.

  8     To learn phrases with make/do and
consolidate through translation

        •    Give Ss time to complete the phrases and check
in their dictionaries.

        •    Elicit the L1 translations.

          Answer Key
          1     make                         7     make                   13    do
          2     do                                8     do                          14    make
          3     make                         9     make                   15    do
          4     make                       10    make                   16    make
          5     make                       11    make
          6     do                             12    do

        (Ss’ own answers)

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Starter Unit Ex. 4 
p. 5, Ex. 6 p. 6, Ex. 10 p. 8, Pairwork Activities p. 10,
Game p. 12
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        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference Section to
check their answers. Then check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     a, the, the, a                          4     a, the
          2     a, The, the                              5     a, a, the, The, the
          3     -, a, -, a, the

  3    To practice the definite/indefinite articles
further

         •     Give Ss enough time to read the text and
complete the task.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     The                6     the                  11     –                 16     an
          2     the                 7     –                       12     an              17     the
          3     –                     8     the                  13     –                 18     –
          4     –                     9     –                       14     a                 19     an
          5     a                   10    The                 15     –

  4    To write a short text about tourist
destinations/attractions

          Suggested Answer Key
          •    The Costa del Sol is an all-year-round vacation

destination. Home to many hotels and beautiful
beaches, visitors can visit exciting theme parks
and enjoy many water sports.

          •    The Sagrada Familia is a beautiful cathedral in the
city of Barcelona. It is also called The Temple of The
Holy Family. Designed by Antonio Gaudi, who
worked on it for 40 years, it won’t be finished until
2026.

          •    The Alcázar in Toledo is a huge fortress that dates
from the 14th century. It is a beautiful building
where you can now find the Castilla La Mancha
Library and The Museum of the Army.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Starter Unit Exs. 7 &
8 p. 6, Ex. 9 p. 7, Entry Test pp. 93-96 

Extra Activity for weaker students 

Find pictures from various places in your country.
Glue them onto a piece of paper and write a
sentence about each one. Use a/an – the.
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Communication
What’s in this module?

  •    Refer Ss to the title of the module Communication
and ask them to say what they think the module is
about. Elicit answers and tell Ss to browse through
the module and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to how we communicate and give

messages to each other. We will learn about body
language and gestures, how to socialize in the UK, and
how to avoid conflict.

Which of the pictures can you find in Module 1?

  •    Use pictures 1-10 to attract Ss’ attention, stimulate
discussion, and prompt their interest in the module.
Elicit which pictures they can find in the module
and the page numbers.

          Answer Key
          Pictures 2 & 6 are on p. 10.

Find the page numbers for 

  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          a poem (p. 17) Do you read poetry? Do you like poetry?

Can you name any famous poets? etc.
          notes (p. 11) How often do you write notes to your

friends/family? Why do you usually write them? etc.
          cartoons (p. 15) Do you like to read comic strips?

Who’s your favorite cartoon character? etc. 

Vocabulary

  •    Play the recording. Ask Ss to listen and repeat. Ss
then explain the words/phrases in their L1. Refer Ss
to the Word List if necessary.

  •    Read the list of adjectives and the example aloud.
Ss do the task.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The girl in picture 2 is smiling. She seems to be pleased./

I think she is pleased.
          The girl in picture 3 is blushing. She seems to be shy./I

think she is shy.
          The girl in picture 4 is clenching her fist. She seems to

be angry./I think she is angry.
          The girl in picture 5 is biting her nails. She seems to be

nervous or worried./I think she is nervous or worried.
          The people in picture 6 are hugging. They seem to be

happy./I think they are happy.
          The boy in picture 7 is raising his eyebrow. He seems to

be offended./I think he is offended.
          

14

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about gestures and body
language and talk about socializing and avoiding
conflict.

Module page                                                        9
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: body language (yawn, smile, blush, clench
fist, bite nails, hug, raise eyebrow, scratch head, frown,
shake hands), adjectives for feelings (nervous, angry,
surprised, impatient, bored, unsure, worried, confused,
pleased, tired, offended, embarrassed, shy, happy)

1a     World gestures                                 10-11
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
practice the simple present and the present
progressive, to learn prepositional phrases, to give a
presentation on body language
Vocabulary: gestures, hugging, unacceptable, nod,
shake, harmless, insult

1b     Getting to know you                      12-13
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
learn character adjectives, to listen for specific
information, forming adjectives, to practice -ing and
full infinitive forms
Vocabulary: opportunity, sweat, blush, approach, react,
bright, benefit, develop, take over, avoid, character
adjectives (sociable, selfish, shy, sensitive, stubborn,
honest, optimistic, reliable, patient)

1c     Get in touch                                              14
Lesson objectives: To use informal style, to write short
messages
Vocabulary: greetings, phrasal verbs with come

1d     Culture Corner                                         15
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
write a short article
Vocabulary: respect, kiss on the cheek, give a hug,
affectionate, offended, small talk, marital status,
acceptable, hosts

1e     Are you new here?                                 16
Lesson objectives: To give personal information, to
express feelings
Vocabulary: single, married, only child, neighborhood

1f      Cross-Curricular Cut: PSD                   17
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
match synonyms, to write a poem
Vocabulary: show up, annoyed, frustrated, resolving,
process, blame, bossing around, flexible

Self-Check 1                                                        18
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World gestures

          The boy in picture 8 is scratching his head. He seems
to be unsure./I think he is unsure.

          The girl in picture 9 is frowning. She seems to be
confused./I think she is confused.

          The men in picture 10 are shaking hands. The man on
the left seems to be surprised./I think the man on the
left is surprised.

Warm-up Activity
Read the title and look at the pictures on pp. 10-11. Elicit
what Unit 1a is about (gestures around the world).

  1    To predict the content of the text and label
pictures appropriately

         •     Elicit common gestures (e.g., waving hello, smiling
when happy, etc.) and ask Ss to say whether they
think this is the same in other countries.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books.

        •    Elicit an answer to the question in the rubric and
appropriate labels for the pictures using phrases
from the text.

          Suggested Answer Key
          No, gestures suggest different feelings all around the

world.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Hugging in public is unacceptable in Japan. 
          The Japanese may smile when they are angry or

confused.
          In China, this gesture is a polite way to greet someone.

  2   a    To read for specific information
               •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again

and complete the sentences. 
               •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     people kiss or hug in public
          2     you hold your right hand in a fist against your left

palm and nod slightly
          3     insulted
          4     is saying “no”
          5     we use gestures

        b   To present and practice new vocabulary
               •    Give Ss enough time to explain the underlined

words.

               •    Direct Ss to the Word List and give them
enough time to look up all the words and
make sentences.

               •    Ask Ss to read their sentences.
               •    Ss then explain the underlined words/phrases.

          Suggested Answer Key
          get by: manage to communicate with a few words/

phrases
          gestures: movements intended to communicate
          mean: refer to
          hugging: putting your arms around someone to show

affection
          unacceptable: not approved of
          fist: closed hand with fingers and thumb together
          palm: flat inner surface of hand
          slightly: to a small degree
          soles: bottom of feet or shoes
          insulting: saying something offensive
          deep in conversation: completely focused on talking

to someone 
          nod: move head up and down in agreement
          shake: move head from side to side in disagreement
          harmless: not causing damage/offence
          insult: offensive action/comment

          Suggested Answer Key
          I know enough German to get by.
          We should be careful how we use gestures abroad.
          What she means is that she’s sorry.
          Hugging in the street is not a good idea in Japan.
          Japanese people think it is unacceptable.
          The man shook his fist at the driver that had almost

hit him.
          The new computer is so small you can hold it in the

palm of your hand.
          I’m slightly shorter than my sister.
          The soles of his shoes left marks all over the carpet.
          Nobody likes him because he is so insulting.
          My mother was deep in conversation with the doctor.
          In the USA we nod our heads to say “yes.”

Communication
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          We usually shake hands with someone (when) we
meet for the first time.

          Some gestures are harmless and others are rude.
          People may see a certain gesture as an insult.

        c    To demonstrate local gestures
               •    Ask for volunteers to complete the task in

front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          We make a circle with the forefinger and thumb

leaving the rest of the fingers on the hand open to say
“OK”. We also use a closed fist with just the thumb
pointing up to say “OK”, to show everything is all right,
or to signal “well done” to someone.

  3    To present the simple present and the
present progressive

        •    Give Ss enough time to study the table and refer
them to the Grammar Reference Section for
more information if necessary.

        •    Elicit examples from the text. Ss give examples
of their own.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Simple Present – you nod your head, he stands, You

feel, etc.
          Present progressive – Are you going, Are you

thinking, You’re hugging, your friend is introducing,
you’re sitting, etc.

  4    To practice the simple present and present
progressive

        •    Give Ss enough time to read through the short
text and fill in the blanks with the correct tense.

        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking one or two Ss to
read the complete text aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     comes                                      6     are waiting
          2     delivers                                    7     are
          3     don’t pay                                8     try
          4     are sweating                        9     are smiling
          5     is racing                               10     are going

  5    To practice the simple present and present
progressive

        •    Ss complete the task and check their answers
with their partner.

          Answer Key
          1     are Tim and Lyn coming, starts
          2     does he finish, leaves, is working

          3     Do you drive, am learning, am taking
          4     don’t know, are always losing
          5     is looking, is seeing

        6    To practice future use of the simple
present and the present progressive

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud. 
        •     Ss complete the task in pairs. Monitor the activity

and then ask some pairs to act out their dialogues
in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   What time does the concert start?
          B:    It starts at 9:30, so we’re leaving the house at 8:00.

          A:   What time does the movie start?
          B:    It starts at 8:00, so we’re meeting outside the

movie theater at 7:45.

          A:   What time does the ballet class finish?
           B:    It finishes at 6:00, so we’re picking you up at 6:15.

  7    To further practice all the uses of the
simple present and the present progressive

        •    Ss work in pairs and complete the task. 
        •    Monitor the activity and then ask some pairs to

report back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I am sitting in my classroom right now.
          I usually watch TV after school.
          Tomorrow, I am meeting my friends at 7 pm.
          Simon is always talking in class.

  8    To present and practice prepositional
phrases

        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task and
look up the phrases in the Word List.

        •    Ss then complete the sentences about people
they know.

        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking Ss to read their
sentences to the class.

          Answer Key
          1     with                    3     of                                  5     with
          2     of                         4     at

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Sasha is very popular with her classmates.
          2     Tim is jealous of other people’s success.
          3     Ryan is very fond of Jane.
          4     Jane is good at math.
          5     Mrs. Brown is patient with her students.
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Warm-up Activity
Read the title and look at the picture on p.12. Elicit what
Unit 1b is about (getting to know people).

  1    To introduce the topic of the text
        •    Elicit suggestions as to the meaning of the text

and an answer to the question in the rubric.
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text and check

if Ss’ suggestions were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title of the text means to say or do something to

learn about someone new. I would smile, be positive,
and be sociable to start a conversation with someone
new.

  2    To listen and read for specific information
and learn new vocabulary

               •    Ask Ss to read through questions 1-6. 
               •    Play the recording and Ss listen and follow the

text in their books. Then complete the task.
               •    Check Ss’ answers, then give them some

time to look up the words in bold and give
explanations for them.

               •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     T
          2     T
          3     F     When you meet someone for the first time it’s

better to smile and look friendly.
          4     T
          5     F     When you start a conversation, ask other

people questions about themselves, too.
          6     F     Don’t avoid meeting new people just because

you feel uncomfortable. 

  •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

         Suggested Answer Key
          opportunity: chance
          sweat: perspire, become wet
          blush: go red in the face
          approach: come closer to
          shy: timid, quiet
          react: behave/respond in a certain way
          get (you) down: make (you) unhappy
          bright: optimistic, positive
          benefit: gain sth from sth, get
          develop: build up gradually, improve
          skills: abilities
          take over: dominate
          avoid: stay away from

  3    To understand the author’s purpose
        •    Read the theory aloud and elicit answers from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The writer’s purpose is to inform the readers and give

them advice about how to successfully break the ice
with new people.

  4    To put ideas presented in the text into
practice

        •    Tell Ss to use the information they learned in the
text to think of socializing tips and tell their
partners.

        •    Ask pairs to report back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          You should smile and be friendly whenever you meet

new people. You should also be positive and happy
because people enjoy positive energy. Also, be a good
listener and don’t just talk about yourself.

  9    To gather information and present it to the
class 

        •    Explain the task. Ss gather information in groups
about body language around the world from
the website provided or any other sources.

        •    Suggest that Ss demonstrate the gestures in
their presentation to make it visually stimulating.

        •    Assign the task for HW. Alternatively, if the
school has access to the Internet, Ss can gather
information during class time and prepare their
presentation at home.

          Suggested Answer Key
           Body language is an important part of communication

all around the world. Gestures don’t mean the same in
all cultures, though.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 
Exs. 1 & 2 p. 13, Exs. 4 & 5 p. 14

Getting to know you
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Getting to know you

  5    To learn new vocabulary
        •    Give Ss enough time to look up the words in the

Word List and then complete the task.
         •     Check Ss’ answers by asking Ss to read a

completed sentence.

          Answer Key
          1     optimistic        4     reliable                       7     shy
          2     sensitive           5     stubborn                   8     honest
          3     patient              6     selfish                         9     sociable

  6    To listen for specific information
        •    Explain the task and play the recording. Ss listen

and complete the task.
        •    Play the recording again if necessary and check

Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Ann – sociable
          2     Sue – stubborn
          3     Billy – selfish

  7    a    To learn how to form adjectives
               •    Go through the table with Ss and elicit

examples from Ex. 5.

          Answer Key
          sociable, selfish, sensitive, optimistic, reliable

        b   To practice forming adjectives
               •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
               •    Elicit the adjectives derived from these words

and write them on the board.
               •    Give Ss enough time to make sentences

using the adjectives. Then check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Tom is a very talented painter. He paints beautiful

pictures.
          Sue is a cheerful person. She is always smiling.
          Jane is a responsible person. She looks after her

brothers and sisters.
          John is friendly. He is nice to everyone.
          Firemen are courageous. They save people from fires.
          Jack is an interesting person. He knows about a lot of

things.
          Bob is ambitious. He wants to be successful.
          My brother is mysterious. He never tells me where he

goes or what he does.

  8    To present the –ing and infinitive forms
        •    Go through the table with Ss and then elicit

examples from the text from Ss.
        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for

more information if necessary.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Breaking the ice means … (as subject of sentence)
          Everyone likes being around happy people (like + 

-ing form)
          Don’t avoid being … (avoid + -ing form)
           Feel more comfortable about starting a conversation

(preposition + -ing form)
          Whenever the opportunity to talk to someone (purpose)
          you would like to get to know her better (would like +

full infinitive)
          but may be too shy to break the ice (too + full  

infinitive)
          want to approach a person ... (want + full infinitive)
          the following tips can help you out (modals + bare

infinitive)

  9    To practice using -ing and infinitive forms
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss then complete the task using the table in Ex. 8

to help them.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I hate talking about myself.
          John likes getting to know people better.
           I would love to take up a hobby but I don’t have time.
          Jane doesn’t mind meeting new people.
          I hope to get to know Kim better.
          Jim is too shy to start a conversation with someone he

doesn’t know.
          I want to make a phone call to England later.

  ▶    SONGSHEETS: Module 1 p. SS1

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 
Ex. 3 p. 13, Ex. 6 p. 14, Ex. 12 p. 17
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Get in touch
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title of the unit and the pictures in
the short messages. Elicit what Ss think Unit 1c might be
about (messages we write to people we know).

  1    To identify the purpose of two short
messages

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the two short
messages. Then read situations 1-8 aloud and
elicit which each one belongs to.

          Answer Key
          A    4                      B     2

  2    To identify informal style
        •    Read the theory box aloud and elicit examples

of informal style in the two messages from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          short opening and closing remarks: 
          A     Dear Tony, Love, Amber
          B     Hi, Neil,
          abbreviations:
          A     I’m, I won’t be
          B     I’d just, you’re
           colloquialisms, phrasal verbs, idioms, and everyday

language:
          A     have a great time, Enjoy yourself
          B     drop you a line, enjoyed every minute of, 
                  Thanks a million, special thanks, taking the time 
          the imperative: 
          A     enjoy yourself, 
          B     Remember, 
          informal joining words: 
          and
          omission of subject pronouns: 
          B     Hope you are well

  3    To present phrasal verbs with come
        •    Ss complete the task and check their answers in

the Word List.
        •    Ask Ss to read their answers to the class aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     by                         2     up                                3     out

          Note: Ask Ss to start a Phrasal Verbs section in their
notebooks. Ss complete the section with the phrasal
verbs they learn in each module in alphabetical
order. Ask Ss to write next to each entry a short
definition, an example sentence, or make a drawing
that illustrates the meaning of the phrasal verb. Ask
Ss to review this section from time to time. This will
help them learn and remember the phrasal verbs
that are taught.

  4    To learn greetings and conventions
        •    Elicit/Explain some common conventions for

wishing others well in each situation (e.g.,
moving to another place – “Good luck”, after an
accident – “Get well soon!”, etc.).

        •    Ss complete the task in pairs.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     thoughts – has a family problem
          2     recovery – had an accident
          3     proud – got his/her degree
          4     luck – is moving to another place
          5     day – is celebrating his/her birthday

  5    To write a short message
        •    Explain the task. Elicit/Explain what convention is

appropriate in this situation (Congratulations).
        •    Give Ss enough to complete the task or assign it

for HW. Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Hi John,
          Hope you are well. Congratulations on winning your

scholarship! I knew you’d do well after all that hard
work. Hope you have a great time and enjoy your
summer. Well done!

          Love,
          Emma

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 
Ex. 7 p. 14, Ex. 8 p. 15, Ex. 10 p. 17
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Warm-up Activity
Read the title and look at the pictures on p. 15. Elicit
what Unit 1d is about (how to socialize in the UK).

  1    To predict the content of the text
        •    Read the title aloud and the headings under the

pictures and elicit ideas from Ss as to how
people in the UK behave in these situations.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and check their guesses.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think people in the UK talk about the weather when

they make small talk.
          I think people in the UK shake hands when they greet

people.
          I think people in the UK take a gift and are on time

when they visit people at home.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and

answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     They shake hands.
          2     They kiss them on the cheek or give them a hug.
          3     Talk about the weather.
          4     Make sure you are on time and take a gift for your

hosts.
          5     Don’t talk about age, religion, politics, marital

status, weight, or how much they earn.

  3    To present and practice using new
vocabulary in context

        •    Give Ss enough time to explain the words in
bold. Ss can give examples using the words.

        •    Direct Ss to the Word List at the back of their
Student Book and give them enough time to
look up all the words in bold and complete the
sentences.

        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking Ss to read the
completed sentences aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
        respect: pay attention to a rule/law so as not to

offend
          kiss: touch with lips to show love/affection
          on the cheek: on the side of the face
          give them a hug: put your arms around them to show

affection
          affectionate: sharing love or fondness
          offended: insulted

          small talk: unimportant conversation
          marital status: whether someone is married, single,

or divorced
          acceptable: appropriate, correct
          hosts: people who have guests

          Answer Key
          1     respect                                     4     hosts
          2     gave them a hug               5     on the cheek
          3     acceptable

  4    To write a short article
        •    Explain the task and tell Ss to use their cultural

knowledge to answer the questions in Ex. 2
about their own country.

        •    Do the task in class or assign it for HW.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     The Italians shake hands with everyone, men

women, and children, when greeting them for the
first time.

          2     Men hug friends and relatives and women hug
and kiss them on the cheek.

          3     You could talk about the weather or ask about
their family.

          4     You should take a small gift such as chocolates,
cakes, wine, or flowers for the hostess. You may
also take a small gift for the children in a family.

          5     Avoid talking about anything personal such as
age, religion, politics, marital status, weight, or
how much they earn.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Italian people shake hands with everyone, men,

women, and children when greeting them for the first
time. Men hug friends and relatives or pat them on the
back or shoulder and women hug and kiss friends and
relatives on the cheek. When you meet an Italian
person you can talk about the weather or ask about
their family. When you visit an Italian person, you
should take a small gift such as chocolates, cakes,
wine, or flowers for the hostess. You may also take a
small gift for the child/children in the family. When
you have a casual conversation with an Italian
person, avoid anything personal such as age, religion,
politics, marital status, weight, or how much they
earn.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1
Ex. 11 p. 17, Pairwork Activities p. 18

Culture Corner
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Warm-up Activity
Read the title and look at the pictures on p. 16. Elicit
what Unit 1e is about (to find out about a newcomer).

  1    To present situational language related to
giving personal information

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Check
Ss’ pronunciation and intonation and then elicit
the L1 equivalents.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To read for specific information and listen
for confirmation

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the dialogue and
answer the questions.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

        •    Ss then read the dialogue aloud in pairs.

          Answer Key
          1     T                    2     F                    3     F

  3    To consolidate new vocabulary through
role-play

        •    Explain the task. Ss work and act out their
dialogues in pairs using the questions in Ex. 1.

        •    Draw the following diagram on the board. Ss
follow it to act out their dialogue.

               

        •    Monitor the activity paying close attention to Ss’
pronunciation and intonation.

        •    Ss record themselves.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Hello. I’m John. What’s your name?
          B:    I’m Jane. 
          A:   How old are you?
          B:    I’m sixteen.
          A:   Are you new here?
          B:    Yes, I am.
          A:   Where are you from?
          B:    I’m from Barcelona.
          A:   Do you have any brothers and sisters?
          B:    Yes, I have one sister.

  4    To learn intonation for expressing feelings
        •    Read the theory box aloud.
         •    Play the recording. Ss listen and choose the

correct adjective in each case. Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Play the recording again and elicit the intonation

of each item.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     a     annoyed (falling)
                 b     polite (rising)
          2     a     friendly (rising)
                 b     aggressive (falling)
          3     a     polite (rising)
                 b     suspicious (falling)
          4     a     polite (rising)
                 b     annoyed (falling)

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1
Portfolio Activities p. 19

Student A

Greet partner.
Introduce yourself. Ask
about partner’s name. 
(Hi! I’m ... . What’s ...?)

Ask about partner’s
age. 
(How old ...?)

Ask if partner is 
new here. 
(Are you ...?)

Ask where partner
is from. 
(Where ...?)

Ask about partner’s
siblings.
(Do you have ...?)

Student B

Give your name.
(I’m ... .)

Say your age.
(I’m ... .)

Answer positively.  
(Yes, ... .)

Say city/town
you come from. 
(I’m from ... .)

Talk about your
siblings. 
(Yes, I have. ... ./
No, I’m ... .)

Are you new here?
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Cross-Curricular Cut
Warm-up Activity
Explain that PSD is a school subject. Tell Ss that PSD
stands for Personal and Social Development and ask
whether it is taught in Ss’ school. Read the title and look
at the picture on p. 17. Elicit what Unit 1f is about (how
to deal with anger and conflict).

  1    To introduce the topic of the text
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the

poem in their books.
        •    Elicit how the title of the poem and the title of

the text are related.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The poem is called “Argument” and seems to be a

dialogue between two people who disagree about
everything. It is related to the text because it is about
dealing with conflict.

  2    To read and listen for specific information
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books.
        •    Give Ss enough time to answer the questions

then elicit answers from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Easily if you don’t know how to deal with anger

and conflict.
          2     At school, work, or home.
          3     1     Scream and shout. 
                 2     Hit the person. 
                 3     Keep away from disagreements.
          4     Cool off, count to 10, take a deep breath, and

imagine a relaxing place.

  3    To learn new vocabulary through synonyms
        •    Say a word/phrase in bold from the text and

elicit a synonymous word/phrase from the class.
        •    Continue until all words/phrases have been

matched.

          Suggested Answer Key
          show up – appear
          frustrated – discouraged
          annoyed – bothered
          resolving – finding a solution
          process – course of action
          blame – hold responsible
          bossing around – ordering around
          flexible – willing to change

  4    To put ideas presented in the text into
practice

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     I feel disappointed because you always lie to me.
          3     I feel angry because you don’t care about what I

want.
          4     I feel sad because you don’t listen to what I have to

say.

  5    To discuss the topic of the unit
        •    Ss work and discuss the questions in the rubric

in pairs.
        •    Monitor the activity and then ask some pairs to

report back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   I usually shout and call people names when I have

an argument.
          B:    So do I, but I know it’s not the best way to handle

such situations.
          A:   Yes, I should take a deep breath, talk calmly, and

express myself clearly.
          B:    That’s right. I should do that too and say exactly

what’s bothering me without shouting or losing
my temper.

  6    To use antonyms to write a poem
        •    Give Ss enough time to find the opposites of the

words given. Then check Ss’ answers.
        •    Assign the poem for HW and ask Ss to read their

poems aloud in the next lesson. Display some of
them around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          sad – happy                                  won’t – will
          bad – good                                   cold – hot
          go – stay                                         old – young
          slow – quick                                  night – day
          don’t – do                                      light – dark

          Suggested Answer Key
          Happy ≠ Sad                                Will ≠ Won’t 
          Good ≠ Bad                                  Hot  ≠ Cold
          Stay ≠ Go                                       Young ≠ Old 
          Quick ≠ Slow                               Day ≠ Night 
          Do ≠ Don’t                                    Dark ≠ Light 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 Ex. 9 p. 16,
Game p. 20
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         Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the key
at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read
the Now I Can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 1 p. LP1 

  ▶    OPTIONAL READING PRACTICE: Module 1 p. RP1

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 1
p. VP1 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 1 pp. 97-101

Vocabulary Review

In teams, make sentences using the words/phrases in
the list. Each correct sentence gets 1 point. The team
with the most points is the winner.

bite nails, clench fist, scratch head, frown, shake hands,
blush, sociable, selfish, patient, reliable, marital status,
conflict, boss around, resolve conflict

Self-Check
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What’s in this module?

  •    Refer Ss to the title of the module Inventions and ask
them to say what they think the module is about.
Elicit answers and tell Ss to browse through the
units and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think the module is about inventors and inventions.

We will learn about famous people, jobs, stories, and
English currency.

  •    Use pictures 1-6 to engage Ss’ attention, stimulate
discussion, and prompt their interest in the module.

  •    Elicit which pictures they can find in the module
and the page numbers.

          Answer Key
          Picture 1 is on p. 21.
          Picture 4 is on p. 22.

Find the page numbers for 

 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding. 

          Answer Key
          English currency (p. 25) Have you ever used English

currency? How are they similar to your currency? etc.

          a map (p. 27) What information does a map show?
Who uses one? etc.

Vocabulary

  •    Play the recording. Ask Ss to listen and repeat. Ss
then look up the words in the Word List.

           (Ss’ own answers)

  •    Read the example sentences aloud. Then ask Ss to
make sentences for the remaining items.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     Marie Curie was a scientist.
          3     Isaac Newton was a mathematician.
          4     Alexander Fleming was a doctor.
          5     Albert Einstein was a physicist.
          6     Leonardo da Vinci was an artist.

  •    Refer Ss to the table and read the example aloud.
Give Ss enough time to make sentences. Then play
the recording for them to check their answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     Marie Curie discovered radium.
          3     Isaac Newton discovered gravity.
          4     Alexander Fleming discovered penicillin.
          5     Albert Einstein created the Theory of Relativity.
          6     Leonardo da Vinci painted the Mona Lisa.

24

Inventions

Topic
In this module Ss will talk about inventions and famous
people and learn about jobs and English currency.

Module page                                                      19
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: science (inventor, scientist, mathematician,
doctor, physicist, artist, hot-air balloon, radium, penicillin,
gravity, Theory of Relativity), verbs (invent, discover, paint,
create)

2a     A place in history                            20-21
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
to practice the simple past and the past progressive,
to learn prepositional phrases
Vocabulary: verbs (float, lift, capture, perform, realize,
present, land, gather), nouns (power, experiment, trip,
journey, permission, flight, passenger), phrases (come to
the conclusion, safe and sound, start a tradition) 

2b     Breakthroughs                                 22-23
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
to learn subject/object questions and used to/would/
simple past, to listen for gist, to learn phrasal verbs
with turn
Vocabulary: thermometer, Post-it note, penicillin,
contact lens, microwave, correction fluid, phrases (treat
infections, measure temperature, bacteria samples,
recover from infections) 

2c     Once upon a time …                            24
Lesson objectives: to write a story
Vocabulary: time connectors (as, when, after, later,
while, suddenly, immediately)

2d     Culture Corner                                        25
Lesson objectives: To read for gist, to form nouns
from verbs/nouns, to give a presentation, to write a
short paragraph
Vocabulary: nouns (illustration, evolution, currency, site,
naturalist, living conditions), verbs (improve, develop)

2e     What does she do?                                26
Lesson objectives: To talk about jobs, to learn about
echo questions
Vocabulary: jobs (author, traffic cop, vet, architect, artist,
lion tamer, operator, waiter, air traffic controller, graphic
designer, accountant, bank teller, computer programmer,
pizza delivery boy, car salesman, cashier, sales assistant),
other (part-time, full time)

2f      Cross-Curricular Cut: History          27
Lesson objectives: To read for detailed understanding
Vocabulary: on board, remaining, continent, violent,
ports, capture, treasure, eventually, fortune

Self-Check 2                                                        28
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Warm-up Activity
Read the title and look at the picture on p. 20. Elicit what
Unit 2a is about (a very important event/invention etc.).

  1    To predict the content of the text
     •    Elicit what Ss know about hot-air balloons. 

(Ss’ own answers)

     •    Read the title of the text aloud and ask Ss to
read the introduction to themselves. Then elicit
suggestions as to what the text might be about.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The text is about how the hot-air balloon was invented.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Read the theory box aloud and then give Ss

enough time to read the text and answer the
questions.

        •    Check Ss’ answers and ask for reasons from Ss.

          Answer Key
          1     C – While in front of the fire with his laundry drying

he noticed one of his shirts float upwards.
          2     B – Joseph loved science and wanted to become

an inventor.
          3     A – ... the heat helped the balloon to float.
          4     C – A huge crowd gathered to watch the balloon.
          5     B – The brothers asked the king for permission to

send some men up in the balloon.

  3    To present and practice new vocabulary
        •    Ss complete the task on their own. Check Ss’

answers and elicit/explain the meaning of any
unknown words.

        •    Give Ss enough time to make their sentences.
Then ask Ss to share them with the class.

          Answer Key
          came to the conclusion – decided, lift – raise, capture –

catch, experiments – tests, presented – introduced, safe
and sound – unhurt, permission – approval

          Suggested Answer Key
           After driving for two hours, he came to the conclusion

that he had lost his way.
          On a windy day, the wind can lift things up.
          The dogcatcher tries to capture stray dogs.
          We do experiments in science class at school.
          The mayor presented the prizes at the fair.
          We all made it home safe and sound.
          I have to ask my mom for permission to borrow her

jewelry.

        •    Ss then explain the underlined words.

          Suggested Answer Key
          laundry: recently washed clothes, noticed: saw, float:

rise in the air, power: strength, craft: means of
transportation for air/water, realized: understood,
underneath: below, gathered: came together,
afterwards: later, involving: including, human: man
or woman, passengers: people traveling in a vehicle
but not driving, success: positive achievement,
reached: arrived at, tradition: way of doing things
that has existed for a long time

  4    To paraphrase information in a text and
give a first-person narrative

        •    Explain the task. Ask Ss to read the text and jot
down notes of important information in the
text. All Ss then prepare their answers. Ask Ss to
narrate their experience to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          One day, I was relaxing in front of the fire watching my

clothes dry when I noticed that one of my shirts had
started to float upwards. I was curious so I threw some
pieces of paper in the fireplace to see if the same thing
happened to them. I saw them come out of the chimney. I
got my brother Jacques to help me. 

           On September 19th, 1783 we presented our first hot-air
balloon, made from paper and cloth. We felt too
nervous to test it ourselves so we put a sheep, a duck,
and a chicken in the basket. The two-mile trip was a
success. Our invention attracted a lot of attention and
we asked the king to allow us to send up some men on
the next trip. He agreed and on November 21st, the first
hot-air balloon trip with human passengers took place
with great success. I felt very proud and very happy.

  5    To speculate about hot-air balloon travel
        •    Elicit answers to the questions in the rubric from

Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think I would be scared to travel in a hot-air balloon

because I would worry in case it crashed or in case I fell
out of the basket. It would probably be more exciting
than traveling in a car or an airplane because it would
be an amazing experience.

  6     To review the simple past and past
progressive

        •    Go through sentences 1-5. Ask Ss to identify the
verb forms in bold.

A place in history
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        •    Explain the task. Ss complete the task. Check Ss’
answers. Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference
section for more information.

        •    Elicit examples from the text from Ss.

          Answer Key
          1     b            2     c             3     a            4     e            5     d
          Suggested Answer Key
          Joseph Montgolfier was relaxing
          When he saw them coming, … he came 
          Joseph wanted … so he started

  7     To present and practice prepositional phrases
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task. Then

look up the phrases in the Word List.
        •    Ss then complete the sentences.
        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking Ss to read their

sentences to the class.

          Answer Key
          1     about                        3     of                         5     from
          2     to                                 4     on                        6     of

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Joseph was curious about what was happening to

cause his shirt to float upwards.
          2     What happened to the pieces of paper was

interesting to Joseph.
          3     This made him think of a craft that would be able

to lift people off the ground.
          4     He started experimenting on something that later

became the first hot-air balloon.

          5     The first hot-air balloon was made from paper and
cloth.

          6     The passengers on the first flight consisted of a
sheep, a duck, and a chicken.

  8    To practice the past progressive
        •    Give Ss two minutes to prepare their answers.

Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I was watching TV at 5 o’clock yesterday afternoon.
          This time three days ago, I was doing my English

homework.
          I was playing basketball at 7 o’clock on Monday

evening.

  9    To practice the simple past and past
progressive

        •    Ss complete the task in pairs. 
        •    Ask pairs to report back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Yesterday, I didn’t go shopping.
          2     While I was going to school on Monday, I met my

aunt.
          3     Last night at 11 o’clock I was sleeping.
          4     Last summer, I went to Greece on vacation.
          5     After I did my homework yesterday afternoon, I

played video games.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2
Exs. 4 & 8 p. 22
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A place in history

Warm-up Activity
Read the title and look at the pictures on p. 22. Elicit
what Unit 2b is about (inventions).

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Play the recording. Ask Ss to listen and repeat.

Ss then look up the words in the Word List.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To use new vocabulary in context 
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss make sentences. Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
        •    We use a Post-it note to write short messages.
        •    We use correction fluid to correct mistakes.
        •    We use penicillin to treat infections.
        •    We use a telephone to contact people.
        •    We use a microwave to cook food very fast.
        •    We use contact lenses to see better.

  3    To predict the content of a text
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and ask the

questions. Elicit answers from Ss.
        •    Play the recording for Ss to check their answers.

Ss listen and follow the text in their books.

Breakthroughs
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Breakthroughs

          Suggested Answer Key

          Alexander Fleming discovered penicillin. Perry
Lebaron Spencer developed the microwave.

  4    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again carefully

and answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Scotland
          2     was on a bacteria sample
          3     was able to destroy harmful bacteria
          4     he noticed a chocolate bar in his pocket had

started to melt
          5     it exploded all over the lab
          6     microwave 

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          experimenting with: carrying out scientific tests on
          sloppy: careless, messy
          mold: green substance that forms over time on food or

damp surfaces
          closer look: more detailed examination
          recover: stop being ill and get better
          infections: illness from virus or bacteria
          power tube: energy source
          kernels: edible parts of nuts 
          cut a hole: take a piece out of sth using scissors
          burst: exploded, blew up

  5    To further explore the text
        •    Ask Ss to skim the text once more and answer

the questions.
        •    Ask Ss to share their answers with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     He used to leave his culture plates all around his

lab and forget about them.
          2     He immediately started to conduct experiments to

find out what else the magnetron could do to other
types of food.

           3     Back in 1946 I was visiting a lab. As I stood in front of
a magnetron, I noticed that the chocolate bar I had
in my pocket started to melt. I held popcorn in front
of the magnetron and it exploded. The next day, I
opened a hole in the side of a kettle, put an egg in it,
and put the kettle in front of the magnetron. The
egg burst. I realized that we could use microwave
radio signals to cook. That’s how I invented the
microwave.

  6    To present new vocabulary and use it in
context

        •    Give Ss enough time to look up the words/phrases
in the Word List and use them in sentences.

        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking Ss to share their
sentences with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Alexander Fleming was experimenting with bacteria in

1928.
          He left his culture plates lying around the lab.
          He noticed some mold had grown on a culture plate.
          Percy Spencer was an engineer.
          The egg burst.
          He had discovered penicillin.
           He realized the mold could destroy harmful bacteria.
          When he stood in front of one he noticed a chocolate

bar in his pocket had started to melt.

  7    To present and practice subject/object
questions

        •    Go through the theory table with Ss. Do item 1
with Ss.

        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     Where did he take Joe?
          3     Who did they give some money to?
          4     Who gave me an X-ray?
          5     What was broken?
          6     What did she write?
          7     Who gave us our test?
          8     Who talked to Stella?
          9     What’s Tim fixing?
       10     Who did Sophie marry?

  8    To practice subject/object questions further
        •    Ss complete the task in pairs.
        •    Monitor the activity and then ask some pairs to

report back to the rest of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Who was experimenting with bacteria in 1928?
          B:    Alexander Fleming. What did he do with his culture

plates?
          A:   He left them lying all around his lab. What did he

notice?
          B:    He noticed there was some mold on one of the

bacteria samples. etc.
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Breakthroughs

  9    To present would/used to
        •    Write the following on board: 
               I would/used to go to bed early. 
                 I went to bed early. 
                 Explain that we can use would or the simple past

for repeated actions in the past that are no longer
true.

               Now write on the board:
               I used to wear glasses.
                 I wore glasses.
                 Explain that we use used to or the simple past to

talk about past states.
               Write on the board:
               I went to the movies last Sunday.
               Point out that when we talk about simple

actions that happened at a definite time in the
past we use the simple past.

        •    Go through the theory box with Ss. Elicit whether
there is a similar structure in Ss’ L1.

          (Ss’ own answers)

10   To practice using used to
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss work to complete the task in pairs.
        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some pairs to

report back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Did you use to go out with friends at the age of 10?
          B:    Yes, I did./No, I didn’t. Did you use to ride a bike at

the age of 10?
          A:   Yes, I did./No, I didn’t. Did you use to drive a car at

the age of 10?
          B:    No, I didn’t. Did you use to go to the movies at the

age of 10? etc.

          phrases with would: play video games, go out with
friends, ride a bike, drive a car, go to the movies, go
fishing, stay out late at night, bite your nails, travel
alone

11   To listen for gist
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and choose the

correct answer.

          Answer Key
          C

12   To present phrasal verbs with turn
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the sentences

with the correct particles. Then check in the Word
List.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. As an extension, ask Ss to
make sentences using phrasal verbs with turn.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     down                 3     out
          2     up                        4     on

13   To gather information and present it to the
class using IT

        •    Explain the task. Ss work in groups and gather
information from the website provided, or any
other sources.

         •    Suggest that Ss add pictures to their
presentation to make it visually stimulating.

        •    Assign the task for HW. Alternatively, if the
school has access to the Internet, Ss can gather
information during classtime and prepare the
presentation at home.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Two American brothers and

inventors, Orville and Wilbur
Wright, invented the airplane
and managed to achieve the
first powered and controlled
flight of an airplane on
December 17th, 1903. It had
a wingspan of 40 feet and
weighed 750 pounds. It cost
less than $1,000 to build.
Two years later, their flying
machine developed into
the world's first fixed-wing
aircraft.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 Exs. 2 & 3
p. 21, Exs. 5, 6 & 7 p. 22, Portfolio Activities

         p. 27
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Once upon a time ...

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the picture and the title and elicit
guesses as to what Unit 2c is about (a story).

  1    To present theory on how to write stories
        •    Read the theory aloud and answer any questions

Ss may have.

  2    To read for gist, specific information, and
lexical items

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books.

        •    Ss do the task. Elicit answers from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     four friends
          2     The story happened on a beautiful afternoon in

the woods near the village of Montignac.
           3     as, when, by this time, after, when, immediately,

later
          4     They felt really proud.

  3    To put events in sequential order
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to put

the events in order. Then check Ss’ answers.
        •    Ss work in pairs and use the storyline to retell

the story to their partners. Ask pairs to report
back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     One of the boys fell over.
          7     They told their teacher.
          4     They discovered a tunnel.
          5     They returned with flashlights.
          3     They saw a hole in the ground.
          8     They were ancient paintings.
          6     They found paintings of animals on the wall.

(climax event)
          1     Four teenagers went for a walk in the woods.

  4    To write a story
        •    Go through the rubric with Ss. Point out that a

rubric contains all the necessary information for
Ss to do the task. Focus Ss’ attention on the
underlined words/phrases. Explain that these
words tell us

               – who you are writing for (a teen magazine).
               – what you are going to write (a short story).
               – what the story can be about (sth that

happened to me).
                – how many words the story should be (120-

180).
               – who the main character(s) is (are).
               Ask Ss to answer the questions in the plan.

        •    Assign the task for HW. Remind Ss to use time
connectors.

        •    Check Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Para 1: I am, last summer, in my yard
          Para 2: I will find an old coin. It will be very old and

valuable
          Para 3: I will give it to the local museum and get my

picture in the paper. I will feel happy and proud

          Suggested Answer Key

                                                  It happened to me
                 It was a beautiful afternoon last summer. I was in

my yard digging a hole to plant a tree.
                 As I was digging, I saw a piece of metal in the

ground. I bent down to pick it up and I saw it was a
dirty old coin. After I washed it under the faucet, I saw
that it had a picture of a Roman emperor on the back.
Later that day, I took it to my uncle who is a history
teacher and he told me it was very old and probably
worth a lot of money. He said he would take it to the
local museum and find out more about it for me. The
next day, my uncle told me that it was 2,000 years old
and very rare. I decided to donate it to the local
museum.

                 Soon after, a reporter came and took my picture
for the local paper. I felt very happy and proud.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 Ex. 11
p. 25, Game p. 28
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and the title. Elicit what
Unit 2d may be about (English currency and the English
people in the pictures). Explain to Ss that in England bills
are called banknotes or notes.

  1    To introduce the topic of the text
        •    Elicit whether Ss recognize anyone from the

pictures.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To ask and answer comprehension
questions

        •    Tell Ss they may read the text again if necessary.
Then Ss ask and answer questions.

        •    Monitor the activity and then have some pairs
ask and answer questions in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Who is on the back?
          B:    Elizabeth Fry. What does the picture show?
          A:   It shows her reading to a female prisoner in

Newgate Prison. What color is a tenner?
          B:    It is orange. Who is on the back?
          A:   Charles Darwin. What does the picture show? etc.

  3    To learn new vocabulary through synonyms
         •    Elicit/Explain the meaning of any unknown

words. Then Ss complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Answer Key
          improving: making better
          illustration: picture
          developed: invented
          evolution: gradual development
          president: director
          site: location

  4    To check Ss’ retention of information
        •    Elicit answers from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Queen Elizabeth II is on the front of every UK bill.
          Elizabeth Fry is on the back of a five-pound bill.
          Charles Darwin is on the back of a ten-pound bill.

  5    To form people nouns from verbs and nouns
        •    Read the theory aloud and explain the

examples. Elicit examples from the text.

        •    Ss complete the exercise.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          prisoner, naturalist, composer
          1     inventor                          4     scientist
          2     astronomer                   5     biologist
          3     painter

  6    To talk and write about Ss’ own currency
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

gather information either at home or in class
and write a short paragraph.

        •    Ss work in groups and present their information
to the class and read their paragraphs aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          We use the Euro. They come in five, ten, twenty, fifty,

one hundred, two hundred, and five hundred bills. The
five-euro bill is the smallest and it is blue-gray, the ten-
euro bill is red, the twenty is blue, the fifty is orange, the
hundred is yellow, the two hundred is green and the
five hundred is purple.

          Each bill has a common theme of European
architecture in various artistic periods. The front of the
bill shows windows or gateways while the back shows
bridges. They do not show a real monument, only the
architectural style. All the bills show the European flag,
the 12 stars from the flag, the initials of the European
Central Bank (ECB), the map of Europe, and the
signature of the current president of the ECB.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2
Ex. 12 p. 25

Culture Corner
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title of the unit and the pictures and
guess what Unit 2e is about (people’s jobs).

  1    To present and practice new vocabulary 
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and read the

jobs in the list aloud.
        •    Elicit answers from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     I think Jane is a cashier.
          2     I think Steve is an air traffic controller.
          3     I think Kim is a bank teller.
          4     I think Bill is a pizza delivery boy.

  2   a    To read for structure, cohesion, and
coherence

               •    Give Ss enough time to read the dialogue.
               •    Elicit the topic.
               •    Then Ss fill in the blanks with the questions

(A-F).

          Suggested Answer Key
           The dialogue is about what someone’s mom does for a

living.

          Answer Key
          1     E            2     B            3     C            4     A

        b   To listen for confirmation
               •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their

answers.
               •    Then Ss read the dialogue aloud in pairs.

Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  3    To understand everyday English expressions
        •    Read sentences 1-3 aloud and elicit synonymous

ones from the dialogue.

          Answer Key
          1     What’s the pay like?
          2     What exactly does the job involve?
          3     What does your mom do for a living?

  4    To consolidate new vocabulary through
role-play

        •    Explain the task. Draw the following diagram on
the board for Ss to follow while they are doing
the task:

               
        •    Ss work in pairs and act out their dialogue using

the questions in Ex. 2 to help them.
        •    Monitor the activity paying close attention to Ss’

pronunciation and intonation. Ss can record
themselves while acting out their dialogue.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   What does your mom do for a living?
          B:    She works as a nurse at the local hospital.
          A:   How long has she been working there?
          B:    About 10 years.
          A:   Is it part-time?
          B:    No, she works 8 hours a day, five days a week.
          A:   How does she like her job?
          B:    She enjoys it very much. 

  5   a    To learn intonation in echo questions
               •    Explain the task. Read the theory box aloud

and play the recording.
               •    Ss listen and repeat.
          (Ss’ own answers)

        b   To practice echo questions
               •    Ss work in pairs. One S reads each comment

aloud and the other reacts to them with an
echo question.

               •    Ss then swap roles.
                •    Monitor the activity checking Ss’ pronunciation

and intonation and then ask some pairs to
model each item for the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     She gets how much a year?
          2     You’re leaving for where?
          3     He is a what?
          4     She lives where? 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2
Ex. 1 p. 21, Ex. 9 p. 23, Ex. 10 p. 24

Student A

Ask about mom’s 
job. 
(What does ...
living?)
Ask about length of
time she has been
with company. 
(How long ...?)
Ask if job is full/part
time. 
(Is it ...?)
Ask if she likes job. 
(Does she enjoy ...?)

Student B

Say when mom works.
(She works as ... .)

State length of time.
(About ... .)

Answer question.
(It’s ... .)

Answer question.
(Yes, she ... ./No, she ... .)

What does she do?
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Warm-up Activity
Read the title and look at the pictures on p. 27. Elicit
what Unit 2f might be about (an English explorer).

  1    To predict the content of the text
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the map, the picture of

Drake, and the title of the text and elicit/explain
who Sir Francis Drake was (a 16th century English
explorer).

        •    Elicit questions from Ss.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books and see if their questions were
answered.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     When did he live? (16th century AD)
          2     What is he famous for? (exploring, sailing around

the world)
          3     When did he die? (doesn’t say)

  2    To put events in sequential order
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and

order the sentences.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     Drake left two ships on the east coast of South

America.
          6     Drake sailed around the southern tip of Africa.
          4     Drake sailed to North America.
          1     Drake left Plymouth in 1577 with five ships.
          5     Drake crossed the Pacific.
          3     Drake sailed north along the coast of South

America.
          7     Drake arrived in England in September, 1580.

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold using
their dictionaries if necessary, and check their
answers in the Word List.

          Suggested Answer Key
          on board: on a ship, train, or aircraft
          crossing: going across from one side of sth to the other
          remaining: left
          route: way
          continent: body of land
          violent: strong
          caused: made sth happen
          ports: cities with a harbor for ships
          captured: took as a prisoner
          treasure: valuable objects
          eventually: in the end
          fortune: large sum of money

  3    To remember key events and place names
from a text

        •    Read the names aloud and elicit how they relate
to Sir Francis Drake.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Plymouth is the place he set off from in England.
          The Golden Hind was the only ship to complete the

journey.
          The Pacific is one of the oceans he crossed.
          The New World is what America was called.
           The Moluccas Islands are where Drake stopped before

he sailed home.
          Drake sailed around the southern tip of Africa on his

way home.
          Elizabeth I knighted him when he returned.

  4    To give an oral summary of a text
          •     Ss work in pairs and present Drake’s journey to

each other. Then ask some pairs to present it to
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
           Drake set off from Plymouth in England and sailed to

the southern tip of South America. Then he sailed up
the west coast to North America and then across the
Pacific Ocean to the Moluccas Islands. From there, he
sailed around the southern tip of Africa around the
Cape of Good Hope and back to England.

  5    To define a quotation
        •    Read the quotation aloud and elicit/explain the

meaning of any unknown words.
        •    Ss then work in small groups and discuss what

they think it means, whether they agree with it,
and why.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Yes, I agree with the quotation because if Francis

Drake had given up when he lost his ships on his
journey he would never have sailed around the world.

           B:    Yes, you’re right. You have to be optimistic and have
faith in yourself or you will never reach your goals,
especially when you are trying to sail to an uncharted
land. There must have been many times when he
could have given in to pessimism such as during the
violent storms or on the dangerous journey around
the Cape of Good Hope.

           A:    Yes. It’s good that he stayed optimistic or someone
else would have become the Master Thief of the
Unknown World instead of him.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2
Pairwork Activities p. 26

Cross-Curricular Cut
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        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the key
at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read
the Now I Can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 2 p.
LP1 

  ▶    OPTIONAL READING PRACTICE: Module 2 p. RP2

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 2
         pp. VP1-VP2 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 2 pp. 102-107

Write the following on the board. Ss working in
teams form collocations, and then use them in
sentences of their own. Each correct sentence gets 1
point. The team with the most points is the winner.

  A    B
sales lens
treat bacteria
contact arrangements
human conditions
traffic the conclusion
humming assistant
living designer
graphic tamer
lion  spirit
come to  cop
harmful bird
travel infections

Team A S1: The sales assistant helped me choose a
new shirt.

Self-Check
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Food & Shopping
What’s in this module?
  •    Ask Ss to look at the title Food & Shopping and elicit

suggestions as to what the module is about. Ask Ss
to read the list and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to different types of food and drink and

stores and shopping. 

Find the page numbers for

  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          a recipe (p. 31) Do you cook by yourself, following a

recipe? Do you like cooking? etc.
          a restaurant review (p. 34) Do you often eat out at

restaurants? When was the last time you went to a
restaurant? What was it like? How was the food/
service? etc.

          types of stores (p. 32) What is you favorite store? Are
there many stores in your neighborhood? How often
do you go shopping? etc.

Vocabulary 
  •    Elicit what countable (nouns that can be counted e.g.,

egg) and uncountable (nouns that cannot be counted
e.g., milk) nouns are.

  •    Write the headings on the board and elicit which
words go under which heading from Ss.

        Suggested Answer Key
          Kitchen Utensils: spoon, fork, frying pan, knife, saucepan
          Food: meat, fish, rice, lobster, eggs, bread, chicken,

cheese, shrimp
          Vegetables: potatoes, broccoli, onions, carrots, lettuce,

celery, cauliflower
          Other: stove, vinegar, flour, salt, butter

  •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Elicit the L1
equivalents. Then ask Ss to use the words to
describe the food in the pictures.

        Suggested Answer Key
            B     grilled fish       C     boiled lobster       D    fried chicken

  •    Elicit how the items can be cooked.
  •    Then read the example dialogue aloud and Ss

discuss in pairs.

        Suggested Answer Key
          eggs: scrambled, poached, boiled, fried
          potatoes: roast, boiled, fried, baked
          vegetables: grilled, roast, boiled, fried, steamed

Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topics of food and
shopping.
Module page                                                      29
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: spoon, meat, fork, fish, frying pan, knife,
potato, saucepan, broccoli, stove, onions, rice, lobster, egg,
shrimp, carrots, bread, lettuce, chicken, celery, cauliflower,
cheese, vinegar, flour, butter, salt, ways of cooking
(grilled, scrambled, poached, roast, boiled, fried, baked,
steamed, mashed), food preparation verbs (slice, peel,
chop, grate, beat, melt)
3a     Obento: a tasty tradition!            30-31
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
learn the present perfect, to practice the present
perfect vs. the simple past 
Vocabulary: places to eat/drink (restaurant, school
cafeteria, coffee shop, fast food restaurant), verbs
(establish, take pride in, look upon, get inspired), nouns
(packed lunch, regulations, picky eater, influences),
adjectives (healthy, nourishing)
3b     That’s a bargain!                              32-33
Lesson objectives: To listen for the context of a
dialogue, to read and listen for gist, to learn the present
perfect progressive, to learn phrasal verbs with go
Vocabulary: places to shop (department store, shopping
mall, garage sale, bazaar, flea market, newsstand, bakery,
flower shop, jewelry store, shoe store, pharmacy,
hairdresser’s, butcher shop, post office, clothes store, fish
market, eyewear store), verbs (affect, receive, recycle,
pollute), phrases (try their best, a little effort, in good
condition, spending habits, natural environment)
3c     Reviews                                                      34
Lesson objectives: To use adjectives, to write a review
Vocabulary: nouns (dishes, service, prices, waiters),
adjectives (excellent, fast, slow, poor, tasty, delicious, plain,
tasteless, colorful, traditional, modern, high, reasonable,
low, expensive, friendly, helpful, rude)
3d     Culture Corner                                         35
Lesson objectives: To read and listen for specific
information, to form verbs from adjectives, to write a
short paragraph
Vocabulary: pudding, cod, deep fried, gravy, takeout,
haddock, batter, ground, mashed, sauce
3e     Are they new?                                          36
Lesson objectives: To learn the language of expressing
admiration, dialogue practice, intonation in questions
Vocabulary: bargain, suit, whereabouts
3f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Health Ed       37
Lesson objectives: To learn about food allergies, to learn
prepositional phrases, to give a presentation using IT
Vocabulary: nouns (runny nose, swollen lips, a rash,
itchy skin, medicine, immune system), adjectives
(allergic to), verbs (check the labels, free)
Self-Check 3                                                        38
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          chicken: grilled, roast, boiled, fried
          rice: boiled, fried, steamed
          fish: grilled, poached, fried, baked, steamed

  •    Elicit which verbs complete the phrases. Then play
the recording for Ss to listen and check.

  •    Ask Ss to say the L1 equivalents.

        Suggested Answer Key
          1     grate                  3     beat                    5     peel
          2     melt                    4     slice                    6     chop

          (Ss’ own answers)

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title, the pictures, and the text on
p. 30 and guess what Unit 3a is about (a special dish).

  1    To present new vocabulary and brainstorm
types of food/drink

        •    Read the places to eat aloud and elicit what
each one is like.

        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task. Then
check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          restaurant: steak, pasta, roast chicken, cheesecake,

curry, baked potatoes
          school cafeteria: spaghetti, sausages, french fries,

salad, roast potatoes, boiled vegetables
          coffee shop: coffee, tea, milkshakes, cakes,

sandwiches, cookies, salads, soup
           fast food restaurant: pizza, burger, french fries,

kebab

  2    To present the topic of the text
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and play the

recording.
        •    Elicit answers to the questions in the rubric from

Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think obento is a type of food.
          It might be from Japan.

  3   a    To predict the content of a text
               •    Elicit questions from Ss and write them on

the board.
               •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the

text in their books and try to answer the
questions.

          Suggested Answer Key
           1     What do they contain? Four parts rice, three parts

meat or fish, two parts vegetables, and one part
fruit.

          2     Who makes them? Mothers
          3     Who eats them? Children 

        b   To read for specific information
               •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again

carefully and complete the sentences.
               •    Check Ss’ answers. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     a special lunch served in a box.
          2     the 5th century.
          3     almost anywhere, at theaters, airports, and train

stations.
          4     four parts rice, three parts meat or fish, two parts

vegetables, and one part fruit.
          5     attractive.
          6     small.
          7     how much mothers love their children.

               •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          packed lunch: food you take with you
          nourishing: with a lot of vitamins & protein
          healthy: good for your body
          shape like: in the form of
          take great pride in: feel good about
          established regulations: rules that have been created
          picky eater: very choosy about food
          look upon: consider
          influence: affect
          get inspired: get ideas

Food & Shopping

Obento: a tasty tradition!
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  4    To discuss the content of a text
        •    Ss discuss what they found interesting in the

text in pairs.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Obento is a Japanese tradition.
           Food can be shaped like flowers, animals, and cartoon

characters.
          Japanese mothers take a long time to make obento

for their children.

  5    To present the present perfect
        •    Write the following on the board: I’ve been here

since May. Draw the following: 

                                            May                                     now

               Explain that the action started in May and
continues up to now. Explain that the verb form
used is the present perfect. Elicit how it is
formed (have + past participle of main verb).

        •    Go through the theory box with the class. Refer Ss
to the relevant page in the Grammar Reference
section for more detail. Explain that Ss can consult
the list of irregular verbs at the back of the book
for past participles of irregular verbs.

        •    Ask Ss to provide examples from the text.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Have you ever thought of eating
          Obento boxes have been part of Japanese society
          Obento has become very popular
          Nursery schools have established regulations
           The Japanese have always looked upon the mother

  6    To practice the present perfect
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     They haven’t set the table yet.
          3     He has already ordered pizza.
          4     She hasn’t fried the rice yet.
          5     The children haven’t eaten anything since lunch.
          6     Paul has already washed the dishes.

  7    To practice the present perfect and food
preparation verbs

        •    Ask Ss to read the recipe, the verbs in the list,
and the example.

        •    Then Ss ask and answer questions as in the
example in pairs. 

        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some pairs to act
out their exchanges in front of the class.

          Answer Key
          A:   Have you melted the butter?
          B:    Yes, I have./No, I haven’t.
          A:   Have you grated the cheese?
          B:    Yes, I have./No, I haven’t.
          A:   Have you peeled the onion?
          B:    Yes, I have./No, I haven’t.
          A:   Have you sliced the tomato?
          B:    Yes, I have./No, I haven’t.
          A:   Have you chopped the onion?
          B:    Yes, I have./No, I haven’t.

  8    To practice sentence structure of the
present perfect

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task. Then check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     We have never tried caviar.
          3     Have you ever eaten pickled onions?
           4     They have already had supper./Have they already

had supper?
          5     Bob has worked here since 2000.
          6     She hasn’t prepared lunch yet.
          7     He has been a chef for years.

  9    To distinguish between the present perfect
and the simple past 

        •    Read the theory aloud and elicit how the tenses
differ.

          Suggested Answer Key
           The simple past is used for completed actions in the past

and the present perfect is used for actions that have
recently finished or continue up to the present.

10   a    To practice the present perfect and the
simple past

               •    Give Ss enough time to read the texts and
complete the task.

               •    Check Ss’ answers by asking Ss to read the
completed texts aloud.

          Answer Key
          A    1     have been                      5     cut
                 2     worked                            6     fried
                 3     complained                   7     served
                 4     were                                  8     have been

Obento: a tasty tradition!
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          B    1     have enjoyed         4     loved         7     have become
                 2     came                         5     saw
                 3     was                            6     started

        b   To practice the present perfect and the
simple past interrogative forms

                •     Read the example aloud and ask Ss to
complete the task in pairs.

               •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some pairs to
ask and answer questions in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Who was George Crum?
          B:    A chef in a New York restaurant.
          A:   What did he do?
          B:    He invented potato chips. etc.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3
Exs. 1, 2, 3 & 4 p. 29, Ex. 6 p. 30

Warm-up Activity
Direct Ss’ attention to the title and pictures on p. 32 and
elicit suggestions as to what Unit 3b is about (shopping
in different places).

  1    To listen for gist
        •    Read the theory box aloud and the places in the

pictures.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and identify the

context of each one.

          Answer Key
          Dialogue 1 – department store
          Dialogue 2 – garage sale
          Dialogue 3 – shopping mall

  2    To match situational language to locations
        •    Go through the list of stores and elicit/explain

any unknown ones.
        •    Read the first sentence and elicit an answer as

an example.
        •    Ss complete the rest of the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. 

          Answer Key
          1     clothes store                         7     eyewear store
          2     hairdresser’s                         8     post office
          3     butcher shop                       9     flower shop
          4     bakery                                  10     fish market
          5     pharmacy                           11     newsstand
          6     shoe store                           12     jewelry store

  3    To predict the content of a text
         •     Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books and answer the questions in the rubric.

          Suggested Answer Key
           I think Buy Nothing Day is when people avoid shopping.

  4    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again

carefully and answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. Then Ss explain the words/

phrases in bold.

          Answer Key
          1     F     It started in Canada.                                          4     T
          2     F     It is celebrated in 64 countries.                     5     T
          3     T

          Suggested Answer Key
          event: something important that happens
          try their best: do as well as they can
          whole: complete/entire
          spending habits: ways people use their money
          affect: have an influence on
          natural environment: natural surroundings
          effort: amount of work/energy put into sth
          items: things
          good condition: not damaged
          coupons: paper tokens that can be exchanged for

something else
          bazaar: sale to raise money for charity

Background information

Montreal is the second largest city in Canada. It is
believed that the city took its name from a hill in the
heart of the city called “Mont Royal.” It’s a very clean
city with cold winters and wet, sunny summers.

Obento: a tasty tradition!

That’s a bargain!
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           recycle: put sth through a process that allows it to be
used again

          polluting: making air, water, and/or land dirty and
dangerous

  5    To understand the author’s purpose
        •    Explain the task.
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     b            2     c             3     a

  6    To consolidate comprehension through
role-play

        •    Explain the task and read the example exchange
aloud.

        •    Ss take roles and complete the task in pairs.
        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some pairs to

role-play in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   What is the point of Buy Nothing Day?
          B:    To make people stop and think about what they buy

and how their spending habits affect the natural
environment.

          A:   What do people do?
          B:    People try their best not to buy anything for the

whole day.
          A:   What else do they do?
          B:    Some schools, such as mine, organize events.
          A:   What event did your school organize?
          B:    We had an eco-bazaar. etc.

  7    To present the present perfect progressive
        •    Write the following on the board: I have been

studying since 9:00 am. Draw the following:

               9:00 am    duration     → now

               Explain that the action started at 9:00 am and is
continuing up to now. Explain that the present
perfect progressive is used to indicate the
duration of the activity.

        •    Go through the theory box with the class. Refer
Ss to the relevant pages in the Grammar Section
for more details.

        •    Elicit other examples found in the text from the Ss.

                 (Ss’ own answers)

          Answer Key
          People have been celebrating
          We have been working hard on it all week

  8    To practice the present perfect progressive
        •    Read the example aloud. Then give Ss enough

time to compete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     have you been doing       
          3     have they been living
          4     has been raining
          5     have been organizing
          6     has been learning

  9    To practice the present perfect progressive
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task in pairs.
        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some pairs to ask

and answer the questions in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   I’m happy.
          B:    Have you been shopping?
          A:   Yes, I have.
          B:    I’m angry.
          A:   Have you been waiting a long time?
          B:    Yes, I have.
          A:   I’m exhausted.
          B:    Have you been working hard all day?
          A:   Yes, I have.
          B:    I’m bored.
          A:   Have you been reading a boring book?
          B:    Yes, I have.

10   To present phrasal verbs with go
        •    Explain the task. Ss complete the task and check

the phrasal verbs in the Word List.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     after            2     for         3     through            4     under

11   To practice the present perfect and present
perfect progressive through personal examples

        •    Ss complete the task in class or for HW.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
        •    I have never traveled abroad before.
        •    My best friend has always been honest with me.
        •    I have been dreaming of becoming famous for

years.
        •    I haven’t had any problems so far.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 Ex. 5 p. 29,
Exs. 7 & 8 p. 30

That’s a bargain!

→
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title of the unit and the pictures and
guess what Unit 3c is about (reviewing a restaurant).

  1    To present the structure of a restaurant
review

        •    Read the theory box aloud. Explain any unknown
words.

  2    To identify text type and predict the content
of a text

        •    Give Ss enough time to scan the text and
answer the questions.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books. Elicit the writer’s opinion.

          Answer Key
           It is a review. It has pictures and it is not in a letter or

email format. The writer thinks Tony’s is nicely
decorated, has excellent service, friendly waiters, a
variety of tasty dishes to choose from, and reasonable
prices.

  3    To identify the content of paragraphs
         •    Ask Ss to identify the number of paragraphs in

the text (3: 1st para: My favorite ... delightful; 2nd
para: The decor .. for dinner, 3rd para: Tony’s ...
huge).

        •    Go through the list of topics with Ss. Ss do the
task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          The third paragraph is about the writer’s

recommendation.
          The first paragraph is about the restaurant’s name

and address.
          The second paragraph is about the décor, service,

dishes, and prices.

  4     To present appropriate adjective-noun
pairings

        •    Read the theory box aloud. Point out that
adjectives can precede a noun (It’s a beautiful
restaurant) or they can go after the verb to be
(The restaurant is beautiful).

        •    Explain the task and elicit answers from Ss.

          Answer Key
          1     service               3     decor                  5     waiters
          2     dishes                4     prices  

  5    To identify adjective-noun pairings in the
text

        •    Ask Ss to skim the text and find the adjectives
for the items in the rubric.

        •    Elicit answers from the class.

           delightful restaurant, tasty dishes, excellent service,
friendly waiters, reasonable prices

  6    To write a restaurant review
        •    Explain the task and assign it for HW.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
                                           Rico’s Italian Restaurant
          My favorite restaurant is Rico’s. It is on Chapel Street in

Pooltown and it is a great place to eat. 
          The restaurant is famous for its delicious food, excellent

service, and friendly waiters. The atmosphere is fun and
the prices are reasonable. There is a wide range of
traditional Italian dishes to choose from such as
amazing pizza and delicious pasta.

          Rico’s is a fantastic restaurant. It is very popular so it is
a good idea to reserve a table before you go.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 Ex. 10 p. 30,
Ex. 11 p. 31, Exs. 12 & 13 pp. 32-33

Reviews
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Warm-up Activity
Elicit what Unit 3d is about (food in Great Britain).

  1    To predict the content of the text
        •    Elicit answers to the questions in the rubric from Ss.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books.
        (Ss’ own answers)

          Suggested Answer Key
          Yorkshire pudding is made with eggs, flour, and milk.

Fish and chips are made with fish and french fries.
Shepherd’s pie is made with meat and potatoes.
Sunday roast dinner is made with roast meat,
potatoes, and vegetables.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again

carefully and answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     C            2     D           3     B            4     A

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          cod: a large fish found in the Atlantic Ocean 
          haddock: a popular fish, like cod, found in the

northern seas
          deep fried: (of food) that is cooked in a lot of hot oil or

fat
          batter: a mixture of flour, water, eggs, etc., used in

cooking
          seasoned with: (of food) with added salt, pepper, etc.

to improve flavor
          ground: (of meat) that has been cut into very small

pieces using a machine
          topped with: having something else added on top of

the food
          mashed: (of potatoes) that have been boiled and

crushed until soft

        3    To categorize new vocabulary
        •    Write the headings on the board and elicit from

Ss which words go under which heading.
        •    Then ask Ss to present a dish to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          fish: cod, haddock
           meat: ground lamb or beef, roast beef, roast chicken,

roast lamb
          vegetables: french fries, carrots, mashed potato, green

vegetables

           other: pudding, flour, eggs, milk, gravy, dessert, main
course, chips, takeout, batter, salt and vinegar, pie, roast
dinner, mint sauce

          Suggested Answer Key
         Yorkshire pudding is made with eggs, flour, and milk. It

is part of the main course and is served with gravy.
          Fish and chips is a traditional takeout dish in England.

It is made with cod or haddock deep fried in batter,
and served with french fries sprinkled with salt and
vinegar.

          Shepherd’s pie is a dish made with ground beef or
lamb and carrots topped with mashed potato.

          Sunday roast dinner can be roast beef and Yorkshire
pudding, roast chicken and gravy, or roast lamb and
mint sauce. It is served with two or more kinds of
green vegetables and roast potatoes.

  4    To listen for specific information
        •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read questions 1-3

and the possible answers for each to familiarize
themselves with the content of each recording.

        •    Play the recording and Ss listen and choose the
correct answer.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     C            2     A            3     B

  5    To form verbs from adjectives with -en
        •    Read the theory aloud and elicit an example

from the text.
        •    Ss complete the task and make sentences using

two of their answers.

          Answer Key
          moistened
           1     thicken       –     Adding flour to gravy will thicken it.
          2     lighten       –     If you add milk, the sauce lightens in

color.
          3     sharpen    –     You need to sharpen the knife before

you cut the meat.
          4     deepen      –     The water gradually deepened as we

walked away from the shore.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  6     To make a leaflet about local traditional
dishes

         •    This task may be done in class or assigned for
HW.

        •    Ss work in groups and gather information about
local traditional dishes. Then make a leaflet of
short texts.

Culture Corner
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Warm-up Activity
Read the title aloud and direct Ss’ attention to the picture
and elicit what Unit 3e is about (products & expressing
admiration for a new piece of clothing, etc.).

  1    To present situational language associated
with expressing admiration

        •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
chorally and individually. Pay attention to Ss’
intonation and correct as necessary.

         •     Elicit/Explain the meanings of any unknown
words.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To put situational language in the context
of a dialogue

        •    Explain the task. Give Ss enough to read the
dialogue and fill in blanks 1-5 with phrases A-F.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

          Answer Key
          1     F            2     B            3     C            4     E            5     A

  3    To present everyday English expressions
through synonymous expressions

        •    Read sentences 1-4 aloud and elicit synonymous
ones from the dialogue.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     They really suit you.
          2     That’s a bargain.
          3     No, not at all.
          4     What nice sunglasses!

  4    To consolidate situational language through
translation 

        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents from Ss.
        •    Then Ss read the dialogue aloud in pairs.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  5    To consolidate situational language through
role-play

        •    Explain the task. Draw the following diagram for
Ss to follow. Ss act out a dialogue similar to the
one in Ex. 2 using the sentences in Ex. 1 in pairs.

Are they new?

        •    Tell Ss to include pictures to make their work
more visually stimulating.

        •    Ss present their leaflets to the class.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3
         Pairwork Activities p. 34, Portfolio Activities p. 35

           Tortilla: The Spanish love to eat this
delicious dish. They make it with eggs,
potatoes, onions, and red peppers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Paella: The Spanish love paella. They

make it with rice, peas, saffron, meat
such as chicken and pork, and seafood
such as mussels, prawns, lobster, and
crab. They cook it in a big frying pan. 

          Gazpacho: This is a traditional Spanish
soup. It is a mixture of red and green
peppers, tomatoes, onions, garlic, and
cucumber served with crackers or fresh
bread. 

Culture Corner
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        •    Monitor the activity offering assistance where
necessary.

        •    Ss record themselves.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   What nice earrings! Are they new?
          B:    Yes, I bought them yesterday.

          A:   They really suit you. Where did you get them?
          B:    At Brook’s on Bond Street
          A:   Where exactly is it?
          B:    Next to the flower shop.
          A:   Were they expensive?
          B:    No, not at all. They were only $10.
          A:   That’s a bargain. I think I’ll go and have a look

myself on Saturday.
          B:    We can go together if you like.
          A:   Great. Let’s meet at 10:30 at the bus station.
          B:    OK. See you there.

  6    To present the structure of statements
expressing admiration

        •    Read the theory aloud and elicit the L1
equivalents for the examples.

        •    Ss then complete the sentences.

          Answer Key
          1     What                         3     How                           5     How
          2     What a                     4     What

  7    To present the intonation of yes/no
questions

        •    Read the theory box aloud.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Check

Ss’ intonation.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 Game
p. 36

Student A Student B
Express admiration
about friend’s new
item(s).
(What ...! Are 
they new?)
Express your
admiration again, ask
where friend bought
it.
(They suit you ... .
Where did you ...?)
Ask store’s address.
(Where exactly ...?)
Ask about price.
(Were they ...?)

Express your decision
to go and have a look.
(I think I’ll go ... .)
Agree – Mention
time/place to meet.
(Great! Let’s meet at ... .)

Say when you buy it.
(Yes, I ... .)

Say the name &
location of place. 
(At ... in ... .)

Describe exact
location.
(Next to ... .)
Say how much it costs.
(They were ... .)
Suggest going
together.
(We can go ... .)
Agree.
(OK! See ... .)

Warm-up Activity
Explain that Health Education is a school subject and
ask whether it is taught in Ss’ school. Draw Ss’ attention
to the pictures and elicit what Unit 3f is about (food
allergies).

  1    To present the topic of the text
        •    Read the title aloud and draw Ss’ attention to the

pictures and identify the foods (eggs, peanuts,
milk, seafood).

        •    Elicit possible answers to the questions.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books.

          Suggested Answer Key
           I think peanuts, milk, eggs, and lobster are foods that

can cause allergies. I think food allergies are caused
because our immune system reacts strangely to
certain foods.

  2    To present new vocabulary and use it in
context

        •    Direct Ss to the Word List at the back of their
books to look up the words/phrases.

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the summary and
fill in the blanks.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

Are they new?

Cross-Curricular Cut
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          Answer Key
          1     allergic to
          2     itchy skin/a rash/swollen lips
          3     a rash/itchy skin/swollen lips
          4     swollen lips/itchy skin/a rash
          5     a runny nose
          6     immune system
          7     medicine
          8     check the labels

  3    To check comprehension of a text
        •    Elicit a variety of answers from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A food allergy can cause swollen eyes and lips.
          Even a small amount of a certain food can make

someone feel ill.
          The immune system can make mistakes.
          Some allergies go away as we get older.

  4    To present prepositional phrases
        •    Ss complete the task.
        •    Ask Ss to give the L1 equivalents.

          Answer Key
          1     to                         3     from                   5     on
          2     from                   4     for

          (Ss’ own answers)

  5    To give a presentation using IT
        •    Divide the class into small groups and explain

the task.
        •    Direct Ss to the website given.
        •    Assign the task for HW. Alternatively, if the

school has access to the Internet, Ss can gather
information during classtime, and prepare their
presentation at home.

        •    Ss present their information to the class. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          Over the past few years, doctors have noticed a growing

number of people with food allergies.  Although people
could be allergic to any kind of food, the most common
foods that can cause allergies are peanuts, milk, eggs,
fish, soy, shellfish, wheat, and tree nuts, such as
almonds, cashews, and walnuts. Sometimes children
with food allergies may no longer have an allergy when
they grow up. For example, by the time some children
turn five, they may not be allergic to milk or eggs
anymore. Other allergies, however, such as fish and
shellfish allergies, may never go away.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 Ex. 9 p. 30

        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the key
at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read
the Now I Can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 3 p. LP1 

  ▶    OPTIONAL READING PRACTICE: Module 3 p. RP3

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 3
         pp. VP2-VP3

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 3 
pp. 108-113

Hangman

Divide the class into two teams. Team A will look
for a word from the module and one of the
students will go to the board and draw the same
number of lines as there are letters in the word.
Team B then starts saying letters until they find the
word or the hangman is completed. If the Ss find
the word, they must make a sentence with it to get
the points. Then it’s team B’s turn.
e.g., r e c o v e r
It took a long time to recover from the illness.

Cross-Curricular Cut

Self-Check
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Looks
What’s in this module?

 •    Ask Ss to look at the title Looks and elicit suggestions
as to what the module is about. Ask Ss to read the list
and browse through the module and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The module is about physical appearance, the way

people look, what they wear, etc.

Find the page numbers for 

 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          letter of advice (p. 44) When would you write a letter of

advice? Who to? What about? etc.

          traditional costumes (p. 45) What is the traditional
costume of your country like? When/Where is it worn?
etc.

Vocabulary

 •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Check Ss’
intonation and pronunciation.

 •    Elicit the L1 equivalents from Ss.
 •    Refer Ss to the Word List at the back of their books

to check the meanings of the words/phrases.

        (Ss’ own answers)

 •    Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures and ask Ss to
describe the people.

          Suggested Answer Key
           Bob has gray hair, bushy eyebrows, deep wrinkles, a

wide forehead, and a short beard. He is middle-aged. 
          Jane is a teenager with long, dark wavy hair, brown

eyes, and full lips.
          Luke is handsome. I think he is in his early forties. He

has light brown wavy hair and a thick mustache.
          Tom is in his early thirties. He has a bald head, brown

eyes, and a wide nose and mouth.
          Kelly is a teenager with long, dark curly hair, and a

pointed chin.
          Katy is skinny and pretty with long blond hair and

freckles.
           Maria is in her early thirties. She has long blond hair,

thick lips, and pierced ears.

 •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
 •    Elicit the answers for the remaining phrases. Then

Ss work in pairs. One student chooses a phrase and
mimes it, the other guesses.

Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topics of
appearance and self-esteem.
Module page                                                      39
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: physical appearance (bushy eyebrows,
deep wrinkles, wide shoulders, high/wide forehead,
bald head, freckles, full/thin lips, narrow/thick waist,
pointed/double chin, pierced ears, gray/light brown
hair, curly/straight/wavy hair, thick/thin/long/short
mustache/beard, skinny, chubby, overweight, ugly/
pretty/handsome, teenager/in his early thirties/middle-
aged/old)

4a     Self-esteem                                        40-41
Lesson objectives: To read for detailed comprehension,
to learn the comparative and superlative forms, to write
about your best friend
Vocabulary: stare, muscular, remarks, affect, mature,
fit, unrealistic, vanity, focus on, put pressure on, draw
attention to, skinny, put on weight
4b     Fashion craze                                    42-43
Lesson objectives: To listen for specific information,
to read for specific information, to learn so – such/ too
– enough, to write about fashion
Vocabulary: pattern (floral, plain, striped, polka-dot, plaid,
patterned), style (baggy, elegant, casual, sporty, sharp,
scruffy, tight/loose, bright), material (velvet, leather, silk,
cotton, woolen, nylon, straw, linen, denim), adjectives
(classy, modern, trendy, fashionable, casual, comfortable,
ridiculous, awful, old-fashioned, funny, weird)

4c     What can I do?                                         44
Lesson objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read
for specific information, to write a letter of advice
Vocabulary: bullying, nasty, pimples, gain/lose weight,
school counselor, confidence, follow a diet
4d     Culture Corner                                         45
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
write about a traditional costume in your country
Vocabulary: long-sleeved dress, knee-high white socks,
black shoes, tall black hat, long full skirt, white apron,
shawl, stockings, pleated woolen skirt, goatskin bag,
cloak, white pants, loose white shirt, pad of bells,
handkerchief
4e     Any advice?                                              46
Lesson objectives: To learn the language of asking
for and giving advice, word stress and weak vowels
Vocabulary: long face, date, conversation, turn down,
easy enough
4f      Cross-Curricular Cut: PSD                   47
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
learn phrasal verbs with put, to give a presentation
Vocabulary: proud, regardless, appropriate, quest,
elements, pierced tongues, tattoos, jewelry, permed hair,
overboard, unique, follow a trend
Self-Check 4                                                        48
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          Suggested Answer Key
          2     lips, hair                                                 4     head
          3     eyebrows, chin, head                     5     shoulders

 •    As an extension, ask Ss to describe their favorite
actors, singers, soccer players, etc., to the class using
the vocabulary presented before.

Warm-up Activity
Direct Ss’ attention to the picture on p. 40 and the title
and elicit guesses as to what Unit 4a is about (how
people feel about themselves).

  1    To predict the content of a text
        •    Read the title aloud and draw Ss’ attention to

the picture.
        •    Elicit guesses as to what the text is about.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books and check if their guesses were
correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The text is about self-image and self-esteem.

  2    To read for detailed information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again

carefully and answer the questions.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Teenagers change the way they feel about

themselves as their bodies change and they think
they should look like people they see in the media.

          2     Girls may put on weight suddenly and boys get
wider shoulders and deeper voices.

          3     Media images can make teenagers feel that there
is something wrong with them if they don’t look
like the people/images they see. This may cause
teenagers to go on extreme diets.

          4     Yes, I agree with the author’s ideas because I think
self-esteem is an important issue for teenagers. If
teenagers are confident, they will not think about
comparing themselves to their friends and to
images in the media.

        •    Ss then explain the underline words/phrases.

          Suggested Answer Key
          skinny: extremely thin, especially in an unattractive

way
          put on: gain

          mind: object to
          growing up: becoming an adult gradually
          physical appearance: the way sb looks
          draws attention to: makes people notice
          speed: pace
          fat: matter used to store energy which is found under

the skin in people and animals  
          grow: develop
          Media images: pictures found on television and in

newspapers and magazines
          advertising: the business or activity of creating

advertisements 
          affect: influence
            put pressure on: try and convince or force sb to do sth
          go on extreme diets: try to lose weight very quickly
          confidence: certainty

  3    To present new vocabulary and practice
using it in context

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to match the words and

make sentences.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          staring: looking for a long time
          muscular: well-built
          remarks: comments
          affects: influences
          matures: develops
          fit: match
          unrealistic: false
          vanity: pride
          focus: concentrate

          Suggested Answer Key
          Tony is very muscular and strong.
          He made some rude remarks about the woman.
          Your body image affects your self-esteem.
          Boys mature more slowly than girls.
          The punishment should fit the crime.
          Don’t set yourself unrealistic goals.

Looks

Self-esteem
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           You should always put your health before your vanity.
          People should focus more on inner beauty.

  4    To check comprehension of a text
        •    Give Ss three minutes to consider the questions

and write their answers based on their own
opinions and the information in the text.

        •    Ss say their answers to their partners.
        •    Ask some Ss to report back to the rest of the

class.

          Suggested Answer Key
           1     We should develop our self-confidence so that we

don’t feel we have to copy what we see in the
media. We should realize that media images are not
true to life. We should understand that the people in
the media spend a lot of time and money to look
like they do because it is part of their job.

          2     Write a list of ten things you like about yourself
and say it to yourself every day. Try and see
yourself how your friends see you.

  5    To present prepositional phrases
        •    Read the sentences aloud one at a time and

elicit the correct preposition for each one.
        •    Ss then tell their partner which ones are true for

them.

          Answer Key
          1     to          3     to                 5     up                7     on   
          2     at          4     with            6     with            8     on

          (Ss’ own answers)

  6    To form opposite adjectives
        •    Read the theory aloud and elicit examples from

the text.
        •    Ss then form opposite adjectives and make

sentences using them. 
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          uncomfortable, unrealistic

          Answer Key
          1     unpopular                      3     uninteresting
          2     inexpensive                   4     unsure

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     I have never been unpopular.
          2     This dress is quite inexpensive.
          3     This program is uninteresting.
          4     He is unsure about his future.

  7    To present the comparative/superlative
degree

        •    Ss’ books closed. Write the following on the board:
               taller than – the tallest of
                 Ann is ... Sue. 
                 Laura is ... all. 
               Ask Ss to complete the sentences with the

correct words.

          Answer Key
          Ann is taller than Sue. 
          Laura is the tallest of all.

         •    Explain how we form the comparative/superlative
degree. Repeat this time using beautiful. 

        •    Explain that with longer adjectives we use more
in the comparative and most in the superlative. 

         •     Go through the table with Ss and refer them to the
Grammar Reference Section for more information.

        •    Elicit examples from the text.      
          Answer Key
          a bit taller, more muscular, thicker, longer, better,

smaller, the most beautiful, sooner than, wider, deeper,
as thin as, more important, as healthily as

  8    To practice comparative/superlative forms
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
        •    Remind Ss to be careful with the spelling.
        •    Check Ss’ answers and then elicit which sentences

they agree/disagree with.

          Answer Key
          1     funnier                                    5     easier 
          2     the most difficult               6     more expensive 
          3     better                                       7     easier 
          4     faster                                       8     more 

          Suggested Answer Key
          The weather was better yesterday than today.

  9    To practice the superlative form
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task. Then check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     … I passed my exams.
          2     The most enjoyable vacation I’ve ever had was

when I went to Crete with my parents.
          3     The most boring movie I’ve ever seen was “2001: A

Space Odyssey.”
          4     The most interesting person I know is Gordon.
          5     The most popular sport in my country is basketball.
          6     The cheapest restaurant in my town is Brook’s.

Self-esteem
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Warm-up Activity
Direct Ss’ attention to the title of the unit, the title of the
text, and the pictures. Elicit guesses as to what Unit 4b is
about (clothes that are environmentally friendly).

  1    To predict the content of the text
        •    Read the questions in the rubric aloud and elicit

questions from Ss.
         •    Write them on the board. Then play the recording.

Ss listen and follow the text in their books and see
if their questions were answered.

          Suggested Answer Key
          What are they? (environmentally-friendly clothes)
          What are they made of? (linen, eco-fleece, and

bamboo)
          Where can you buy them? (doesn’t say)

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again carefully

and answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     T
          2     F     Linen doesn’t need a lot of chemicals to

produce it.
          3     T

          4     F     Bamboo clothing allows your skin to breathe.
          5     T

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          natural fabric: cloth made from natural materials,

such as cotton, wool, etc. 
          pound: 16 ounces, a unit for measuring weight
          pesticide: a chemical substance put on crops to kill

harmful insects.
          chemicals: substances made by a chemical process
          end up: arrive, finish up
          harm: damage
          option: choice
          chop: cut into pieces
          turn into flakes: to change into small thin pieces
          fiber: thin thread that forms a cloth
          weave: to make cloth using a machine
          cozy: warm and comfortable
          allows: permits, lets
          breathe: take air
          effort: work or energy to achieve sth
          give it a try: test, see how it is

  3    To check comprehension of the text
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again. Then

talk and discuss the interesting points from the
text and the questions in the rubric in pairs.

Self-esteem

Fashion craze

10   To practice comparatives/superlatives
further

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss talk in pairs.
         •     Monitor the activity. Then ask some Ss to report

back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          My mom is taller than her sisters.
           My best friend is funnier than I am; she’s prettier too.
          My brother is the smartest boy in his class. etc.

11   To write about your best friend
        •    Give Ss three minutes to write sentences

comparing themselves to their best friends.

        •    Ask Ss to read their sentences to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          My best friend is older than I am. She is much taller

and more popular. I am quieter and more serious than
my best friend. I am smarter than her and I like school
more than she does.

▶      SONGSHEETS: Module 4 p. SS1     
▶      TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4

Exs. 1 & 3 p. 37, Exs. 6, 7 & 8 p. 38, Ex. 13 p. 41
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         •     Ask pairs to share their answers with the rest of the
class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Cotton uses a lot of pesticides to help it grow.
          2     Linen grows more quickly than cotton.
          3     There is bamboo clothing.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Yes, I would buy eco-friendly clothing. I think it is a

good idea and it is better for the environment to buy
products that need less chemicals to produce.

  4    To activate known vocabulary 
        •    Tell Ss to write the headings into their notebooks.
         •     Set a time limit of one minute for Ss to write as many

words as they can think of under the headings.
        •    Ss compare with their partners. Then ask Ss to

read their lists to the class aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          clothes: dress, jeans, pants, shirt, skirt, jacket, etc.
          accessories: belt, bag, earrings, necklace, etc.
          footwear: sneakers, shoes, high heels, etc.

  5   a    To practice using new vocabulary
               •    Go through the list of words and check

understanding. Ask who’s wearing a striped
shirt? (Justin) etc.

               •    Refer Ss to the Word List at the back of their
books.

               •    Ask Ss to describe each person’s clothing.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Donald is wearing a white T-shirt, a red plaid cotton

shirt, and baggy jeans.
          Justin is wearing a sharp, blue-striped cotton shirt,

and loose fitting beige pants.
           Alicia is wearing an elegant, long, floral, dark gray silk

dress.

        b   To comment on people’s appearance
               Go through the list of words and elicit/explain

the meaning of any unknown words. Read the
example aloud and elicit answers from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Donald looks casual and comfortable.
          Justin looks fashionable.
          Alicia looks very sharp and classy.

  6    To listen for specific information
         Tell Ss to read through statements 1-6 and elicit

what they will listen to.

          Suggested Answer Key
           I think I am going to listen to a conversation between

two people who are shopping. 

         •     Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     T                           3     F                           5     F
          2     F                           4     F                           6     T

  7    To present so – such/too – enough
        •    Read the theory aloud and refer Ss to the Grammar

Reference Section for more information.
         •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the examples from Ss.

                 (Ss’ own answers)

  8    To practice so – such/too – enough
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the exercise.

Then check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     too                                     4     such, enough, too
          2     enough, too                  5     so, so
          3     too, so

  9    To write about fashion and appearance
        •    Explain the task and give Ss three minutes to

write down their thoughts on the topic.
        •    Ss tell their partners. Then ask Ss to share their

thoughts with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think fashionable clothes do change the way a

person looks. People often judge others by what they
are wearing and fashionable clothes can make people
look stylish and cool. Looking good can make people
feel confident. Fashionable clothes can make people
feel better about themselves as other people notice
their confidence and see them differently.

         •    As an extension, ask Ss to gather photographs
from various magazines showing people in
different clothes. In the next lesson Ss will
describe the clothing to the class. Ss are advised
to use as much of the vocabulary from Ex. 5 as
they can.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4
Ex. 5 p. 37, Ex. 9 p. 38, Ex. 11 p. 40

Fashion craze
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to read the title and elicit what Unit 4c is about (a
letter giving advice).

  1    To introduce the topic of the unit
        •    Read the theory aloud and tell Ss to read the

extracts. Elicit what each person’s problem is.
        •    Ask Ss to suggest other teenage problems.

          Answer Key
           Stuart is being bullied and Sarah is unhappy with how

she looks.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Teenagers can have other problems such as being

unpopular or not having any friends. They might have
problems with their schoolwork. They might have
problems at home.

  2    To listen and read for gist
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books, and say who the letter is for.      
          Answer Key
          Sarah

  3    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the letter again

carefully and answer the questions.

          Answer Key
          1     She suggests doing some exercise and following a

healthy diet.
          2     Doing some exercise will help Sarah to keep fit and

healthy, and following a healthy diet will help her
skin to look healthy and clear.

  4    To formulate answers for a writing task
        •    Read the theory box aloud.
        •    Refer Ss to the first letter in Ex. 1 again, and then

Ss answer questions 1-5.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     a
          2     I just got your letter and I’d be happy to help.
          3     1     a                    2     c                    3     b
          4     I hope my advice helps.
          5     a

  5    To write a letter of advice
         •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task in

class or assign it for HW.
        •    Remind Ss to use their answers from Ex. 4 and

the plan to help them.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Dear Stuart, 
          I’m sorry you feel this way. I think I can help.
           First of all, you should talk to the school counselor, your

parents, or a teacher. You will feel stronger if you know
somebody is supporting you. Why don’t you find the
strength to face them? They may back down if you
stand up to them. Another good idea is to join a school
club. This way, you can make new friends and build
your confidence.

          I hope that everything turns out OK.
          Yours, 
          Claire

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4 Ex. 10
p. 39, Ex. 12 p. 41, Pairwork Activities p. 42

What can I do?

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss what theme the Culture Corner is about (traditional
costumes of the British Isles). Ask Ss if they know anything
about them.

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Refer Ss to the Word List to look up the words/

phrases in bold.
         •    Ss then answer the questions in the rubric. Check

Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          accessories: tall black hat, shawl, goatskin bag, pad of

bells, handkerchiefs
        above the waist: tall black hat, shawl, cloak
          below the waist: pad of bells, goatskin bag,

handkerchief

Culture Corner
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  2    To predict the content of the texts
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the texts

in their books and answer the question.

          Answer Key
          A, D

  3    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the texts again

carefully and answer the questions.
        •    Ss compare their answers with their partners.

Then check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     I              2     S            3     E            4     W

  4    To describe a traditional costume
        •    Ss complete the activity in pairs.
        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some pairs to

describe a costume.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Morris dancers wear white pants and a loose white

cotton shirt with a pad of bells strapped around the
bottom half of each leg. They wear a hat and they
hold handkerchiefs in their hands.

  5    To identify simple past verb forms
        •    Ss skim the text and complete the task. Check

Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          wore, were, put, had (all irregular)

  6    To write about a local traditional costume
        •    Ss work in small groups and gather information

from the Internet, reference books, and other
sources, and write their paragraphs either in
class or for HW.

        •    Remind Ss to include the points listed and add a
picture to illustrate their work.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The traditional costume for

women and girls in central
and northern Russia is called
a “sarafan.” It was the
everyday dress worn by
peasant women until the
early 20th century, but
wealthy Russian women had started wearing western
style clothing from the 18th century. It is a long shapeless
dress which comes in plain, flowered, and plaid patterns.
Sometimes it is worn with headwear call a “kokoshnik,”
but more commonly it is accessorized by colorful
headscarves. It is now worn as a costume at folk festivals
and dances.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4
Portfolio Activities p. 43

Background information

Ireland is the third largest island in Europe. Northern
Ireland is part of the United Kingdom.
Wales is a country in the west of the island of
Great Britain. Its capital city is Cardiff.
Scotland is a country in the north of the island of
Great Britain. It is part of the United Kingdom. In
addition to the mainland, it consists of over 790
islands including the Northern Isles and the
Hebrides. Its capital city is Edinburgh.
Morris dancing is a form of English folk dance
usually accompanied by music. It is said that it dates
back to the late 15th century.
The British Isles are a group of islands off the
northwest coast of Europe which consists of Great
Britain, Ireland, and other smaller islands.

Culture Corner
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Warm-up Activity
Read the title of the unit and elicit what Unit 4e is about
(asking for/giving advice).

  1    To present situational language associated
with asking for and giving advice

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Check
Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

        •    Elicit which sentences give/ask for advice.

          Answer Key
          ask for advice: What should I do?
           give advice: If I were you, I’d ask her on a date., Why

don’t you sit next to her and have a conversation., You
shouldn’t be so shy.

  2    To listen and read for gist and specific
information

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books.

        •    Elicit an answer to the question in the rubric.
        •    Play the recording again if necessary. Then Ss

answer the questions (1-3).

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think that the girl in the picture is who Bill & John are

talking about.

          Answer Key
          1     He likes Jane but he is shy, and he doesn’t know

what to say to her.
          2     Bill tells him to ask her on a date and sit next to her,

and start a conversation.
          3     He decides to try to talk to her.

  3    To present everyday English expressions
through synonymous expressions

         •     Read sentences 1-8 aloud and elicit synonymous
ones from the dialogue.

          Answer Key
          1     Why the long face?
          2     I see.
          3     No way!
          4     What if she turns me down?
          5     That’s easy for you to say.
          6     Come on.
          7     I’ll give it a try.
          8     Good luck!

  4    To consolidate new vocabulary through
translation

         •     Elicit the L1 equivalents for the sentences in Ex. 1
from Ss.

        •    Ss then read the dialogue aloud in pairs.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  5    To consolidate situational language through
role-play

         •     Explain the task. Draw the following diagram for Ss
to follow.

               

        •    Ss work in pairs and act out a dialogue similar to
the one in Ex. 2 using the sentences in Ex. 1.

        •    Monitor the activity offering assistance where
necessary.

        •    Ss record themselves.
          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Hi Paula. Why the long face?
          B:    I just don’t know what to do?
          A:   What’s the problem?
          B:    It’s my new neighbor, Blake. I really like him but I

just don’t know what to say. What should I do?
          A:   I see. Well, if I were you, I’d ask him on a date.
          B:    No way! What if he turns me down?
          A:   Why don’t you bump into him and start a

conversation. That’s easy enough to do.
          B:    That’s easy for you to say.
          A:   Come on, Paula. You shouldn’t be so shy. Look.

There he is. Go!
          B:    OK, I’ll give it a try. It might not be such a bad idea.
          A:   Good luck!

  6    To learn intonation relating to word stress
and weak vowels

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Check
Ss’ intonation.

Student A

Greet friend. Ask
what’s wrong.
(Hi, ...!, Why ... long
face?)
Ask what the problem
is.
(What’s ...?)
Give first piece of
advice. 
(If I were you ... .)
Give second piece of
advice.
(Why don’t ...?)
Encourage friend to
do sth.
(Come on!)

Student B

Express uncertainty. 
(I just don’t know ... .)

Explain problem.
(I just ... .)

Reject it.
(No ...! What ...!)

Express hesitation.
(That’s easy ... .)

Agree.
(OK! I’ll give ... .)

Any advice?
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        •    Play the next recording. Ss listen and mark the
stressed syllables and the weak vowels as
illustrated.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
         1     a

.
bo•ut          2     •easy

.
             3     a

.
dv

•
ise  4     s

•
illy

.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4 Game p. 44

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss what PSD means and how it can be related to the
text. 

          Suggested Answer Key 
           PSD is a school subject meaning Personal and Social

Development that aims to help each student to develop
into a healthy, well rounded, and responsible adult,
respecting the differences between people.

  1    To predict the content of a text
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books and see if they can answer the
question in the rubric.

          Answer Key
          A fashion victim is a person who follows a fashion

trend regardless of how it looks on them.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again

carefully and answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     T     If someone follows a fashion regardless of

whether it suits them or not, they may look
foolish to others.

          2     F     You can look special in anything as long as it
reflects your personality, and you feel
comfortable in it.

  3    To present new vocabulary through
synonyms

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
complete it. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          satisfied: proud, no matter: regardless of, search: quest,

be excessive: go overboard, is important: that counts,
when you have considered all the facts: After all

         •    Then Ss make sentences using the words/phrases
from the text.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          I am proud of how I look.
          People shouldn’t wear something that doesn’t suit

them, regardless of how in fashion it is.
           I am on a quest to find the perfect, little black dress.
          It’s not a good idea to go overboard on the latest

trends.
          However you look, it’s the person underneath that

counts.
          After all, fashions come and go, but we remain the

same.

  4    To present fixed phrases related to clothes
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     fit          2     matches           3     suits            4     go

  5    To explore the topic further
        •    Give Ss enough time to think about the questions

and come up with answers referring to the text as
necessary.

        •    Ask Ss to share their answers with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
           1     People should choose a look that suits their body,

age, style, and personality.
          2     Yes, I do. Otherwise, everyone who followed fashion

would look exactly the same.
           3     The author’s purpose is to offer the opinion that

people should not be fashion victims. I agree that
we can follow fashion but not be slaves to it. We can
look good without looking foolish by taking
elements from fashion runways and adapting them
to suit our age, style, and personality.

Any advice?

Cross-Curricular Cut
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  6    To present phrasal verbs with put
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task and

check their answers in the Word List. Check Ss’
answers.

          Answer Key
          1     on                        3     up with                     5     off
          2     away                  4     through

  7    To give a presentation on bullying using IT
        •    Divide the class into small groups.
        •    Explain the task and direct Ss to the website given. 
        •    Assign the task for HW. Alternatively, if the

school has access to the Internet, Ss can gather
information during classtime and prepare their
presentation at home

        •    Ss give their presentation to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
Bullying

           What is it?
           Bullying is when a person continues to pick on,

intimidate, or even hit another person who is weaker. 

           Why are people bullied?
           People are usually bullied because of appearance and

social status. Bullies pick on the people they think are
different because of how they look or how they act.
They may attack someone physically and hit them, or
they may attack verbally by calling them names.

           How to deal with the problem?
          The best way to solve a bullying problem is to tell a

trusted adult such as a parent, teacher, or coach.
They can often find ways to solve bullying problems
without the bully ever learning how they found out
about it. You should try to keep calm and not to lose
your temper, which could make the situation worse.
Be confident and show the bullies that you feel good
about yourself.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4 
Exs. 2 & 4 p. 37, Ex. 14 p. 41

        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the key
at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read
the Now I Can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 4 p. LP2 

  ▶    OPTIONAL READING PRACTICE: Module 4 p. RP4

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 4
pp. VP3-VP4

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 4 pp. 114-118

Separate the class into two teams, team A and team
B. Remind Ss about the use of prefixes (un-, in-) to
make opposite adjectives. Write an adjective from
the list on the board. Team A makes a sentence using
the adjective. Team B makes a sentence using a prefix
to form the opposite adjective. Each correct sentence
gets 1 point. Write the next adjective from the list on
the board. This time, team B makes a sentence using
the adjective and team A makes a sentence using a
prefix to form the opposite adjective etc. The team
with the most points is the winner.

able, capable, accurate, expensive, familiar, sensitive,
realistic, comfortable, important, correct, happy,
popular

Team A: Despite the rain, we were able to play
football.
Team B: I was unable to finish my work on time.

Cross-Curricular Cut

Self-Check
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Animals
What’s in this module?

 •    Ask Ss to look at the title Animals and elicit
suggestions as to what the module might be about.
Ask Ss to read the list and browse through the
module and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The module is about animals, animal sounds, the

senses, etc.

Find the page numbers for 

 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key 
          We can see pictures 3 & 10 on p. 56, picture 5 on p. 57,

picture 6 on p. 52, and picture 9 on p. 50.

Answer Key
          a famous naturalist (p. 50) Do you know why he is

famous? Do you know any other famous naturalists?
etc.

          an amusement park (p. 55) Have you heard of this
park? Is there a similar park in your country? Do you
often go to amusement parks? etc.

          a web diagram (p. 53) What does this web diagram
show? Do you use them often at school? Do you find
them helpful? etc.

Vocabulary

 •    Elicit which animals are shown in the pictures.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          flamingo, salmon, owl, cheetah, zebra, grasshopper,

lizard, rhino, stingray,  cobra

 •    Elicit/Explain the meanings of the categories and
read the examples aloud.

 •    Ss complete the task.
 •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their answers.

Play the recording again. Ss listen and repeat. Check
Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          Mammals: lion, cheetah, tiger, deer, whale, fox,

squirrel, dolphin, rhino, elephant, zebra
          Amphibians: frog, toad
          Fish: salmon, stingray
          Birds: flamingo, swan, penguin, owl
          Insects: butterfly, ant, fly, beetle, grasshopper
          Reptiles: crocodile, lizard, tortoise, cobra

 •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Check Ss’
pronunciation and intonation.

Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topic of animals.

Module page                                                      49
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: types of animals (mammals, amphibians,
fish, birds, insects, reptiles), animals (frog, lion, flamingo,
crocodile, swan, beetle, cheetah, tiger, toad, butterfly, deer,
ant, penguin, whale, fly, lizard, fox, squirrel, tortoise,
dolphin, owl, rhino, elephant, salmon, stingray, zebra,
cobra, grasshopper), parts of the body (feathers, fur,
whiskers, wings, flippers, tail, paws, claws, beak, horn,
scales, stripes, fins)
5a     Working with animals                   50-51
Lesson objectives: To read for lexico-grammatical
structure, to learn the past perfect/past perfect
progressive, to learn phrasal verbs with take, to write
an email
Vocabulary: develop, take, catch, sting, hunt, instill,
respect, feed, dedicate, film, share his passion
5b     Amazing senses                               52-53
Lesson objectives: To listen/read for specific information,
to practice some/any/every/no and compounds, to write
a short paragraph
Vocabulary: senses (see, hear, touch, smell, taste, nose,
tongue, ears, eyes, hands), sunshine, wind blow, birds
chirp, stars, beautiful flowers, cat’s soft fur, dogs bark,
rain falls, eyesight, falcon, tentacles, whiskers, touch
receptors, measure
5c     Danger!                                                       54
Lesson objectives: To read for gist, to read for specific
information, to write a story
Vocabulary: relatives, deserted, pitching, sharp pain,
consciousness, poison, lethal, first-aid kit, treat, rush

5d     Culture Corner                                         55
Lesson objectives: To read for gist, to write a short
article
Vocabulary: aquarium, amusement park, perform,
mascot, observe, fee, fun-filled, underwater, habitat,
confuse, impressive, comedy-packed
5e     Call of the wild                                        56
Lesson objectives: To learn vocabulary for animal
sounds, to learn the language of describing past
experiences, dialogue practice, intonation in expressions
of surprise 
Vocabulary: bees buzz, snakes hiss, horses neigh, dogs
bark, mice squeak, owls hoot, ravens caw, wolves howl
5f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Science            57
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
learn about ways animals hide, to give a presentation
using IT
Vocabulary: blend in with, match, surroundings,
produce, variety, moods, twig, effective, ignore, texture,
disguise, attack, patterns, branch
Self-Check 5                                                        58
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 •    Elicit the L1 equivalents. Refer Ss to the Word List to
check.

          (Ss’ own answers)

 •    Ss describe animals for each other to guess in pairs.
 •    Monitor the activity and then ask some pairs to

describe animals to the class using the words in the list.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          A:   It has fur, paws, and whiskers.
          B:    It’s a cheetah. It has a big body, thick skin, and a

horn.
          A:   It’s a rhino. It has scales, fins, and a tail.
          B:    It’s a salmon. etc.

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to describe the man in the picture. Then ask Ss to
identify the animals shown on p. 50.

  1    To predict the content of the text
        •    Elicit answers to the questions in the rubric.
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text and find out

why he is called crocodile hunter.

          Suggested Answer Key
        He is Steve Irwin. He is called the Crocodile Hunter

because by the age of nine, he had learned how to
trap and catch crocodiles.

  2    To read for correct lexico-grammatical
structure

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and
choose the correct word for each  blank. Point
out that Ss need to pay attention to the words
before/after each blank as these words will help
them with the task. Ask Ss to read the
completed text to see if it makes sense.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
                 1     C            3     B            5     D           7     C            9     A
                 2     A            4     C            6     B            8     D        10     B

  3    To listen for specific information
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and then answer the

questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     His parents brought him up in a zoo and they

shared their love of animals with him. This shaped
his future because he learned to love, respect, and
take care of animals.

          2     He liked to present TV programs because he was
proud to share his passion for animals with millions
of viewers.

        •    Ss then give the class a summary of the text.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  4    To present new vocabulary
        •    Point out that all the verbs in the list are taken from

the text.
        •    Ss complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     catch                  3     instill                                 5     took
          2     hunt                   4     developed                      6     sting

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
        feed: give food to
          reptile: cold-blooded animal
          respect: admire and look up to
          take care of: look after, protect
          honeymoon: vacation taken by couples who have just

gotten married
          nature show host: presenter of documentary programs

based on nature, wildlife, etc.
          share: give some of what you have
          passion: with great desire
          exceptional: very good
          dedicated: devoted
          underwater: in the water
          wish: desire

  5    To develop Ss’ critical thinking skills
          •     Introduce the topic and write some notes on the

board (e.g., some zoos are cruel, some zoos’
facilities are insufficient, some cages are too small,

Animals

Working with animals
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some zoos have excellent breeding programs,
many zoos understand the importance of
natural habitats, etc.) to help Ss formulate ideas.

        •    Ss use the notes and their own ideas to write their
sentences.

        •    Alternatively, Ss write down their thoughts on
the topic without brainstorming.

        •    Ss read their sentences to their partners. Then ask
some Ss to share their thoughts with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think it is acceptable to keep animals in zoos because

modern zoos have a lot to offer to animals, as well as
to visitors. Modern zoos run breeding programs, and
are highly educational places where people can see
and learn about the animals that live there. Although
the animals may be in captivity, they are in a safe
environment with people who can take good care of
them.

  6    To present prepositional phrases
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Ss then mark the sentences as true or false and

correct the false ones.

          Answer Key
          1     on T
          2     about F Bob knew a lot about crocodiles.
          3     at T
          4     for, with F Steve wanted to share his love for

animals with his family.
          5     to T
          6     in F Steve died when a stingray stung

him in the heart.

  7    To present the past perfect/past perfect
progressive

        •    Ss’ books closed. Write the following on the
board: Jane went to Ann’s party last Saturday.
Laura went to Ann’s party too but she left early, so
they didn’t see each other. By the time Jane arrived,
Laura had left. Underline had left. Explain that the
past perfect is used to talk about sth that
happened (had left) before a certain time in the
past (by the time Jane arrived). Elicit how the past
perfect is formed (had + past participle).

         •     Write the following on the board: They had been
playing football for an hour when it started raining.
Underline had been playing. Explain that this
structure is the past perfect progressive. Elicit how
it is formed, (had been + verb -ing). Explain that
this tense is used to talk about something that
had been happening for a period of time before

sth else in the past (emphasis on duration). Ask Ss
if there are equivalents in their L1. Ss’ books open.

         •     Go through the theory aloud and refer Ss to the
Grammar Reference section for more information.

        •    Elicit examples from the text from Ss.

          Answer Key
          had learned, had caught, had started, had met, had

once said

          (Ss’ own answers)

  8    To practice the past perfect
        •    Read the example aloud. Then Ss complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     He had already had lunch.
          3     He had arranged to meet Jane.
          4     She had seen the movie before.
          5     He had left.
          6     John had eaten them all.

  9    To practice using the past perfect progressive
        •    Ss complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     had been working             4     had been hosting
          3     had been going

10   To practice the past perfect/past perfect
progressive

        •    Explain the task. Ss complete the task. Elicit a
variety of answers from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     we hadn’t done our homework
          3     she had been studying all day
          4     we had gone to bed
          5     had (already) cooked supper

11   To present phrasal verbs with take
       •    Ss complete the task by choosing the correct

particle and then checking their answers in the
Word List. As an extension, ask Ss to make
sentences of their own using phrasal verbs with
take.

          Answer Key
          1     over             2     up         3     off         4     after

Working with animals
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title, the pictures, and the headings
in the text. Ask Ss to guess what Unit 5b is about (how
animals use their senses).

  1    To introduce new vocabulary
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud. 
        •    Ss match the verbs to the parts of the body and

check their answers with their partner.

          Answer Key
          We smell with our nose.
          We taste with our tongue.
          We touch with our hands.
          We hear with our ears.

  2    To practice using new vocabulary in context
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Elicit sentences from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I can hear the birds chirping.
          I can see the stars.
          I can see and smell the beautiful flowers.
          I can taste orange juice.
          I can touch a cat’s soft fur.
          I can hear the dogs barking.
          I can hear and feel the rain falling.

  3    To present nouns related to the senses
        •    Read the rubric aloud and elicit answers from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     taste                   3     hearing                    5     smell
          2     sight                   4     touch

  4    To predict the content of a text
         •    Ask Ss to read the introduction and the headings.

Elicit what the text is about (how animals sense
things).

         •    Ss try to answer the question (e.g., they use their
nose, ears, etc.). Play the recording. Ss listen and
follow the text in their books and check if their
guesses were correct. 

        •    Elicit an answer from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          Some animals use their senses and others don’t. For

example, snakes smell with their tongues and crabs
feel with the hairs on their bodies.

  5    To read for specific information
          •     Give Ss enough time to read the text again carefully

and complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. 

          Answer Key
          1     T
          2     T
          3     F     Cats use their whiskers to feel their way around

at night.
          4     F     Butterflies taste their food with their feet.
          5     DS

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold. 

Amazing senses
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12   To write an email
        •    Explain the task and set the scene.
        •    Give Ss some useful phrases to include in their

emails (e.g., I am writing to say how sorry I am
about, I offer my sincere condolences, he has
been an inspiration to me, etc.). Explain that Ss
will start the email with Dear Irwin Family and
end with Yours sincerely and their full name.

        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task in
class or assign it for HW.

        •    Check Ss’ answers and choose some Ss to read
their emails to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Dear Irwin Family,

           I am writing to say how sorry I am about Steve’s tragic
death. I would like to offer my sincere condolences to all
of you.

          I would also like to tell you how he has been an
inspiration to me. I have learned a lot from watching his
nature shows. His passion for animals made me want to
dedicate my life to them too. I hope that one day, I will
work in a wildlife park or become a vet.

          I am sure his life has inspired many other people to
work with animals, too.

          Yours sincerely,
          Christie Erickson

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5
Exs. 1 & 2 p. 45, Exs. 5, 6 & 7 p. 46, Exs. 12 & 13
p. 49

Working with animals
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          Suggested Answer Key
          chirping: sound birds make
          senses: hearing, seeing, tasting, etc.
          developed: advanced
          qualify: have the necessary features, attributes
          vision: the ability to see
          falcons: birds of prey, such as hawks
          poor eyesight: the inability to see well
          depend on: rely on
          tentacles: long, thin parts of certain creatures used as

arms, to move and feel with
          earthworm: a type of worm that lives in the ground
          paw: the bottom of a cat’s or dog’s foot
          touch receptors: nerve endings on the body which

help animals feel things
          whiskers: hair on a cat’s nose
          hairs: the individual pieces of thread that make up an

animal’s fur
          crab: a sea animal with front arms like scissors
          human: man, woman, or child
          average: common, ordinary
          impressive: special, interesting
          capability: ability to do sth
          measure: reach a level

  6    To skim a text for vocabulary items
        •    Ss copy the diagram into their notebooks.
        •    Give Ss enough time to quickly read through

the text again and complete the web diagram in
their notebooks.

        •    Check Ss’ answers on the board. Then ask Ss to
identify the animals in the pictures.

          Answer Key
          mammals: mouse, bat, mole, cat, whale, elephant,

dog, dolphin
          insects: butterfly, grasshopper 
          reptiles: snake 
          birds: eagle, falcon, pigeon
          pictures: eagle, butterfly, grasshopper, pigeon

  7    To check comprehension of a text
        •    Elicit a variety of answers from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Falcons can see food from a mile away.
          Butterflies taste with their feet.
          Cats feel their way around with their whiskers.
          Pigeons have incredible hearing abilities.

  8    To present some – any – no – every &
compounds

         •     Read the theory aloud and refer Ss to the Grammar
Reference section for more information.

        •    Elicit examples from the text from Ss.

          Answer Key
          everything, something

  9    To practice some – any – no – every &
compounds

        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task and
then check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     somewhere            5     everywhere/somewhere
          2     Everyone                 6     anything
          3     nowhere                  7     anyone
          4     nothing                    8     anything
                 
10   To present and practice quantifiers
         •    Read the theory aloud. Ss give examples using the

quantifiers presented. (I don’t have much money to
go out. She has a few apples. She can make an apple
pie. There’s very little time left. They have a lot of
money. There weren’t many people at the party, only
a few. Can I have a little more sugar?) Explain the
task.

        •    Ss complete the paragraph with the quantifiers.
Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     much                 2     little             3     a lot/lots of

11   To listen for specific information
         •    Ask Ss to go through the questions and possible

answers and underline the key words (e.g., item 1
think of, new coat, feel soft, look nice on, smell
strange). Point out that these words familiarize Ss
with the content of the recording.

         •     Play the recording. Ss listen and choose the correct
answer for each question.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     A                   2     C                   3     A

12   To develop critical thinking skills
        •    Brainstorm with the class and write a few key

points on the board (e.g., problems associated
with blindness, deafness, etc.).

        •    Ss then use these and ideas of their own to write
on the topic and tell their partner. Then ask
some Ss to read their paragraph to the class.

          •     Alternatively, assign the task without brainstorming.

Amazing senses
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          Suggested Answer Key
           I think our senses are very important. Without them we

would not be able to make sense of the world around
us and we would be completely isolated within our
bodies.

 ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Ex. 3 p. 45,
Ex. 8 p. 46, Ex. 9 p. 47

Amazing senses

Warm-up Activity
Direct Ss’ attention to the title of the unit, the title of the
text, and the pictures on p. 54 and elicit suggestions as
to what Unit 5c is about (a bad experience someone had
while on vacation).

  1    To predict the content of a text
        •    Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures and ask Ss to

guess what the story is about. Elicit as many
words as possible Ss can think of related to the
pictures (1st: tent, put up, camping, family, etc.,
2nd: sea, drown, fear, scared, shout, etc., 3rd:
hospital, doctor, treatment, medicine, etc., 4th:
box jellyfish, poisonous, sting, etc.).

         •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books to check if their guesses were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
        The story is about a camping trip and an accident

someone had while swimming. A box jellyfish
stung him so they had to take him to the hospital.
Luckily he survived.

  2    To read for sequence of events
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again

carefully and complete the table.
        •    Draw the table on the board and elicit answers

from Ss to complete it.
        •    Elicit which tenses we use in each case.

          Answer Key

          

          We use the past progressive to set the scene and we
use the simple past and past perfect to show the
sequence of events in the past.

  3    To consolidate the sequence of events in a
story through role-play

        •    Explain the task. Ss act out the conversation in
pairs.

        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some pairs to act
out their conversation in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Hi. How are you?
          B:    We’re fine. Is everything OK?
          A:   Yes, but I’m calling to tell you that Jim had an

accident.
          B:    Oh no! Is he all right?
          A:   Don’t worry, he’s fine now, but he was stung by a

box jellyfish.
          B:    Really! How did it happen?
          A:   Well, we decided to go camping on the beach. The

kids were really excited and as soon as we had
pitched the tents, Jim decided to go for a swim.
Suddenly, he started screaming and he passed out
in the water. 

          B:    Oh no! What happened?
           A:    Billy and Paul dove in and pulled him out. A box

jellyfish had stung him. I quickly got the medicine
out of the first-aid kit and gave him some, then we
rushed him straight to the hospital. 

          B:    Is Jim OK?
          A:   Yes. He was in the hospital for a couple of days, but

he’s back home with us now and feeling a lot
better. He’s a very lucky boy!

          A:   He’s lucky you were there to save him. I don’t know
how to thank you.

          B:    Didn’t I tell you I would take care of him? Anyway, I’ll
get him to call you later.

Setting the scene Sequence of events
When: last year
Where: Australia
Weather: the sun was
shining, hot
Who: me, cousins, aunt

decided to go camping
pitched tents on beach
went for a swim
got stung by jellyfish
aunt gave him medicine
went to hospital
left hospital

Danger!
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss what kind of amusement parks there are and if they
have ever visited them (fairs, amusement parks, adventure
parks, water parks, etc.).

  1    To predict the content of the text
         •    Draw Ss’ attention to the picture and read the title

aloud.
        •    Ask Ss to guess what the text is about.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books and check their guesses.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think the text is about an amusement park called

MarineLand. I think you can see killer whales
performing tricks there.

  2    To present and practice new vocabulary
        •    Explain the task and refer Ss to the Word List at

the back of their books.
         •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task and

then check Ss’ answers. 

         •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          mascot: an animal that brings good luck 
          fun-filled: very entertaining
          killer whale: black and white sea mammal
          habitat: natural home of an animal
          confuse: mistake
          observe: see/watch
          perform: act for an audience, put on a show
          impressive: admirable
           comedy-packed: full of amusing moments, very funny

          Answer Key
          1     amusement park               4     aquarium
          2     mascot                                    5     feed
          3     watch                                      6     performing

  3    To give an oral summary of a text
        •    Write these phrases on the board for Ss to use in

their monologue to their partner. 
               You’ll love it.
                  You can visit ... .

60

  4    To present time connectors
        •    Read the theory aloud and elicit examples from

the story.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the sentences.

Then check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          While, after, suddenly, immediately, two days later

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     he decided to go camping on the beach with his

relatives
          2     they decided to go for a swim
          3     a sharp pain in his leg
          4     gave him some medicine
          5     to the nearest hospital
          6     left the hospital

  5    To write a story
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

write their story either in class or for HW.

        •    Check Ss’ answers and ask Ss to read their
stories to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
                                             Dangerous Encounters
                 While I was on vacation in Africa with my family

last year, we went on a safari. I did not know that it
was going to be a real-life adventure!

                    It was amazing. The sun was shining brightly and we
saw a lot of animals. After we had eaten dinner, we
decided to go to bed so I climbed into my sleeping bag.
Suddenly, I felt a sharp pain in my leg. I screamed and
lost consciousness.

                 My dad got me out of the sleeping bag and saw a
scorpion had bitten me. Luckily, the safari leader had
packed a special medicine so he gave me some before
they rushed me to the nearest hospital.

                 I left the hospital three days later. I was really
lucky. Even now, I can’t believe what happened. I’m
just glad I survived.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Ex. 11 p. 49

Danger!

Culture Corner
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                  You can also see ... .
                  Something you shouldn’t miss is ... .
                  You should visit this amazing park.
        •    Ss complete the task in pairs.
        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some pairs to report

back to the class about the attractive aspects of the
park.

          Suggested Answer Key
          MarineLand is an amusement and animal exhibition

park in Canada. Everyone loves it and you will too if you
get the chance to go. You can visit Friendship Cove
which is the largest killer whale habitat in the world.
You can also see beluga whales in the Arctic Cove and
even feed and pet them. Something you shouldn’t miss
is the ‘Jump and Splash Sessions’ which is a killer whale
show full of awesome tricks. You’ll love it even if you get
a little wet. Then, there’s the King Waldorf Stadium that
has a dolphin show and a comedy-packed sea lion
show. You should visit this amazing park!

  4    To introduce nouns formed from verbs
        •    Read the theory aloud and elicit examples from

the text.

          Answer Key
          amusement, exhibition 

  5    To practice forming nouns from verbs
         •    Elicit the correct nouns formed from the verbs

from Ss.
         •    Ss then complete the sentences. Check Ss’ answers.

    Answer Key
          entertainment, description, invitation, imagination
          1     invitation                               3     description
          2     imagination                         4     entertainment

  6    To write a short article
        •    Brainstorm with the class for any similar parks in

their country and talk about what people can see
and do there. Ss make notes.

        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task either
in class or for HW using their notes and any other
research. Ss can decorate their articles with
photographs.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Port Aventura is an amusement park in Salou,

Catalonia, Spain. It has 2 parks, a theme park and a
water park, 3 hotels, and it is right next to the beach.
The theme park has 5 different areas, each offering
different rides and attractions. They are: Mediterrània,
Polynesia, China, México and Far West. If you go there
you can ride on the Dragon Khan rollercoaster, the
Tutuki Splash water ride and the Hurakan Condor
tower drop ride. You can watch the Templo Del Fuego
which is an amazing special effects show and ride the
fastest rollercoaster in Europe, the Furius Baco.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5
Ex. 10 p. 48, Ex. 14 p. 49, Portfolio Activities p. 51

Culture Corner

Call of the wild

Warm-up Activity
Read the title of the unit and ask Ss to guess what they
think Unit 5e is about (animal sounds).

  1   a    To present new vocabulary
        •    Read the phrases (A-H) aloud and elicit the L1

equivalents.

          (Ss’ own answers)

        b   To listen for sequence 
               •    Play the recording. Ss listen and number the

sounds in the order they hear them.

          Answer Key
          1     C            3     G           5     H           7     D
          2     E            4     A            6     B            8     F

  2    To present situational language associated
with describing past experiences

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Check
Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

          (Ss’ own answers)
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  3    To predict the content of a dialogue
        •    Elicit guesses from Ss as to the content of the

dialogue.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books and check their guesses.

          Answer Key
          The dialogue is about a strange sound that someone

heard, but his friend does not believe him.

  4    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to carefully read the

dialogue again and answer the questions.
        •    Elicit answers from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Joe went for a walk after he had finished his

homework last night, and he thought he heard a
wolf howl.

          2     Bill doesn’t believe him because he thinks he
imagined it.

  5    To consolidate situational language through
translation

        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the phrases in Ex. 2.
        •    Play the recording for Ex. 3 again. Ss read the

dialogue in pairs.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  6    To present everyday English expressions
through synonymous expressions

        •    Read sentences 1-4 aloud and elicit synonymous
ones from the dialogue.

          Answer Key
          1     You won’t believe it.
          2     Honest!                                        
          3     You’re kidding me!
          4     Oh, come on.

  7    To consolidate situational language through
role-play

        •    Explain the task. Draw the following diagram for
Ss to follow.

     

              

        •    Ss work in pairs and act out a dialogue similar to
the one in Ex. 3 using the sentences in Ex. 2.

        •    Monitor the activity offering assistance where
necessary.

        •    Ss record themselves.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   You won’t believe it.
          B:    What?
          A:   I think I saw a snake.
          B:    You’re kidding me!
          A:   No, I’m not.
          B:    When did you see it?
            A:    Last night. I had finished my homework so I decided

to go for a walk. Suddenly, I saw something strange
in the grass like a snake moving.

          B:    Oh, come on!
          A:   I’m telling you it was real. It moved along for some

time and then it disappeared.
          B:    You’d better stop watching so many nature

documentaries.
          A:   Honest! It was a snake.

  8    To learn intonation in expressions of surprise
         •     Play the recording. Ss listen and mark the stressed

syllables. Check Ss’ answers.
         •    Play the recording again. Ss listen and repeat. Pay

special attention to Ss’ intonation and correct as
necessary.

          Answer Key
          You’re kidding!                           Honest!
          You mean a wolf?                     I don’t believe a word.
          It’s shocking!                                Come on!

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Ex. 4
p. 45, Game p. 52

Student A

Break news.
(You won’t believe ... .)

Say what happened. 
(I think I ... .)
Defend yourself.
(No, I ... .)
Give details.
(Last night. I ... .)
Insist you weren’t
wrong.
(I’m telling you ... .)
Keep insisting on 
what you heard.
(Honest! It ... .)

Student B

Ask your friend what
happened.
(What?)
Express disbelief.
(You’re kidding me ... .) 
Ask when it happened.
(When ...?)
Express disbelief again.
(Oh, come on ... .)
Give advice to your
friend.
(You’d better stop ... .)

Call of the wild
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to identify the animals in the pictures (arctic fox,
zebra, chameleon, walking stick). Then elicit/explain what
the title means (changing appearance to hide from others). 

  1    To predict the content of the text
        •    Read the rubric aloud and elicit guesses from Ss.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books and check their guesses.       
          Suggested Answer Key
          Animals disguise themselves to hide from predators.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again carefully

and answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
        1    It changes its fur to brown in the spring and

white in the winter, so it can blend in with its
surroundings.

        2    Zebras stay close to one another when in groups
to confuse lions, so they don’t know where to
attack.

        3    Chameleons mainly change their skin color to
express their moods.

        4    A walking stick insect looks like a twig.

  3    To present new vocabulary through
synonyms

        •    Explain the task.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          blending: mixing
          match: go with
          surroundings: environment
          produce: to make
          variety: selection
          moods: temper
          twig: thin piece of wood
          effective: useful
          ignore: not pay attention to 

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          textures: the way surfaces feel to the touch
           disguise: to make something look like something else
           blend in with: change to seem the same as something

else
          pattern: repeated design
          attack: suddenly use violence
          insect: small animal with six legs
          branch: arm of a tree

  4    To check Ss’ comprehension of the text
        •    Elicit answers from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The Arctic fox can change the color of its fur.
          Chameleons change color according to their moods.
           The walking stick insect has an effective camouflage.

  5    To give a presentation using IT
        •    Divide the class into small groups.
         •     Explain the task and direct Ss to the website given.
         •    Assign the task for HW. Alternatively, if the

school has access to the Internet, Ss can gather
information during classtime and prepare their
presentation at home.

         •    Remind Ss to include pictures if they can to make
their presentation more visually stimulating.

        •    Ss present the information to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
           Most animals that must hide from a predator try to

blend in with their surroundings. Deer, squirrels, and
other forest creatures often have red, brown, and/or
orange coloring because these tones match the natural
environment they live in. Also, sharks, dolphins and
many fish are a gray, blue color which blends in with the
colors of the sea. Frogs’ coloring blends very well with
their natural surroundings, too.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Pairwork
Activities p. 50

Cross-Curricular Cut
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        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the key
at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read
the Now I Can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 5 p. LP2 

  ▶    OPTIONAL READING PRACTICE: Module 5 p. RP5

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 5
p. VP4 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 5 pp. 119-123,
Midterm Test pp. 124-127

Vocabulary Review
Ss make sentences using the words/phrases in the
list in teams. Each correct sentence gets 1 point.
The team with the most points is the winner.

dedicated, share with, average, set up, take after,
depend on, pull sb’s leg, in disguise, branch,
impressive, qualified, underwater, stripes

Self-Check
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What’s in this module?
 •    Draw Ss to the title World Issues and elicit

suggestions as to what the module might be
about. Ask Ss to read the list and browse through
the module and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The module is about global issues. We will learn

about these as well as the future, rainforests, etc.
 •    Use pictures 1-12 to engage Ss’ attention,

stimulate discussion, and prompt their interest in
the module.

 •    Elicit which pictures they can find in the module
and the page numbers.

          Answer Key
          Pictures 1 and 3 are on p. 60.
          Picture 5 is on p. 62.
          Picture 11 is on p. 64.
Find the page numbers for
 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask

questions to check Ss’ understanding.
          Answer Key
          a rainforest (p. 67) Where in the world are there

rainforests? Would you like to visit a rainforest? etc.
          a banner (p. 66) What is a banner? Have you ever

made a banner? Do you think carrying banners can
make a difference? etc.

          a festival (p. 65) What do you know about this
festival. Do you celebrate it in your country? etc.

Vocabulary
 •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Check Ss’

pronunciation and intonation.
 •    Elicit the L1 equivalents. Refer Ss to the Word List

to check if necessary.
          (Ss’ own answers)
Think
 •    Read the rubric aloud and brainstorm with the

class about the consequences and effects of each
issue and their seriousness.

 •    Give Ss enough time to rank the issues. Ask
various Ss around the class to read the rankings
aloud and give their reasons.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          1     war                                    7     overpopulation
          2     famine                             8     homelessness
          3     disease                             9     deforestation
          4     poverty                         10     drought
          5     pollution                      11     endangered animals
          6     child labor                  12     racial discrimination
          I think the most serious problem is war because it

can cause homelessness, poverty, and famine killing
thousands of people and seriously damaging the
countries involved in many ways.

Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topics of global
issues and the future.
Module page                                                      59
Lesson objectives: Overview of the module
Vocabulary: global issues (overpopulation, racial
discrimination, famine, deforestation, poverty, disease,
war, drought, homelessness, endangered species,
pollution, child labor)
6a     Our future                                           60-61
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
learn will, be going to, and the present progressive,
future progressive, and future perfect, phrasal verbs
with run
Vocabulary: population, increase, pesticides, fertilizer,
bare, deforestation, acid rain, smog, global warming,
limited resources, grow fast, developed countries, fossil
fuels, birth rates, energy needs, toxic waste, starving
millions, advancing technology, shelter, support, feed,
contaminated, bare, run out, resources
6b     Children of the world                    62-63
Lesson objectives: To read for detailed understanding,
to learn conditionals types 1, 2, 3, wishes
Vocabulary: starvation, orphan, gulp down, hand over,
frown, meanwhile, orphanage, proper, weapons, rugs,
scraps, roams, weak, improve
6c     City problems                                          64
Lesson objectives: To write an essay making
suggestions, to learn using joining words
Vocabulary: reduce, to begin with, result, solution,
encourage, participate, to sum up, litter, employee,
share, landfill site, biodegradable packaging
6d     Culture Corner                                         65
Lesson objectives: To read for lexico-grammatical
structure, to listen for specific information, to write
a short paragraph about a festival
Vocabulary: topic, unique, celebrity speakers,
environmental, exhibitors’ stalls, represent, lovable,
dozen, food court, adopt, feature
6e     Demonstrations                                      66
Lesson objectives: To learn the language of expressing
interest, to listen and read for specific information,
dialogue practice, to learn intonation in tag questions
Vocabulary: what on earth, banner, demonstration,
hand out flyers, petition
6f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Geography    67
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
to learn prepositional phrases, to give a presentation
using IT
Vocabulary: dense, home, vegetation, release, crucial,
incredible, estimate, equator, absorb, consume, cut down,
take action, breathe
Self-Check 6                                                        68

World Issues
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and predict how they are
related to the title of the text (problems our planet faces).

  1    To present new vocabulary and predict
the content of the text

        •    Go through the list and elicit meaning of phrases.
Direct Ss to the Word List .

        •    Elicit guesses as to how they may be related to
the text.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and check their guesses.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The phrases relate to the problems the Earth will face

in the near future.

  2    To read for specific information. To present
new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss some time to read the text again
carefully and do the task.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
        •    Give Ss time to complete the task using their

dictionaries if necessary, and then check Ss’
answers around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     F     There are more people in poor countries than

in developed countries.
          2     F     The Earth’s soil is contaminated with fertilizers.
          3     T
          4     F     It will run out soon.

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
           billion: 1,000,000,000
           increasing: getting bigger
           developed countries: advanced nations
           resources: things that can be used by people such as

coal, oil, or land
           shelter: provide with a place to live
           support: help
           feed: give food
           starving: extremely hungry
           contaminated: poisoned
           pesticides: chemicals that kill insects
           fertilizers: natural or chemical substances that help

plants grow
           crops: plants/vegetables grown for food/other

purposes
           due to deforestation: because of the cutting down  of

trees
           bare: with nothing on

           ordinary household waste: garbage from homes
           advancing: improving
          toxic waste: poisonous waste
          fossil fuels: energy sources from the ground
          run out: use up leaving nothing left
          eco-friendly: does not harm the environment
          leading: main
          smog: air pollution made up of smoke, fog, and

chemical fumes
          acid rain: polluted rain that can damage buildings
          global warming: worldwide temperature increase
          shrinking: becoming smaller 

         •     Make sentences using the words/phrases.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     The price of oil is increasing rapidly.
          2     Resources are scarce in less developed countries.
          3     The homeless seek shelter during the cold winter

months. etc.

  3    To listen for detailed understanding
         •     Play the recording. Ss listen and answer the

questions using their own words.
         •     Choose various Ss to share their answers with the

class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     People in poor countries face the problems of

overpopulation, famine, no proper healthcare,
and poor housing.

          2     We shouldn’t be using coal because burning it
causes smog, acid rain, and global warming.

  4    To check comprehension of a text
        •    Choose various Ss from around the class to recap

the issues in the text and role play the task.
        •    Give prompts where necessary.
          Suggested Answer Key
           The world’s population is increasing and our natural

resources are decreasing. Our food sources are running
out. We are producing too much waste and now we
have created a new kind of waste called e-waste which
is more toxic. We need to make a number of changes to
the way we live so that future generations will be able to
live on a clean planet that has enough food, water, and
energy for everyone.

  5    To present phrasal verbs with run
        •    Explain the task and give Ss some time to

complete it.
        •    Direct Ss to the Word List to check their answers.
          

66

Our future
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Answer Key
          1     out of          2     into      3     up         4     down

  6    To present will, be going to, and the present
progressive

        •    Read the theory aloud and direct Ss to the Grammar
Reference Section for more information.

        •    Elicit examples from the text from Ss around the
class. Ask Ss to make a sentence of their own for
each use.

          Answer Key
          is going to grow, will wealthier countries, there are

going to be, will be bare,  what will this leave, what
will we do, is only going to get, what alternative
energy will we use, will have no future, etc.

  7    To practice will, be going to, and the
present progressive

        •    Do the first item with Ss as an example. Then Ss
complete the task.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key

  8    To present future progressive, future perfect
        •    Write the following on the board

               
        •    Underline will be flying. Explain that this tense is

future progressive and is used for an action
which will be in progress at a specific time in the
future.

        •    Elicit form: will be + verb -ing. Ask Ss to make
sentences of their own using this tense form.
(This time next week, I’ll be leaving for India.)

        •    Write on Board.

               
               It’s 10 o’clock in the morning now. We’re leaving at

11:30. John will be here at 12 o’clock. By the time
he arrives, we will have left. Underline will have
left. Explain that this is the future perfect and is
used for an action that will have finished before
another action at a stated time in the future.

  9    To practice future progressive, future perfect
        •    Give Ss a few minutes to do the task. Check Ss’

answers. Ask Ss to say which words/phrases
helped them decide.

          Answer Key
          1     will be lying (This time next week)
          2     will have worked (By next month)
          3     will be having (At 10 o’clock tomorrow morning)
          4     will have visited (By the end of their cruise)
          5     will have finished (by 10:30)

10   To practice future progressive, future perfect
        •    Explain the task. Give Ss a few minutes to

prepare their answers. Elicit a variety of answers
from Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          This time tomorrow, I’ll be playing football. At 10 pm

next Sunday, I’ll be sleeping. At 8 o’clock tonight, I’ll be
watching TV. By the age of 25, I’ll have graduated from
university.  By the end of next week, I’ll have revised for
my exam. I’ll have finished all my chores by the time I go
to bed tonight.

11   To write about life in the future
        •    Explain the task. Brainstorm ideas and write

them on the board (e.g., There will be no food, the
Earth will be as it is now, people will live on Mars,
rivers will be dirty, etc.).

        •    Give Ss three minutes to complete the task. Then
check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          In 50 years’ time, the Earth will be similar to what it is

now.
          There will be a population problem in some countries.
          Everyone will recycle and so waste will be under

control.
          Everyone will be using alternative energy so the energy

crisis will be over.
          There will be GM foods so there will be enough food

for everyone.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Exs. 1, 2,
5, 6 & 9 pp. 53-54, Pairwork Activities p. 58

     

          1     am going to watch
          2     will you do, am

going to give

          3     will order
          4     am attending
          5     will do

Now. Monday (10:00) Next Monday (10:00)

I’m studying English. I’ll be flying to New
York.

Now 10 o’clock 11 o’clock 12 o’clock

we are leaving John arrives

Our future
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Warm-up Activity
Read the title of the unit to the class. Ask Ss to say how
the people in the pictures on p. 62 are related to it (The
pictures show children from all over the world so the unit
may be about children’s lifestyles.).

  1    To predict the content of a text
         •     Elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the class.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books.

          Suggested Answer Key
           A typical day in my life involves getting up, going to

school, having lunch, doing my homework, watching
TV, and spending time with my family and friends. I
have enough to eat and warmth and comfort. I think it
is the same for the children in the picture at the top of
the page, but it is very different for the children in the
picture at the bottom of the page.

  2    To read for specific information and detailed
understanding

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and
answer the questions.

        •    Ask various Ss around the class to share their
answers with the rest of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     He is weak from hunger because he hasn’t eaten

for days.
          2     She feels lucky because she has somewhere to live.
          3     He doesn’t have a house. He lives in a space under

a bridge with cardboard and old rugs.

  3    To present new vocabulary through
synonyms

        •    Explain the task and give Ss some time to match
the meanings to the words in the text.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     gulp down                                    5     proper
          2     frown                                               6     roams
          3     orphan                                           7     begging
          4     starvation                                     8     makes

  4   a    To check comprehension of a text
               •    Give Ss one minute to skim the text. Ss tell

their partners four facts they remember from
the text.

          Suggested Answer Key
          In Malawi there are over a million orphans.
          About 800 million people all over the world suffer

from hunger.
          One child dies of hunger every five seconds.
          50% of the poor children worldwide don’t have proper

shelter.

        b   To compare and contrast lifestyles 
               •    Explain the situation. Ask questions about

Armando’s lifestyle (e.g., Is he rich? Where
does he come from? Where does he live? Who
does he live with? How old is he? What has
happened to his family? How does he make his
living? Does he go to school?).

               •    Give Ss a few minutes to imagine what
Armando’s lifestyle is like. Then ask them to
describe it to their partner, also stating what
Armando would like to be different (e.g., have
a family, have a house, go to school, etc.).
Monitor the task. Invite some Ss to present
their answers in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I am 10 years old. Every morning I wake up to the

noise of the city streets. I don’t live in a house or
apartment. I have no parents either. They died in a car
crash. I live under a bridge with four other 10-year-old
boys. They are my family. I spend the day begging or
looking for food. I don’t go to school. I don’t really like
this. I’d like to have my parents and live in a nice house
with a garden. I’d like to have a dog to play with. I’d
like to go to school and learn new things. In the
evenings, I’d like to have dinner with my parents, and
then to watch TV together before I go to bed.

  5    To present conditionals type 1, 2, and 3
        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the examples.
        •    Write on the board: If we all help, the Earth will

become a better place to live. Explain that the first
clause is a conditional clause which expresses a
hypothesis. Ask: Does the sentence express sth
possible in the future or sth real in the present? (sth
possible in the future). Explain that the sentence
is Conditional Type 1. Elicit tenses used in the
conditional sentence (simple present), and the
main clause (will/can + bare infinitive). Repeat
with Conditionals Type 2, 3. Go through the table.
Then refer Ss to the Grammar Reference Section
for more information.

        (Ss’ own answers)

        •    Ask various Ss around the class to find the
conditional sentences in the text and say which
type each is.
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          Answer Key
          If governments spent more money on food programs

and less on weapons, fewer children would be hungry.
(Type 2); If governments built more homes for children,
fewer of them would be in this awful situation. (Type 2);
If they gave this money to the poor, they would not die
of hunger. (Type 2); If we do something to help now, life
will improve for children like these. (Type 1)

  6    To practice conditionals
        •    Go through the list of verbs and explain any

unknown vocabulary. Give Ss two minutes to do
the task. Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key

  7    To practice conditionals
        •    Give Ss a few minutes to prepare their answers.

Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     I’d help the poor
          2     I would have passed my exam
          3     I’d try to be more patient
          4     there won’t be enough food
          5     I’d ask world leaders to stop making wars
          6     our Earth will be polluted

  8    To present wishes
        •    Write on the board: Armando: I have no home.

My parents died in a car crash.
               Then write: Armando: I wish I had a home. I wish

my parents hadn’t died in a car crash.
        •    Elicit which sentences refer to the present (first)

and which refers to the past (second). Elicit tenses
used in each (simple past to refer to the present,
past perfect to refer to the past). Explain that the
first sentence expresses what Armando would
like to be different in the present whereas the
second sentence expresses a regret for sth that
happened in the past. 

        •    Go through the table. Refer Ss to the Grammar
Reference Section for more information. Elicit
Ss’ equivalents in their L1.

          Answer Key
          We use simple past for a wish in the present.
          We use past perfect for a wish/regret in the past.

  9    To practice wishes
        •    Read the example aloud. Give Ss a few minutes to

prepare their answers. Check Ss’ answers around
the class.

          Answer Key
          2     I wish I had had John’s phone number.
          3     I wish I had gone to Ann’s party.
          4     I wish I could afford to buy a new car.
           5     I wish someone had told me Steve was in the

hospital.
          6     I wish I didn’t live in the country.

10   To practice wishes
        •    Give Ss a minute to prepare their answers. Ss tell

their partners. Invite some Ss to tell the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Wish: I wish I had a dog.; I wish I lived in the country.; I

wish I had my own room.
          Regret: I wish I had played better during the game.; I

wish I hadn’t lied to my friend.; I wish I had studied
more.

11   To listen for gist
        •    Read the rubric and options A-C aloud.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and choose the correct

answer. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          B

12   To develop critical thinking skills
        •    Read the rubric aloud and brainstorm with the

class for ideas.
        •    Ss use these and other ideas of their own to

complete the task in the time limit set.
        •    After Ss have told their partner, ask various Ss

around the class to share their answer with the
class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          If I could change the world, I would get rid of poverty

and hunger. I would build homes for the homeless, give
food to the hungry, and create jobs for the poor. etc.

  ▶    SONGSHEETS: Module 6 p. SS2

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Ex. 3 p. 53,
Exs. 7 & 8 p. 54

          2     won (Type 2) 
          3     take (Type 1)
          4     would decrease

(Type 2)
          5     had asked (Type 3)

          6     recycled (Type 2)
          7     wouldn’t have

caught (Type 3)
          8     had not managed

(Type 3)

Children of the world
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Warm-up Activity
Elicit various problems a city can have (noise, litter,
crowded streets, pollution, etc.).

  1    To present the type of writing and examine
a model

        •    Read the theory aloud. Give Ss enough time to
read the essay.

        •    Elicit the writer’s opinion and the paragraph it is
in.

          Answer Key
          The writer thinks heavy traffic makes our cities

dangerous and polluted. Paragraph 4

  2    To practice using joining words
        •    Refer Ss back to the joining words in the theory

box in Ex. 1.
        •    Ask various Ss to say a joining word from the

essay and suggest an appropriate alternative.

          Suggested Answer Key
          To begin with = To start with
          The result would be = As a result
          Another solution = Another way to solve this problem

would be
          This means = Therefore
          To sum up = All in all

  3    To match suggestions to results
        •    Explain the task.
        •    Give Ss time to read the table and match the

suggestions and results.

          Answer Key
          1     a            2     c             3     b            4     d

        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to make
sentences using joining words.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     To start with, we should fine people who litter. This

way, if people know that they will have to pay,
they will stop doing it.

          2     Another way to solve this problem would be to get
young people involved in clean-up programs. As a
result, they will become interested in keeping parks
and their neighborhood clean.

          3     Another way to solve this problem would be to set up
recycling schemes in your area. As a consequence,
landfill sites will not become so full.

          4     Another way to solve this problem would be to only
buy products with biodegradable packaging.
Consequently, household garbage will be put to
good use and the amount of waste in general will
be greatly reduced.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the
task.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Sally mentions fines for people who litter but believes

that setting up recycling schemes is a better idea.

  4    To write an essay
        •    Explain the task and go through the plan.
        •    Give Ss time to complete the task either in class

or for HW. Explain that Ss can use the ideas in Ex.
3. Point out that Ss should use appropriate
joining words.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Then ask various Ss to read
their essay aloud to the class. As an alternative, Ss
swap papers and check their partner’s essay in
terms of: paragraphs, grammar/spelling mistakes,
use of joining words.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Litter is one of the most serious problems that our

society faces nowadays. What can we do then, to
reduce the amount of litter we produce?

          To begin with, it is important to set up recycling
schemes in every area and encourage people to recycle
their garbage. The result would be that there would be
less waste in our landfill sites and fewer resources used
to make new products.

          Another solution would be to make sure we only buy
products with biodegradable packaging. This way,
household garbage will be put to good use and the
amount of waste will be greatly reduced.

          All in all, litter makes our cities unattractive and
polluted. There are a number of solutions though. If
we employ some of these suggestions, then the areas
we live in would be cleaner and nicer places.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Exs. 12 & 13
p. 57
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to name as many festivals as they can (music,
religious, local, etc.). Ask Ss what things are done at
festivals.

  1    To predict the content of a text
        •    Draw Ss’ attention to the title and the pictures.

Elicit Ss’ guesses as to the content of the text.
        •    Give Ss time to read the text and check their

guesses.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think the text will be about a festival called Worldfest.
          People can enjoy entertainment, get their face painted,

and adopt animals.

  2    To read for lexico-grammatical structure
        •    Explain the task and read the first sentence

aloud as an example.
        •    Ask Ss to pay attention to the words before and

after each blank as they will help them do the
task. Ask Ss to read their completed text to see if
it makes sense.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     with             3     talk              5     if                    7     for
          2     to                  4     do                 6     this              8     serve

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          dozens: large numbers 
          topics: subjects for discussion
          environmental issues: matters relating to protection/

pollution of nature
          exhibitors’ stalls: tables on which goods are displayed

and sold
          join: become a member
          represented: had someone attend on behalf of a

company/organization
          feature: part
          adopt: take on as a part of your family
          food court: large indoor area with various places to eat

  3    To listen for specific information
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and choose the

activities that appeal most to them and tell their
partner.

        •    Ask various pairs around the class to report back
to the class on their partner’s choices.

          Suggested Answer Key
          If I went to the festival, I would enjoy the concerts and

listen to the celebrity speakers. I would also taste some
of the delicious vegetarian food and buy natural,
environmentally-friendly products.

  4    To form verbs from adjectives and nouns
        •    Read the theory aloud and give Ss some time to

form verbs and complete the sentences.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     modernize                     3     apologized
          2     sympathize                   4     emphasize

  5    To develop critical thinking
        •    Read the rubric aloud and elicit a variety of

answers from Ss around the class.
        •    Set a time limit of three minutes and Ss write on

the topic giving reasons.
        •    Ask various Ss to read their answers to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think festivals like this raise people’s awareness about

the environment because they give information about
environmental issues in a fun way. Lots of people will
go to enjoy themselves and while they are there, they
will learn a lot about the environment, too.

  6    To write a short paragraph 
        •    Ss work in small groups and talk about any

similar festivals in their country. Then ask Ss to
write a paragraph about one of them.

        •    Ask various Ss to read their paragraphs to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          In Bilbao, Spain, the Basque Green Week (Aste Berdea)

takes place every year. There are more than 200
activities to take part in. You can visit exhibitions, see
films, and go to conferences. You can pay visits to
factories and theaters, too. You can also take part in
photography, painting, and flower competitions as
well as visit ecological agriculture exhibits. It is a week
full of very informative events.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Ex. 15 
         p. 57

Culture Corner
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Demonstrations
Warm-up Activity
Elicit why a person would go on a demonstration (to
protest against sth, to ask for sth, etc.).

  1    To present situational language associated
with expressing interest

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat.
        •    Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

  2    To listen and read for specific information 
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and answer the

questions.
        •    Play the recording again if necessary. Then

check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     He’s taking part in a demonstration.
          2     homelessness
          3     They are going to hand out flyers and ask people

to sign a petition.
          4     Yes, she is.

  3    To consolidate situational language through
translation

        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the sentences in
Ex. 1 from various Ss around the class.

        •    Ss then read the dialogue aloud with a partner.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  4    To present everyday English expressions
        •    Read expressions 1-5 aloud and elicit the

synonymous ones from the dialogue from
various Ss around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     Can you give me a hand?
          2     Didn’t I tell you?
          3     Is that so?
          4     I feel really strongly about it.
          5     We’d better hurry up and finish

  5    To consolidate situational language through
role play

        •    Explain the task. Draw the following diagram on
the board for Ss to follow.

               

               Ss work in pairs and act out a dialogue similar to
the one in Ex. 2 using the sentences in Ex. 1.

        •    Monitor the activity around the class offering
assistance where necessary. Ss record themselves.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   What are you doing?
          B:    I’m just finishing painting this banner. Can you give

me a hand?
          A:   Sure. What’s it for?
          B:    I’m taking part in a demonstration today. Didn’t I

tell you?
          A:   No, what are you demonstrating against?
          B:    Deforestation. Did you know that over 279,000 trees

are cut down every year in the Amazon rainforest?
          A:   Really. Is that so?
           B:    Yes, it is. We’re going to hand out flyers and ask

people to sign a petition to send to governments.
          A:   That’s a great thing to be part of.
          B:    Yes, I feel very strongly about it. You don’t want to

come along, do you?
          A:   OK, why not?
          B:    Great! Well, we’d better hurry up and finish the

banner. The demonstration starts in an hour!

Student A
Ask what partner
is doing. 
(What are ...?)
Agree and ask 
what it is about.
(Sure. What ...?)
Ask reason for a
demonstration. 
(What are ... against?)
Express surprise.
(Really?)

Express admiration.
(That’s a great ... .)

Accept invitation.
(OK, why not?)

Student B
Say what you are doing
and ask for help.
(I’m ... . Can you ...?)
Explain why you are
doing it.
(I’m ... .)
Give details.
(Deforestation ... .)

Explain what you are
going to do.
(Yes. We’re going to ... .)
Express your feelings
and invite your friend to
join you.
(I feel strongly ... Why
don’t ...?)
Say when
demonstration starts. 
(Great. Let’s hurry ... . The
demonstration starts ... .)
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  6   a    To present and practice intonation of
tag questions 

               •    Play the recording. Ss listen paying special
attention to the intonation.

               •    Remind Ss how tag questions are formed
and refer Ss to the Grammar Reference
Section for more information.

        b   To practice and identify intonation of
tag questions

               •    Ss complete the tag questions. Check Ss’
answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     shall we                    4     didn’t he                  7     did you
          2     isn’t it                        5     don’t you
          3     can you                    6     aren’t I

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and identify the
function of each tag question based on the
intonation.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     expects an answer               5     asks for confirmation
          2     asks for confirmation         6     asks for confirmation
          3     expects an answer               7     expects an answer
          4     asks for confirmation

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Grammar
Review p. 55, Portfolio Activities p. 59

Cross-Curricular Cut

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to say a few things they know about rainforests
(e.g., where they are, why they are important, etc.).

  1    To introduce the topic using the
imagination and the senses

         •     Direct Ss’ attention to the picture and play the
recording.

         •     Ss listen with eyes closed.
         •     Elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I am in the rainforest. I can see trees and green plants all

around me. I can smell the plants and trees. I can feel
the heat and touch the damp green leaves of the
plants. I can hear strange animal noises and the rush of
water over a waterfall. I feel relaxed to be in the forest.

  2    To read and listen for specific information
        •    Ask Ss to read sentences 1-5. Then play the

recording and Ss listen and follow the text in
their books.

        •    Ss answer the questions in pairs.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Then ask

various pairs to correct the false statements.

          Answer Key
          1     F     They cover 6% of the Earth’s surface.
          2     T

          3     T
          4     F     They are home to an incredible number of

animals.
          5     T

  3    To present new vocabulary through
synonyms and check comprehension of the text

        •    Say a word/phrase in bold from the text and
elicit its meaning from the list. Continue with the
rest of the words/phrases.

        •    Elicit three things Ss found impressive from
various Ss around the class.

          Answer Key
          dense – thick 
          home to – place where sb/sth lives
          vegetation – trees & plants
          releasing – letting go
          crucial – very important
          incredible – unbelievable
          estimate – guess

          Suggested Answer Key
          Fifty percent of the Earth’s plants and trees live in the

rainforests.
          There are over 3,000 different types of fruit in the

rainforest.
          We only eat 200 of them.

Demonstrations
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  4    To present and practice prepositional
phrases

        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Then ask

various Ss to read their sentences aloud to the
rest of the class. Correct where necessary.

          Answer Key
          1     to 50% of the Earth’s plants and trees
          2     for curing diseases
          3     in – people are cutting down the trees
          4     to – of plants, animals, and insects are being lost

each day
          5     to – is deforestation

  5    To develop critical thinking skills
        •    Initiate a class discussion on the topic. When a

variety of ideas have been suggested, set the
time limit and Ss write their sentences.

        •    Choose various Ss to share their writing with the
class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          If we lost all the rainforests, we would lose thousands of

species of animals and plants forever. We would lose the
source of a lot of medicine, too. The Earth would suffer
because the atmosphere would change and global
warming would increase because there would be no

trees to absorb the carbon dioxide from the air. We
would have climate changes and other effects of global
warming to deal with. It would be a terrible loss to the
whole planet.

  6    To give a presentation using IT
        •    Divide the class into small groups and direct Ss

to the website given.
        •    Assign the task for HW. Alternatively, if the

school has access to the Internet, Ss can gather
information in class and prepare their presentation
at home.

        •    Ss give their presentations to the class. Give
positive feedback.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The rainforests could disappear in as little as 40 years

if we don’t do something to stop it. At the moment,
we are losing 50,000 animal and insect species a year
due to deforestation. Also, the people who live in the
rainforests such as the Amazonian Indians are
disappearing too. There are less than 200,000 people
left today from the 10 million five centuries ago. Lots
of the world’s fruit and vegetables come from the
rainforest as well as many spices.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Ex. 4 p. 53,
Ex. 14 p. 57

74

Cross-Curricular Cut

        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the key
at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read
the Now I Can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 6 p. LP2

  ▶    OPTIONAL READING PRACTICE: Module 6 p. RP6

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 6
p. VP4

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Reading 
p. 56, Game p. 60, Test 6 pp. 128-132

Conditional Chain

Remind Ss of the structure of a type 2 conditional
(if + simple past, would + bare infinitive). Ss stand
up. Give the Ss a type 2 conditional (e.g., If I won a
lot of money, I would buy a house). Each S then
continues with a chain of conditionals (e.g., If I
bought a house, I would have a party; If I had a
party, I would invite all my friends, etc.). Give each
S 15 seconds to think of a suitable conditional. If the
S can’t think of a conditional or makes a mistake,
the S sits down. The winner is the last person
standing. Other possible beginnings: If I was
famous; If I was older; If I didn’t go to school, etc.

Self-Check
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What’s in this module?
 •    Ask Ss to look at the title Technology and elicit

suggestions as to what the module might be
about. Ask Ss to read the list and browse through
the module and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The module is about technology and robots. We will

learn about these as well as artificial intelligence,
nanotechnology, computer networks, and high-tech
crime.

 •    Use pictures 1-5 to engage Ss’ attention, stimulate
discussion, and prompt their interest in the module.

 •    Elicit which pictures they can find in the module
and the page numbers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Picture 3 is on p. 71 and picture 5 is on p. 70. 

Find the page numbers for
 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask

questions to check Ss’ understanding.
          Answer Key
          an ad (p. 71) Do you read ads? Do you think they are

a good selling tool? etc.
          an ancient cup (p. 72) How old do you think it is?

Where do you think it is from? Do you like it? etc.
          newspaper headlines (p. 76) Do you read newspapers?

Do you read news online? Which do you prefer? etc.

Vocabulary
 •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Check Ss’

intonation and pronunciation.
 •    Elicit the L1 equivalents. Then refer Ss to the Word

List to check.
          (Ss’ own answers)

 •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
 •    Elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the class.
          Suggested Answer Key 
          Robots are metal machines that have no feelings.

Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topic of technology.

Module page                                                      69
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: robots (programmed to, metal
machines, intelligent, creative, have no feelings, do
basic chores, follow instructions, industry, the military,
medicine, transportation, space/deep-sea exploration,
entertainment, households, surgeries, cargo, assemble
machinery, dispose of, gather, enemy)

7a     Robots                                                  70-71
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
to learn must – have to
Vocabulary: verbs (base on, raise questions, progress,
tie, ensure, conflict), nouns (characteristics, friendliness,
loyalty, humor, creativity, reasoning, harm, artificial
intelligence, consciousness, domination, rights,
independent thought, emotions, existence), adjectives
(fictional, exceptional, basic, futuristic, capable of)

7b     Nano-world                                        72-73
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information
and detailed understanding, to learn can/could/be
able to – may/might, to give a presentation on
nanotechnology
Vocabulary: nouns (nanotechnology, wonder, property,
dwarf, microscope, field, cell, risk); verbs (date back,
solve, measure, look into, attack, rebuild, develop,
consider, interfere); adjectives (emerging, powerful, tiny,
wrinkle-free, self-cleaning, biological)

7c     You shouldn’t ...                                      74
Lesson objectives: To learn to use formal style in
writing, to write a for-and-against essay
Vocabulary: joining words (first, second, for instance,
however, in addition, to sum up), verbs (download,
store, suffer, pay royalties, share, benefit from)

7d     Culture Corner                                         75
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
to learn about “true friends,” to write a short text
about a museum
Vocabulary: nouns (magic, thrill, space, light beam,
workshop, experience, experiment, entrance, exhibits,
exploration), verbs (breathe, swear, plan, carry out,
sleep over), adjectives (massive, multi-colored,
unique, overnight, well-worth)

7e     High-tech crime                                      76
Lesson objectives: To learn to talk about crime, to
listen and read for specific information, dialogue
practice, word stress
Vocabulary: nouns (hacker, virus, computer system,
personal information, password, security code), verbs
(break into, release, access, steal, commit)

7f      Cross-Curricular Cut: IT                        77
Lesson objectives: To read for detailed understanding,
to learn phrasal verbs with make, to form verbs from
nouns
Vocabulary: nouns (network, user, cabling system,
software, device, flow, data, security procedures,
resource, consequence); verbs (connect, keep in mind,
overuse, bully, copyright, install); adjectives (online,
illegal, unethical)

Self-Check 7                                                        78

Technology
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          They are not intelligent or creative.
          There are household robots that do basic chores.

 •    Go through the headings and the words/phrases in
the list and explain/elicit the meanings of any
unknown words.

 •    Read the example aloud and elicit answers from Ss
around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          Robots can be used by the military to dispose of bombs.
          Robots can be used by the military to gather information

from an enemy.

          Robots can be used in medicine to help during surgeries.
          Robots can be used in transportation to lift heavy

objects and load cargo.
          Robots can be used in space exploration to travel in

space.
          Robots can be used in space/deep sea exploration to

carry cameras and gather information.
          Robots can be used in entertainment to entertain people.
          Robots can be used in households to answer the phone

and vacuum carpets.

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the picture and elicit which movie it is
from (Bicentennial Man with Robin Williams). Elicit what
the unit is about (Robots and their future development).

  1    To predict the content of the text
        •    Elicit whether Ss have heard of Asimov’s Laws

and elicit guesses as to how they are related to
the text.

        •    Read the theory box aloud. Then play the
recording. Ss listen and follow the text in their
books and check their guesses.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The three Laws of Robotics are a set of rules that govern

robots’ behavior. In theory, they make sure that robots
will never rule over humans.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss some time to read the text again carefully.
        •    Ss answer the questions and correct the false

statements.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     T
          2     T
          3     F     Bicentennial Man was originally a book.
          4     T
          5     F     Robots are not able to think and feel.
          6     F     Asimov’s Laws are fictional.

  3    To present new vocabulary through
synonyms

        •    Explain the task and give Ss some time to find
the synonyms in the text for words/phrases 1-8.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     exceptional                                  5     in spite of
          2     intelligently                                  6     reasoning
          3     independent                                7     ensure
          4     capable                                          8     domination

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          household tasks: things that need doing at home
          loyalty: devotion/attachment to sb/sth
          creativity: ability to create/imagine
          rights: things you are morally/legally entitled to

Background information

Isaac Asimov was a Russian-born American author
and professor of biochemistry as well as a very
successful science fiction writer. He was born on
January 2, 1920 and died on April 6, 1992. Along
with Robert A. Heinlein and Arthur C. Clarke, he
was one of the “Big Three” science fiction writers
during his lifetime. The asteroid 5020 Asimov was
named in his honor.
Robin Williams was born on July 21, 1951 in
Chicago. He is a very famous American actor and
comedian who has won many awards. Some of his
most famous movies are Good Will Hunting, Mrs.
Doubtfire, Good Morning Vietnam, Bicentennial Man,
and many others.

76

Technology

Robots
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          basic: simple and not complicated
          a far cry: very different
          independent thought: ability to reason for oneself
          nevertheless: however, but
          eventually: at the end of a period of time
          artificial intelligence: computer’s ability to think for itself
          consciousness: self-awareness
          emotions: feelings
          fictional: from a story

  4    To check comprehension of a text
        •    Read the questions aloud, one at a time.
        •    Ask various Ss around the class to suggest answers

referring to the text if necessary.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Robots can improve our lives by doing household

chores for us. They can do dangerous jobs instead
of people such as looking for and disposing of
bombs. They can be used in factories to make
things for us, too.

          2     Robots have no personalities, no emotions, and
no independent thought. They are incapable of
consciousness, creativity, or humor.

  5    To develop critical thinking skills
        •    Brainstorm with the class for the possible positive/

negative effect of owning a household robot. 
        •    When a number of interesting suggestions/ideas

have been discussed, give Ss three minutes to
write a few sentences on the topic.

        •    Ss read their sentences to their partner. Then
ask various Ss to read them to the class.

          Answer Key
          If I had a robot at home, I could use it to do all my

chores. This would make life easier for me and then I
could spend more time with my friends and family.

  6    To listen for specific information
        •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and the possible answers.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and choose the

correct answer.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

        Answer Key C

  7    To present must – have to
        •    Write on the board.
                 1 You must/have to obey the laws.
                 2 You don’t look well. You must see a doctor.
                 3 My parents have to be at work at 8:30. 
               

               Underline must/have to in each sentence, and then
elicit which sentence expresses an order, strong
advice, a rule. Point out that must is the same in all
persons. Write on the board.

               4 My parents must not wear shorts to work.
                 5 They don’t have to work overtime.
               Elicit which sentence expresses lack of

obligation(s)/prohibition.
        •    Go through the theory aloud and elicit the L1

equivalents for the examples.
        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference Section for

more information if necessary.

  8    To practice must – have to
        •    Give Ss some time to read the text and

complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     must                                         3     don’t have to
          2     don’t have to                       4     have to

  9    To consolidate must – have to
        •    Elicit what each sign means from Ss around the

class using the modals given.

          Answer Key
          A    You must not touch the wires.
          B     You must/have to wear formal clothes.
          C    You don’t have to have any experience.
          D    You must not leave your luggage unattended.
          E     You must/have to fasten your seatbelt.

10   To practice must – have to through
personal examples

        •    Explain the task and read the examples aloud. 
        •    Ask various Ss around the class to provide

examples of their own.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I must hand in my homework on time.
          I have to call my parents if I am going to be late.
          I had to take out the garbage last night after dinner.

11   To demonstrate must – have to through
real life examples

        •    Divide the class into small groups. 
        •    Assign the task for HW and tell Ss to draw/

photograph real signs on the street, in buildings,
etc., and explain them to the class in the next
lesson.

Robots
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         Suggested Answer Key

                   
          You must/have to keep your speed to
          less than thirty mph.
          

You must not smoke here.

You don’t have to use batteries.

No batteries required

Robots

78

Nano-world

Warm-up Activity
Elicit/Explain what the title means. If necessary mime
the word “nano” (a small world).

  1    To introduce the topic of the unit
        •    Draw Ss’ attention to the measurements in the

key and pictures A-D.
        •    Elicit the size order and which one(s) can only be

seen through a microscope.

          Answer Key
          D,C, B, A

          A and B can only be seen through a microscope.

  2   a    To predict the content of the text
               •    Read the title aloud and direct Ss’ attention to

the pictures.
               •    Elicit Ss’ guesses in answer to the question.
               •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the

text in their books and check their guesses.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The cup appears green when seen in normal light but

it appears red when lit from inside.

        b   To read for specific information. 
               •    Explain the task to Ss.
               •    Go through the example with Ss. Point out

that Ss need to read the words before and
after each blank as this will help them choose
the correct word.

               •    Give Ss two minutes to do the task. Ask Ss to
read the completed text to see if it makes
sense. Then compare their answers to their
partner’s. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     A (make special – phr)
          2     A (take time, to spend time on/doing sth)
          3     D (come from: derive)
          4     A (so + adjective/adverb... that, such + noun,

adjective + enough ... to, too + adj ... to)
          5     D (comparative form + than, less is used with Un)
          6     B (think of, regard as, consider to be)
          7     A (look into: investigate)
          8     C (possibility – have/ought + to)
          9     A (much can be used with more)
       10     B (only time will tell – expression) 

               •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          dates back: comes from
          properties: qualities
          emerging: new
          powerful: strong
          tiny: very small
          developing: creating
          risks: dangers
          considered: thought of
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  3    To check comprehension of a text
        •    Read the questions aloud and elicit answers

from Ss around the class referring to the text if
necessary but using their own words.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Nanotechnology is the science of making things and

working with materials that are microscopically
small.

          2     It could change our lives by offering us advanced
technology in the form of computers and robots. It
could help us to make advances in medicine and
environmental science. It could also give us new
products that will make our lives easier, such as
wrinkle-free clothes.

  4    To get feedback on a text
        •    Elicit a variety of answers from various Ss

around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          There is a glass cup from the 4th century A.D. that has

tiny particles of gold and silver in it.
          Scientists can make things with materials that are

smaller than what the naked eye can see.
          We may be able to use nanotechnology in the future

to cure cancer.
          We may be able to use nanotechnology in the future

to repair the ozone layer.

  5    To present can/could/be able to – may/might
        •    Go through the theory aloud and refer Ss to the

Grammar Reference Section for more information
if necessary.

        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the examples from
various Ss around the class.

        •    Give Ss enough time to skim through the text
and note down all the modals. Then elicit the
purpose of each one from various Ss around the
class.

          Answer Key
          could – possibility might – possibility
          can – ability may – possibility

  6    To practice using modals
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text and choose

the correct modals.

        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to read
the corrected text aloud one sentence at a time.

          Answer Key
          1     should               4     could                         7     must
          2     can                      5     ought to                  8     may
          3     might                 6     can

  7    To practice modals through personal
examples

        •    Explain the task. Ss make sentences for each of
the items.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          •     Could you lend me a pencil?
              Can you close the window, please?
              Can you help me carry my books?
          •     I can drive a car. I can’t ride a motorbike.
          •     May I leave the room please?
          •     I might go to the movies this week.

  8    To give a presentation using IT
        •    Divide the class into small groups and direct

them to the website given.
        •    Assign the task for HW. Alternatively, if the

school has access to the Internet, Ss can gather
information in class time and prepare their
presentation at home.

        •    Ss give their presentations to the class.

           Suggested Answer Key
           Scientists are now researching different ways of how

nanotechnology can improve medicine. Whenever we
take medicine, it spreads throughout our bodies before
it reaches the specific problem. Since medicine doesn’t
go directly to the problem, people could suffer from side
effects, such as a stomach ache or feeling sleepy.
Today, however, scientists are trying to develop smart
medicine with nanotechnology. By attaching special
molecules or nanotubes, the medicine will be able to go
directly to where the problem is without affecting the
rest of the body. This way, nanomedicine could help to
avoid side affects.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Exs. 5, 6 &
7 p. 62, Grammar Review p. 63, Game p. 68

Nano-world
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You shouldn’t ...
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to read the title of the text. Ask Ss if they prefer to
download music or buy CDs. Elicit why. Elicit what a for
and against essay is (an essay discussing the pros and
cons of a specific topic).

  1    To analyze a model and present formal style
        •    Read the theory aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the model and

elicit the content of each paragraph.

          Answer Key
          Para 1 introduces topic
          Para 2 lists advantages
          Para 3 lists disadvantages
          Para 4 concludes with balanced consideration

        •    Review the last part of the theory box relating to
formal style and elicit examples from the model.

          Suggested Answer Key
          impersonal language – more and more people find it

easier
          formal joining words - however, in addition,

nevertheless

  2    To present topic sentences
        •    Remind Ss that topic sentences are the first

sentences in a main body paragraph that
summarize the content of the paragraph. Elicit
which are their supporting sentences in each
paragraph.

          Answer Key
          topic sentences: Downloading offers certain

advantages. However, there are disadvantages to free
downloading.

          supporting sentences: First, it is very simple...
          Many sites do not pay ... with unknown users.

        •    Elicit alternatives from Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
           There are a number of points in favor of downloading.
          On the other hand, there are some negative aspects to

free downloading.

  3    To identify points for and against a topic
        •    Tell Ss to copy the table into their notebooks.
        •    Give Ss enough time to find the points in favor/

against and the reasons and complete their
tables. 

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          

          Answer Key

          

        

  4    To match joining words to functions
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the joining words in bold

in the text.
        •    Elicit the function of each one from various Ss

around the class.

          Answer Key
          list/add points: First, Second, In addition
          show contrast: However, Nevertheless
          introduce examples: For instance
          conclude: To sum up

  5    To write a for-and-against essay
        •    Read the rubric aloud and explain/elicit the

meaning of any unknown vocabulary in the
notes in the plan.

        •    Assign the task for HW and remind Ss to use the
essay in Ex. 1 as a model.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
           In our modern society and with 24-hour access to the

Internet, it’s no surprise that school children are using
it as a homework tool.

           There is no doubt that using the Internet as a homework
tool has its advantages. First, the Internet provides
students with a quick way to find information. This
allows them more time for other activities because they
do not have to spend a lot of time on research. Second, it
allows access to a wide variety of sources. For example,
there are online encyclopedias, newspapers, magazines,
and other sources to find articles on a topic.

           However, there are drawbacks to using the Internet as
a homework tool. Students don’t use and develop
their writing skills. This is because they often just copy
the information. In addition, websites can contain

Pros Reasons/Examples
It is simple. You can download only your

favorite songs and avoid
buying an entire CD. 

It is convenient. You can store the songs on
various devices

Cons Reasons/Examples
It could be illegal. Many sites do not pay

royalties to the musicians
for the songs that are
downloaded.

You can sometimes
get viruses.

sharing files with unknown
users
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You shouldn’t ...

inaccurate information which needs to be researched
further.

          All in all, using the Internet as a homework tool provides
quick access to a large number of sources. Nevertheless,
school children should use their writing skills and not
just copy information.

  ▶    SONGSHEETS: Module 7 p. SS2

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Ex. 11 p. 65,
Portfolio Activities p. 67 

Warm-up Activity
Read the title of the text aloud. Elicit how it can be
related to the Science Museum in London (There are
dinosaurs in this museum. Possibly, you can spend a night
in the museum.).

  1    To predict the content of a text/to read for
specific information

        •    Explain the task and read statements 1-4 aloud.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books and complete the task. Then Ss
correct the false statements.

          Answer Key
          1     T
          2     F     You can simulate a dinosaur breathing down

your neck or flying into space.
          3     T
          4     T     (Entrance is free for everyone)

  2    To elicit vocabulary/to present “true friends”
        •    Explain the task. Give Ss some time to complete

the task. Encourage Ss to use a dictionary.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          massive: very large
          magic: exciting quality
          chill: feeling of fear
          breathe: exhale
          thrill: excitement
          space: area beyond the limits of the Earth
          swear: promise
          miss: not be present
          workshop: practical lesson in making something 
          multi-colored light beams: rainbow-like display
          unique experience: something that will never be

repeated
          overnight: from sunset to sunrise
          carry out: do (experiments, research, etc.)
          experiments: scientific tests

          well worth: highly beneficial
          entrance: admission to event/building

        •    Read the theory box aloud. Then allow Ss some
time to look through the text again and find any
“true friends.”

          (Ss’ own answers)

  3    To check comprehension of a text
        •    Ss complete the task referring back to the text if

necessary.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     To learn about science in an amusing and

interesting way.
          2     To see an IMAX movie.
          3     To experience the Launch Pad, a 15-minute

workshop using light and movement to create
music.

  4    To practice prepositional phrases
        •    Draw Ss’ attention to the poster under the text

and give Ss some time to complete the blanks
with the correct preposition.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     on                        3     to                         5     on
          2     with                    4     from

  5    To write a short text
        •    Ss work in pairs and do some research on a

science museum they know of. Then Ss write their
text either in class or for HW.

        •    Ask various Ss to read out their text to the rest of
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The California Science Center is a science museum in

Los Angeles. It is part of a complex called Exposition
Park, where you can also find the National History
Museum, the Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum, and the
African-American Museum. Visitors of the museum can

Culture Corner
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Culture Corner

explore the world of technology and see exhibits of real
spacecraft parts. You can learn more about science in
the workshops, which are available to people of all ages.

           There is also an IMAX theater where you will see the
adventure of science on a huge screen. The center is
open daily from 10 am to 5 pm. Admission to the

science museum is free but it will cost $8 for adults
and $5.75 for youths, students, and seniors to visit the
IMAX theater.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Ex. 12 p. 65

High-tech crime
Warm-up Activity
Elicit/Explain what the title means (Crime which is
commited using computers, etc.).

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Give Ss time to look up the words/phrases in the

Word List.

  2    To introduce the topic and decipher
headlines

        •    Read the rubric aloud and elicit answers from Ss
around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think headline A is about hacking into government

computers.
          I think headline B is about stealing bank information.

          Answer Key
          A    HACKERS BREAK INTO GOVERNMENT COMPUTER

SYSTEM
          B     THIEVES STEAL BANK SECURITY CODES

  3    To present situational language associated
with talking about crime

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Check
Ss’ intonation and pronunciation. Then elicit the
L1 equivalents.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  4    To read for specific information
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books and match it to the correct headline.
        •    Ss then read out the dialogue in pairs.

          Answer Key
          It matches headline A.

  5    To present everyday English expressions
through synonyms

        •    Read phrases 1-3 aloud and elicit the synonymous
ones from the dialogue.

          Answer Key
          1     You can say that again!
          2     Really?
          3     That’s true.

  6    To consolidate situational language
through role play

        •    Explain the task. Draw the following diagram on
the board.

               
     
        •    Ss work in pairs and act out a dialogue similar to

the one in Ex. 4 using the headline in Ex. 2 and
the sentences in Ex. 3.

        •    Monitor the activity around the class offering
assistance where necessary.

        •    Ss record themselves.

Student A

Ask if partner saw
news last night.
(Did you ... .)

Say what happened
briefly.
(There was ... .)

Agree and comment 
on crime.
(You can say ... .) Well,
they must ... .)

Express your opinion
on crime.
(It seems that ... .)

Student B

Answer negatively.
Express curiosity.
(No. Why? ... .)

Express surprise/
shock.
(Really? ... .)

Agree with partner’s
opinion.
(Yes. They must have ...
.)

Agree. Express hope
police catch them.
(That’s true. Let’s ... .)
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High-tech crime

Warm-up Activity
Explain that IT is a school subject meaning Information
Technology. Elicit what this subject is about (how to use
computers, etc.).

  1    To introduce the topic and present new
vocabulary

        •    Go through the phrases and elicit/explain the
meanings of any unknown words.

        •    Using the phrases, Ss talk about their use of
computers.

          Suggested Answer Key
           I use my computer to scan pictures, type, and print

documents.
           I use my computer to chat online and download music.
           I use my computer to play games and send emails.
           I use my computer to do research.

  2    To introduce the topic of the text
        •    Draw Ss’ attention to the diagram and elicit

suggestions from around the class to answer
the question in the rubric.

        •    Read the first sentence of the text aloud.

          Answer Key
          A computer network is a group of computers that are

all connected to help the users work together.

  3    To present new vocabulary 
         •     Give Ss enough time to look up the words/phrases

in the Word List.
         •     Elicit how they are related to a computer network.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Software is computer programs which users of a

network can share.
          A computer network uses cabling systems to connect

computers.
          People using a computer network should use passwords

to access their files.
          Hardware is drives and devices that allow computers to

be connected to other computers in a network.
          Computer viruses could be spread from computer to

computer in a network if the users do not take
appropriate security measures.

          Data is information which is exchanged in a computer
network.

          People can share files and resources among many
users in a computer network.

          Copying other people’s work is plagiarism and this
sometimes happens in a computer network.

  4    To read for detailed understanding
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text carefully

and complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss around

the class to read their sentences aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
           1     people will have access to your personal information
           2     could prevent other users from being able to print or

use their connection
           3     it is plagiarism and there could be serious

consequences
           4     we will be able to keep our computer network safe

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Did you see the news last night?
          B:    No. Why? What happened? Anything interesting?
          A:   There was a story about thieves stealing bank

security codes.
          B:    Really? That’s scary.
          A:   You can say that again. Well, they must be

professionals. It’s not easy to commit a crime like
that.

          B:    Yes. They must have planned it for a long time.
          A:   It seems that crime is becoming more high-tech

these days.
          B:    That’s true. Let’s just hope the police can be one

step ahead and catch them.

  7    To learn about word stress
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and identify which

words are stressed in each case.
        •    Play the recording again. Ss listen and repeat.

Check Ss’ intonation.

          Answer Key
          1     Oh no! I can’t believe it.
          2     You can say that again.
          3     Oh my goodness.
          4     What are you talking about?
          5     Anything interesting?

Cross-Curricular Cut
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          Suggested Answer Key
          connects: joins
          devices: small machines
          resource: something that can be used for support or

help
          keep in mind: not forget
          overuse: use too much
          online: connected to the Internet
          illegal: against the law
          unethical: morally wrong
          bullying: using force to make sb do sth
          consequences: results (usually bad) of sth happening
          copyrighted: owned by the person who wrote/created it
          install: put in and make ready to be used
          security procedures: ways of doing sth to make sth

safer

  5    To learn how to form verbs from nouns
        •    Read the theory aloud and elicit the verbs

formed from nouns 1-4.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     apologize                       3     fantasize
          2     legalize                            4     memorize

  6    To present phrasal verbs with make
        •    Give Ss time to read the sentences, choose the

correct particle and check their answers in the
Word List. Ask Ss to explain the phrasal verbs.

          Answer Key
          1     up (invented)                       4     up (reconciled)
          2     for (headed)                         5     up (consists of)
          3     out (understand)

  7    To read for specific information
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books.
        •    Ask various Ss to tell the class a “do” or a “don’t”

from the text.
          Suggested Answer Key
        •    Dos: protect network from computer viruses by

following security procedures; install programs
you have permission for.

        •    Don’ts: share computer passwords; overuse
resources; do anything illegal, unethical, or
dishonest; copy other people’s work.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Exs. 1, 2, 3
& 4 p. 61, Ex. 8 p. 62, Ex. 13 p. 65

84

Cross-Curricular Cut

        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the key
at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read
the Now I Can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 7 p. LP2

  ▶    OPTIONAL READING PRACTICE: Module 7 p. RP7

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 7 
p. VP5

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Reading
p. 64, Pairwork Activities p. 66, Test 7 pp. 133-137

Write these words on the board as shown below. Ss
make sentences in teams using a word from A and the
word it matches from B. Each correct sentence gets a
point. The team with the most points is the winner.

People must not commit crimes.

commit carry out

install

share

release

human

raise
dispose of

independent

security

emerging

access
keep

artificial
wrinkle-free

pay

in mind royalties

crime

questions

files

thought clothes
experiments

intelligence
passwords

science

characteristics

bombs software
viruses

procedures

A B

Self-Check
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What’s in this module?
 •    Ask Ss to look at the title Art and elicit suggestions

as to what the module might be about. Ask Ss to
read the list and browse through the module and
check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The module is about types of art and different works

of art. We will learn about these as well as optical
illusions, entertainment, the passive, and modals.

Find the page numbers for 
 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask

questions to check Ss’ understanding.
          Answer Key
          optical illusions (p. 82) Have you seen any of these

illusions before? Is it easy or difficult for you to see
more than one image in them? etc.

          a biography of a famous artist (p. 85) Do you recognize
this artist? Do you know any of his works? etc.

          an ad for a gallery (p. 81) Have you ever been to an
art gallery? What sort of art/style of paintings do
you like? etc.

Vocabulary

  •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Check Ss’
intonation and pronunciation.

  •    Elicit the L1 equivalents. Then refer Ss to the Word
List to check.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  •    Ask various Ss around the class to describe the
pictures following the example.

          Answer Key
           Picture 1 shows a painter. She is painting a picture.
          Picture 2 shows a potter. He is making a pot from

clay.
          Picture 3 shows a sculptor. He is sculpting.
          Picture 4 shows ballerinas. They are performing on

stage.
          Picture 5 shows a photographer. She is taking pictures

with a camera.
          Picture 6 shows an animator. She is designing animated

frames on a computer.
          Picture 7 shows actors. They are acting/performing on

stage in costumes.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Exs. 1 & 2
p. 69

Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topic of art.

Module page                                                      79
Lesson objectives: Overview of the module
Vocabulary: art, jobs (sculptor, animator, potter,
photographer, artist, dancer, ballerina, actor, actress),
verbs (draw, sketch, paint, dance, perform, sculpt, design,
make, take)

8a     Art from trash                                   80-81
Lesson objectives: To read for lexico-grammatical
structure, to learn the passive
Vocabulary: verbs (protect, rummage around, inspire,
prides himself, transform, melt), nouns (hubcap, wheel,
graduate, design, pile, wire, scratch, effort, imagination,
statement, wastefulness), adjectives (shiny, impressed,
recycled, discarded, timely)

8b     Seeing is not believing                 82-83
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information
and detailed understanding, to learn may/might –
must – can’t, to listen for specific information
Vocabulary: nouns (matter, angle, illusion, pavement
art, effects, spot, mark, graffiti), adjectives (hidden,
optical, convincing), verbs (trust, depend on, trick, rely
on, realize, avoid, lock away)
8c     Amazed                                                      84
Lesson objectives: To learn past and present participles
Vocabulary: adjectives (shocking, shocked, depressing,
depressed, confusing, confused, exciting, excited, amusing,
amused, interesting, interested), nouns (brushstroke,
movement, energy, cypress tree, flame)

8d     Culture Corner                                         85
Lesson objectives: To read for general understanding,
to learn prepositional phrases, to write a biography
Vocabulary: nouns (fortune, fame, celebrity, sense,
degree, print, chest, figure, movement), verbs (develop,
graduate, move, produce, be shot, be wounded, escape,
recover)

8e     Describing art                                          86
Lesson objectives: To learn the language of
describing art, to listen and read for gist, dialogue
practice, to learn how to pronounce /j/ /π/
Vocabulary: adjectives (realistic, dark, light, bright,
dull, simple, expressive, colorful, modern)
8f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Art & Design      87
Lesson objectives: To read for detailed understanding,
to form opposite adjectives
Vocabulary: verbs (rely on, allow, adapt, combine,
remove, possess, ensure), nouns (scenery, scene, battle,
broomstick, technique, digital industry) adjectives
(massive, real, deep)
Self-Check 8                                                        88

Art 
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Warm-up Activity
Read the title and look at the pictures on p. 80. Elicit what
Unit 8a is about (works of art made from things people have
thrown away).

  1    To introduce the topic of the text
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit

guesses as to what they are and what they are
made of.

        •    Give Ss time to read through the text and check
their guesses.

          Answer Key
          The pictures show animals (two fish and a bird) made

from metal hubcaps.

  2    To read for lexico-grammatical structure
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to read

the text again carefully and choose the correct
word for each blank. Point out that Ss should look
at the words before and after each blank as these
will help them decide which word to choose
from. Ask Ss to justify their answers.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     A (normally, really = truly)
          2     D    a few + Cn (a little + Un)
          3     B     (late = dead/recent graduate = just

graduated/last = final/new = fresh)
          4     C    (so + adj/such + noun, too + adj (negative

meaning), adj + enough)
          5     B     what to do with them
          6     C    way of doing sth (system = way of

working/manner = behavior, style/method =
technique, manner)

          7     D    ever since = from the moment that
          8     A    exactly as, according to
          9     C    every one = each
       10     B     a little + Un, a few + Cn

  3    To listen for detailed understanding
        •    Read the questions aloud. Then play the recording.
        •    Ss listen carefully and prepare their answers to

the questions.
        •    Ask various Ss around the class to share their

answers with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     It promotes recycling because it uses discarded

items to create things of beauty. 
          2     It can inspire people to be creative themselves and

make things from these discarded items.
          3     I was impressed by the fact that Ptolemy makes

works of art from trash.

        •    Ss then explain the underlined words/phrases.

          Suggested Answer Key
          hubcap: cover for wheel on car
          protects: stops damage being caused
           graduate: someone who has just finished high school

or college 
          shiny: bright and reflective
          designs: patterns
          piles: untidy heaps
          wire: string-like pieces of metal
          melted: became liquid because of heat
          scratches: tiny marks caused by one thing rubbing

against another
          add character: make something special/different
          recycled materials: substances that have been used before
          effort: hard work
          imagination: creativity
          discarded: thrown away
          timely statement: something said at the best possible

time
          wastefulness: quality of using more than is necessary

  4   To present new vocabulary through
synonyms

        a    • Explain the task. Ss match the
words/phrases in bold to their meanings.

               • Check Ss’ answers.

             Answer Key
                 degree – diploma
                 impressed – affected strongly
                 rummaged around – searched
                 inspired – gave (him) the idea (to)
                 prides himself on – is pleased with himself 

       (because of)
                 transformed into – changed

        b   • Explain the task. Ss complete the task.
               • Check Ss’ answers.

             Answer Key
                 1     degree                                  4     prides himself on
                 2     impressed                           5     inspired
                 3     transformed

  5    To develop critical thinking skills
        •    Read the rubric aloud and start a class discussion

about what the quote means and how it relates
to the artist in the text.

        •    When you are satisfied, Ss can answer the
question. Give them a few minutes to write their
sentences.

        •    Ask various Ss around the class to read what they
have written aloud.

86

Art from trash 
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Art from trash

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think that this quote means that artists use their

imagination to perceive their creation. Then they start
creating it. This relates to Ptolemy Elrington because
he liked the hubcaps, but he didn’t know what to do
with them at first. As soon as he formed an image in
his mind, he used them to make his works of art. 

  6    To present the passive
        •    Write the following on the board:
               Lots of tourists visit the Acropolis. (Active)
                Elicit which is the subject (S), verb (V) and object (O).

Show Ss how the sentence structure changes if
we start the sentence with the object of the active
sentence as the subject.

               The Acropolis is visited by lots of tourists.
                 Explain that to form a passive verb form we

need the verb to be and the past participle of
the main verb. Elicit that the subject of the
active sentence becomes the agent (A) and is
introduced with by. Explain that the passive
sentence gives emphasis to the action rather
than the person who did it.

        •    Read the theory box and answer any questions
Ss may have.

        •    Give Ss time to find examples of passive verb
forms in the text.

          Answer Key
          is actually used, was impressed by, is made from, are

transformed, can be done

  7    To practice the passive
        •    Explain the task and read out the example.
        •    Ss complete the task. Then ask various Ss to read

their questions aloud and other Ss to read their
answers aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     is ... included / Apples are often included in Paul

Cézanne’s paintings.
          3     is made / Green is made by mixing yellow and blue.
          4     was started / Impressionism was started by Claude

Monet.
          5     be seen / Sculptures by Antoni Gaudi can be seen in

Barcelona.
          6     is ... situated / The Louvre is situated in Paris.
          7     is known / The artist Edgar Dégas is known for his

paintings of dancers.
          8     was ... painted / The Mona Lisa was painted by

Leonardo Da Vinci. 

     

        8   a To practice the passive further
                 • Give Ss enough time to read the text and

complete the blanks with the correct passive
form.

               •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Background information

Leonardo da Vinci was born near Vinci, Italy, on April
15, 1452 and died on May 2, 1519. He was a great
artist, sculptor, painter, architect, engineer, and
scientist. His most famous painting is the “Mona Lisa.”

Pablo Picasso was born in Málaga, Spain, on
October 25, 1881. He was an artist, a painter, and a
sculptor. He is the father of cubism. One of his most
famous paintings is “Guernica.”

Paul Cézanne was born in a southern French town
called Aix-en-Provence on January 19, 1839. He
struggled for many years to become known as a
painter, but now many consider him as the father of
modern art. He died on October 22, 1906. One of his
most famous paintings is “Apples and Oranges.”

Claude Monet was born in Paris, France, on
November 14, 1840 and died on December 5,
1926. He was a painter and one of the creators of
impressionism. He has many famous paintings,
but one of the most famous is “Water Lilies.”

Antoni Gaudi was born on June 25, 1852 in Reus,
Spain and died on June 10, 1926. He was an
architect who designed buildings in a modern style.
He designed many original buildings, but his
masterpiece is the Sagrada Familia which was
never finished.

Edgar Degas was born in Paris, France, on July 19,
1834 and died on September 27, 1917. He was an
artist, painter, and sculptor who was seen as one
of the founders of impressionism. One of his most
famous paintings is “Four Dancers.”

Impressionism is a style of painting which started
and was developed in France in the 1870’s by
various artists like Monet and Renoir. This style is
based on the immediate impression people get
when they see a painting and the use of primary
colors and short paint strokes to mimic light.

The Louvre is situated in Paris, France, next to the
Seine River and houses thousands of very important
works of art such as the “Mona Lisa.” The Louvre was
a fortress and then a palace before it was turned
into a museum in the 18th century.
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          Suggested Answer Key
                 1     be turned                                    4     be followed
                 2     was constructed                     5     are made
                 3     will be displayed                     6     will be held

        b   To practice asking and answering
questions in the passive

               •    Explain the task and offer a passive question
as an example (e.g., When was the Trash Art
Exhibition held? Last year.).

               •    Ss continue to ask and answer questions in
pairs.

               •    Monitor the activity around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   What can be changed into art?
          B:    Trash. What is the exhibition called?
          A:   The Trash Art Exhibition. What were the exhibits

made from last year?
          B:    All kinds of items, including melted plastic and

telephone directories. Where will each piece of art
be displayed this year?

          A:   In a container. How can each container be reached?
          B:    By following a footpath through a maze. What are

the high walls made of?

          A:   Old household appliances. How long will the
exhibition be held?

          B:    Until September 9th.

  9    To write a quiz
        •    Divide the class into small groups and assign the

task for HW.
        •    Ss research on the Internet or in encyclopedias

or other reference books for information about
famous artists and compose a quiz of between 5
and 10 questions.

        •    Ss present their quizzes to the class in the next
lesson and see if the rest of the class can answer
the questions.

          Suggested Answer Key
           1     Where was Leonardo da Vinci born? (Vinci, Italy)
          2     Who was “The Persistence of Memory” painted by?

(Dali)
          3     George Stubbs is known for his paintings of

something in particular. What exactly? (He painted
pictures of horses.)

          4     What style of painting did Picasso start? (Cubism)
          5     What was Auguste Rodin famous for? (sculpture)

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Exs. 5 & 6
p. 70

Art from trash

88

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to read the title of the unit and the title of the
text. Then look at the pictures on p. 82 and predict the
content of this unit (the way our eyes can trick us into
seeing things).

  1    To present optical illusions
        •    Draw Ss’ attention to drawings 1-4. Elicit what Ss

can see in each one at first glance and then
what they can see when they try to look at the
drawing from a different angle.

          Suggested Answer Key
           1     A goblet in white and two people facing each other

in black.
           2     A duck facing the left and a rabbit facing the right.
           3     A large head facing the left and a person in a coat

about to open a door facing the right.
          4     An old ugly woman facing forward and a young

beautiful woman facing away.

  2    To predict the content of the text
        •    Elicit/Explain the meaning of “perceive” (to see,

notice, or realize sth especially when it isn’t
obvious).

        •    Elicit whether Ss think we all perceive things in
the same way or not.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and find out.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The text is about optical illussions. We perceive things

according to our opinion of it and the way we look at it.
We all perceive things in many different ways.

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          trust: believe in
          matter: issue
          depends on: is based on

Seeing is not believing
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Seeing is not believing

          angle: point of view, position
          viewing: seeing
          be caught up: involved
          hidden: not in sight
          rarely: not often
          trick: deceive
          rely on: depend on, count on
          realize: discover, notice
          otherwise: or else
          sidewalk art: drawings made on sidewalk
          effect: result
          convincing: real
          avoid: steer clear of
          spot: place, location
          mark line
          locked away: hidden in a secure place
          graffiti: pictures drawn in public places such as

buildings/walls

  3    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss some time to read the text again carefully

and answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Then Ss

correct the false statements.

          Answer Key
          1     F      We all see things differently.
          2     T
          3     F      Our eyes don’t see the world as it is.
          4     DS
          5     F      His drawings can be seen on sidewalks.
          6     F      Julian Beaver is a sidewalk artist.

  4    To paraphrase information in a text
        •    Read the questions aloud. Then give Ss enough

time to skim through the text for the relevant part,
and then paraphrase the information and answer
the questions.

        •    Ask various Ss around the class to answer the
questions in their own words.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Optical illusions do not resemble real life as things

can be seen in many different ways. They rely on the
fact that our brains expect to see things in a certain
way.

          2     Julian thinks art should be on the streets because
that is where the people are. He thinks it should be
available to everyone. I agree that it shouldn’t be
locked away. The galleries should have free
admission to allow everyone the chance to see the
art there.

 5    To present may/might – must and can’t
        •    Read the theory aloud and elicit the L1 equivalents

for the examples in the table.
        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference Section for

more information if necessary.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  6    To practice may/might, must, and can’t
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

study the painting and complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     must                   3     may
          2     must                   4     can’t/must

  7    To practice may/might, must, and can’t
further

         •     Explain the task and elicit a variety of answers from
Ss around the class. Give prompts if necessary.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Picture 1 (Prompts: farmer, country, rich)
          They might/may be farmers. They must be in the

countryside. They can’t be rich.
          Picture 2
          He may/might be her grandfather. They must be in a

barn. The man can’t be rich.

  8    To present and practice the causative
        •    Go through the examples with Ss. Elicit answer

(the first sentence suggests that sb else is doing
sth for sb). Elicit word order in this sentence.

               John is having his portrait painted.
s             v                  o             pp

        •    Point out that to form the causative we use the
verb “have” in the relevant tense. Elicit if there
are similar structures in Ss’ L1. Refer Ss to the
Grammar Reference Section for more details. Ss
do the exercise. Check Ss’ answers.

         Answer Key
          2     will have their room painted
          3     ... is having his car fixed
          4     had our front door repaired
          5     has had all the food prepared for her party (by

Marco’s)

  9    To present phrasal verbs with get
         •     Give Ss enough time to complete the sentences

with the correct particle and then check their
answers in the Word List.
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          Answer Key
          1     along                                               3     across
          2     through                                          4     over

10   To listen for specific information
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete

blanks 1-5 with the missing information.
        •    Play the recording again if necessary. Then

check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     animals                                                 4     5.50
          2     modern art exhibition                   5     5 pm
          3     café 

11   To develop critical thinking skills
        •    Read the question in the rubric aloud and

initiate a class discussion on the topic.

        •    Elicit a variety of ideas from Ss around the class
and when you are satisfied that Ss can answer
the question, set a time limit of three minutes
and Ss write down their thoughts.

        •    Ask various Ss from around the class to read
aloud what they have written.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Life without art would be dull, flat, and boring. There

would be very little beauty except from nature. People
would be unimaginative and not creative. They would
be like robots. There would not be beautiful buildings.
People would not dance or sing and all the walls
would be bare. It would be a very depressing and sad
place if the world didn’t have any art in it.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Exs. 6, 7 & 8
p. 70, Grammar Review p. 71, Ex. 12 p. 73

Seeing is not believing

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the paintings and elicit what they show
(the bombing of a city; the stars at night; a landscape of
melting clocks).

  1    To present past and present participles
        •    Read the theory aloud and elicit the L1 equivalents

for the examples.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To practice using present and past participles
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the paintings and elicit Ss

initial thoughts about them.
        •    Read the words in the circles aloud and

elicit/explain any which are unknown.
        •    Read the example aloud and elicit similar

sentences from various Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
        “Guernica” by Pablo Picasso is shocking. Pablo Picasso’s

“Guernica” makes me feel shocked.
          “The Starry Night” by Vincent Van Gogh is interesting.

Vincent Van Gogh’s “The Starry Night” makes me feel
interested.

  3    To identify adjectives in a piece of writing
        •    Explain the task and give Ss some time to read

the text and find the adjectives.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
        •    Read the theory box aloud.

          Answer Key
          the painting: modern, (very) colorful
          the night: (not) quiet
          the valley: peaceful, quiet
          the houses: small, close
          the tree: huge

  4    To describe a painting
        •    Tell Ss to copy the table into their notebooks.
        •    Give Ss enough time to skim the text and find

adjectives to complete the table.

          Answer Key

          

style modern, colorful
description night not quiet, sky full of

movement/energy, moon/stars
moving, wind blowing, valley
peaceful, small/close houses,
cypress tree joins valley and
sky, looks like flames

feelings amazed, not surprising one of
most famous paintings

Amazed
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Amazed

          Suggested Answer Key
          “The Starry Night” is modern and colorful. The heavy

brushstrokes show that the night isn’t quiet. The sky is full
of movement and energy. The moon and the stars
appear to be moving and the wind appears to be
blowing. The valley looks peaceful with the small houses
close together and the cypress tree joins the valley and
the sky and looks like flames. I feel amazed when I see
this painting and I am not surprised that it is one of the
most famous paintings in the world.

  5    To write an article describing a painting
        •    Elicit answers to the questions in the plan from

various Ss around the class.
        •    Assign the task for HW and check Ss’ answers in

the next lesson.

          Suggested Answer Key
          My favorite painting is “The Persistence of Memory” by

Salvador Dali. It creates a mixture of feelings in
people.

          The painting is modern and very striking. It shows a
strange landscape like a desert with clock faces
melting over rocks and trees. The clock faces are full of
movement and a slow energy. The clock faces look
like they are dripping. The sky is bright and light, yet
the ground is dark.

          The “Persistence of Memory” is my favorite painting.
Each time I look at it I feel amazed and amused. It’s
not surprising that it’s Dali’s most famous painting.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Ex. 11 p. 73,
Portfolio Activities p. 75

Culture Corner
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss if a can of soup is a good subject for a painting.
Why? Why not? Explain that the person in the picture
painted a can of soup.

  1    To predict the content of the text
        •    Read the rubric aloud and elicit answers and/or

guesses to the questions.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books and check their guesses.

        (Ss’ own answers)

          Suggested Answer Key
          He is called the Prince of Pop because he was a central

figure in the Pop Art movement.

  2    To present prepositional phrases and read
for specific information

        •    Read each sentence aloud and elicit the correct
preposition from Ss around the class.

        •    Ss then decide if each sentence is true, false, or
not mentioned.

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and
check their answers.

          

          Answer Key
          1     from, F                      4     in, F                     7     in, F
          2     for, T                          5     to, T                     8     to, DS
          3     on, DS                       6     from, F

        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          fortune: luck
          celebrities: famous people
          developed: formed
          sense: understanding/feeling about sth
          degree: the qualification you get after finishing

college or university
          graduated: finished college/university
          prints: pictures
          shoot: to fire a gun at sb
          chest: the top part of the body where the ribs, heart, and

lungs are.
          wounded: hurt
          narrowly: barely
          escaped: avoided
          recovered: got better
          wounds: injuries
          figure: character, celebrity
          movement: group of people sharing a purpose

Alternative Activity for weaker students 
Read the suggested answer key to the class. Then
write the following on the board. My favorite
painting is ... by ... . The painting is ... . It shows ... . The
clock faces ... . The sky ... . but the ground is ... . ... is my
favorite painting. Each time I look at it I ... . Ask Ss to
complete the description.
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  3    To talk about Andy Warhol
        •    Ss work in pairs and discuss the question in the

rubric.
        •    Monitor the activity around the class. Then ask

some pairs to report back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   I think people describe Andy Warhol as “strange”

because of his appearance.
          B:    Yes, I agree. He does look a little strange.
          A:   Also, his art was called Pop Art and that was

something people hadn’t seen before, so they
might have thought it was strange.

          B:    Yes, I think you’re right, especially when his movie
“Sleep” simply showed a person asleep. etc.

  4    To make notes and make a presentation
        •    Tell Ss to write the headings in their notebooks

and give them some time to skim through the
text again and make notes under each one.

        •    Ask various Ss around the class to use their
notes to present Andy Warhol to the rest of the
class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Name/Famous for: Andy Warhol, paintings, prints,

and movies
          Date/Place of birth: August 6th, 1928, Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania, USA
          Studies: a degree in Commercial Art

          Achievements: started his own company, “The Factory,”
made 300 movies, produced famous paintings, prints,
and movies

          Date of death: February 22nd, 1987

          Suggested Answer Key
          Andy Warhol was famous for his paintings, prints, and

movies. He was born on August 6th, 1928, in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA. He got a degree in
Commercial Art. He started his own company, “The
Factory,” made 300 movies and produced famous
paintings and prints. He died on February 22nd, 1987.

  5    To write a biography
        •    Read the theory box aloud and elicit any famous

artists from Ss’ country.
        •    Explain the task and assign it for HW.
        •    Check Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Salvador Dali was famous for his paintings, sketches,

and sculptures, of his dreams. He was born on May
11th, 1904, in Figueras, Catalonia, Spain. He studied
at the Academy of Arts in Madrid, but he didn’t take
his final exams. He was a central figure in the
Surrealist movement. He held many successful
exhibitions all around the world. He had two
museums dedicated to his life and work in his lifetime.
He died on January 23rd, 1989.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Ex. 13 p. 73

Culture Corner

Describing art
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to describe art galleries they have been to. Elicit
what Ss liked/didn’t like about the galleries.

  1    To present situational language associated
with describing art

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Check
Ss’ intonation and pronunciation.

     
  2    To present the context of a dialogue
        •    Ask Ss to guess where the dialogue takes place

based on the sentences in Ex. 1.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their

guesses.
          

          Answer Key
          Jenny and James are at an art exhibition.
          They are talking about the paintings.

  3    To present everyday English expressions
through synonymous expressions

         •     Read sentences 1-5 aloud and give Ss enough
time to find the synonymous ones in the dialogue.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     You don’t know what you’ve been missing!
          2     I know.
          3     I agree.
          4     Come on.
          5     Great idea!
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Describing art

  4    To consolidate situational language through
role play

        •    Explain the task and elicit/explain the meanings
of the adjectives in the list.

         •     Elicit a variety of comments from Ss around the
class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          It’s very realistic and modern. I like it.
          I don’t like it because it is dark and dull.
          This one is very nice. It’s bright and light and colorful. etc.

        •    Ss work in pairs and act out their dialogues
using the sentences in Ex. 1 and the dialogue in
Ex. 2 as a model. Draw the following diagram for
Ss to follow.

               

        

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   It’s a great art exhibition.
          B:    Yes, it really is.
          A:   The paintings here are fantastic. This one is

wonderful.
          B:    I agree. It’s very expressive.
          A:   Yeah, and I love the bright colors in it, too.
          B:    Look, this one is totally different. What do you

think?
          A:   It’s too dark. It makes me feel sad.
          B:    Me too! Come on. Let’s move on to the next room.

It’s the modern art room.
          A:   Great idea! I love modern art.

  5    To pronounce /j/, /π/
        a    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat.

        b   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Ss make
sentences of their own using the sounds
presented (How are you? Where’s Jenny?).

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Pairwork
         Activities p. 74

Student B

Agree with your
partner.
(Yes, it really is.)
Agree with partner’s
opinion.
(I agree. It’s ... .)

Draw partner’s
attention to another
painting.
(Oh look, this one is ... .)
Invite partner to the
next room.
(Let’s move on to ... .
It’s the ... .)

Student A

State how you like
being there.
(It’s a great ... .)
Comment on
paintings/comment
on a specific painting.
(The paintings here are
... . This one ... .)
Comment on
painting’s colors.
(I love the ... .)

Express your opinion
and feelings in this
painting.
(It’s ... . It makes me
feel ... .)
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Warm-up Activity
Elicit/Explain what Art and Design is (a school subject
which familiarizes Ss with art). Ask Ss if they take a similar
subject at their school.

  1    To predict the content of the text
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and ask the

question in the rubric.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books and find out the answer.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Computer graphics have changed the way movies are

made because they can create scenes that would be
impossible or too expensive to make in real life.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again

carefully and answer questions 1-4.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1 CGI is computer-generated imagery.
          2 It is used in the film industry to create or adapt

characters.
            3 It makes it possible to create scenes that would be

impossible or too expensive to create in real life.
          4 People who study computer science should have

both artistic and technical skills. They also need to
possess a great imagination and a deep love of
learning.

  3    To present new vocabulary through
synonyms

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
complete it using their dictionaries if necessary.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          relied on – depended on
         allows – lets
          adapt – change
          combined – put together
          skills – abilities
          possess – have
          ensure – make sure

     •    Ss then explain the underlined words/phrases.

          Suggested Answer Key
          shoot: make a movie
          massive: huge, very big
          battle scenes: part of a movie where people fight
          standard: guideline

          techniques: a method of doing sth
          broomstick: an old-fashioned broom which has a

bunch of small sticks at the end.
          separately: individually, alone
          removed: taken away
          digital industry: computer business
          graduates: people who have a college or university

degree
          combine: mix
          artistic: creative
          deep: intense, great
          magic: charm, fascination

  4    To form opposite adjectives
        •    Read the theory aloud.
        •    Elicit the opposites for adjectives 1-6 from various

Ss around the class.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     illegal                                                   4     immature 
          2     impatient                                           5     incomplete
          3     irresponsible                                    6     inexpensive

         •     Then give Ss enough time to make their sentences.
         •     Ask various Ss to read their sentences to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1 It is illegal to send text messages when driving in

California.
          2     It is irresponsible to drink and drive.
          3     Pat is 26 but she is very immature for her age.
          4     He felt incomplete without his family.
          5     I only buy inexpensive clothes. I can’t afford brand

names.

  5    To check comprehension of a text
        •    Ss talk in pairs about what impressed them from

the text and give reasons. 
        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some pairs to

report back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I was impressed by how they made Harry Potter fly in

those movies and how they filmed the massive battle
scenes.

  6    To gather information using IT
        •    Ss work in small groups, visit the website given.
        •    Assign the task for HW. Alternatively, if the

school has access to the Internet, Ss can gather
information in class time.

        •    Ss then present their information to the class.

Cross-Curricular Cut
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          Suggested Answer Key
          The Abyss (1989), Terminator 2: Judgement Day

(1991), Jurassic Park (1993), Dragonheart (1996),
Titanic (1998), The Matrix (1999).

     

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Exs. 3 & 4
p. 69, Ex. 14 p. 73

Self-Check
        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-

Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the key
at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read
the Now I Can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 8 p. LP3

  ▶    OPTIONAL READING PRACTICE: Module 8 p. RP7

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 8 
p. VP5

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Reading
p. 72, Game p. 76, Test 8 pp. 138-143

Separate the class into team A and team B. Remind
Ss about the use of prefixes (il-, ir-, im-, in-) to make
opposite adjectives. Write an adjective from the
list on the board. Team A makes a sentence using
the adjective. Team B makes a sentence using a
prefix to form the opposite adjective. Each correct
sentence gets 1 point. Write the next adjective
from the list on the board. This time, team B makes
a sentence using the adjective and team A makes a
sentence using a prefix to form the opposite
adjective etc. The team with the most points is the
winner.

polite, legal, relevant, regular, complete, formal,
logical, patient, mature, possible, responsible,
flexible

Team A: It is always good to be polite to older
people.

Team B: He is rude to everyone and is the most
impolite person I know.

Cross-Curricular Cut
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History

What’s in this module?
 •    Ask Ss to look at the title History and elicit

suggestions as to what the module might be
about. Ask Ss to read the list and browse through
the module and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The module is about historical events such as

achievements and disasters. We will learn about
these as well as heroes, our solar system, etc.

 •    Use pictures 1-6 to engage Ss’ attention, stimulate
discussion, and prompt their interest in the module.

 •    Elicit which pictures they can find in the module
and the page numbers.

          Answer Key
          Picture 3 is on p. 94 and picture 5 is on p. 97.

Find the page numbers for
 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask

questions to check understanding.
          Answer Key
          diary entries (p. 92) Do you keep a diary? Do you

think they are useful? etc.
          a speech (p. 95) Have you ever made a speech? Have

you ever heard anyone else make a speech? What
was it about? etc.

Vocabulary
 •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Check Ss’

intonation and pronunciation.
 •    Elicit the L1 equivalents from Ss around the class.
 •    Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures and read the

example aloud.
 •    Ask various Ss to talk about a picture using the

adjectives. 
        Suggested Answer Key
          In 1922, scientists discovered a massive dinosaur

and mammal grave. It was amazing.
          In 1932, Amelia Earhart became the first person to

fly solo across the Atlantic. It was impressive.
          In 1945, an atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima,

Japan. It was horrifying.

Topic

In this module Ss will explore the topic of history.

Module page                                                      89

Lesson objectives: Overview of the module
Vocabulary: adjectives (horrifying, moving, amazing,
remarkable, cruel, shocking, stunning, impressive,
incredible)

9a     Long ago                                             90-91

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
learn reported speech, listen for gist
Vocabulary: nouns (eruption, ashes, volcanic eruption,
mud, expedition, remains, mud pits, mammals, evolution,
extinction, habits, predator, graveyard); verbs (scatter,
sink, realize, retrace, unfold, prove, take over, develop,
evolve, reveal, weigh); adjectives (massive, two-legged);
phrases (meet an early death)

9b     London’s burning                           92-93

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information
and detailed understanding, learn introductory
verbs, give a presentation
Vocabulary: nouns (earthquake, tornado, explosion,
flood, cyclone, hurricane, fire, road accidents, war, oil
spills, avalanche, drought, account, shelter); verbs
(blow up, slow down, dry up, lay waste, distract,
rages); adjectives (calamitous, dismal)

9c     Heroes                                                         94

Lesson objectives: To learn to use quotations, to
write a descriptive article of a person
Vocabulary: nouns (barrier, goal, navigator); verbs
(break down, attend, disappear, perceive); adjectives
(confident, capable, adventurous, average, daring,
persistent); phrases (set high standards, against the
odds)

9d     Culture Corner                                         95

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
form nouns from adjectives, translate a speech
Vocabulary: nouns (sparkle, warmth, pine needle,
mist, memory, thirst, kindness, portion, enemy, ashes);
verbs (quench, conquer, move on, respect, befall, spit);
adjectives (sacred, shining, sandy, humming, holy)

9e     What was it like?                                     96

Lesson objectives: To learn the language of asking
for/expressing positive/negative opinions, to listen
and read for gist, dialogue practice, homophones
Vocabulary: nominated, waste of time, nothing special

9f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Science            97
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
learn prepositional phrases, give a presentation
Vocabulary: nouns (dwarf, satellite, comet, asteroid,
direction, dawn, fellow, leap, mankind); verbs (consist
of); adjectives (official, inner, solar, circular, total,
lunar, immortal); adverbs (widely)

Self-Check 9                                                        98
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          In 1969, Neil Armstrong walked on the moon. It was
incredible.

          In 1896, the first modern Olympic Games were held in
Athens, Greece. It was remarkable.

 •    Elicit which events Ss consider important to them
and why.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          The most important event to me is Neil Armstrong’s

walk on the moon because it was an important
moment in the history of the world.

Think
 •    Give Ss enough time to read and decode the

quotations and think about what they mean. Discuss
the quotations with the class.

        Suggested Answer Key
          We are all shaped by events in history.
          We learn from our mistakes in the past and anyone

who doesn’t is doomed to make the same mistakes.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Ex. 3 p. 77

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss what they know about dinosaurs [e.g., When they
existed (65 million years ago); for how long they existed
(160 million years), and why they no longer exist (became
extinct after an asteroid hit the Earth)].

  1    To introduce the topic through sounds
and images

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and read the
rubric aloud.

        •    Play the recording and ask Ss to use their
imaginations to think of life 100 million years ago.

         •     Elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I can see mountains and a huge volcano. I can see lots

of strange dinosaurs and other creatures. I can hear
an explosion as a volcano erupts. I can smell hot lava
and burning ash.

  2    To predict the content of the text
        •    Read the title and key words aloud and elicit

guesses as to the content of the text.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books and check their guesses.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think the text is about how the dinosaurs became

extinct.

  3    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss time to read the text again carefully and

answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. Then Ss correct the false

statements.

          Answer Key
          1     F     There is a graveyard of dinosaurs and

mammals in the Gobi Desert.
          2     T
          3     T
          4     T

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          massive: very large
          volcanic eruption: sudden and violent release of ash

and lava from a volcano
          scattered: randomly distributed
          sticky: glue-like
          sank: moved downwards
          mud: mixture of soil and water
          realized: understood sth
          expedition: organized journey to discover sth
          retraced: followed exactly the same path
          remains: what is left of sth
          mud pits: area containing holes in the ground full of

mud
          mammals: animals that have babies and feed them

on their own milk
          evolution: gradual development of natural life
          unfold: open, be revealed
          proves: shows the truth
          extinction: destruction of a complete species
          took over: got control
          developed: changed 
          evolving: changing over a long period of time
          habits: things done repeatedly and regularly
          reveal: show sth surprising or previously unknown
          There was a massive swimming pool at the hotel.
          The volcanic eruption shook the ground and darkened

the sky.

Long ago

History
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Long ago

          Leaves are scattered around the garden in autumn.
          The glue made my hands very sticky.
          The ship sank slowly beneath the waves.
            He fell in the park and his clothes were covered in mud.
          She realized that something was wrong as soon as

she walked in the room.
          We’re planning an expedition to the heart of the

Amazon jungle.
          I retraced my footsteps to try to remember where I

had left my keys.
          The remains of the fire still gave off some heat.
          You can get stuck in mud pits.
          Mammals don’t lay eggs.
          Not everyone believes in Darwin’s theory of evolution.
          Let’s wait and sees how things unfold.
          This evidence proves that he is guilty.
          Many species face the threat of extinction.
          The army took over the country and put the government

in prison.
          The argument soon developed into a fight.
          Humans are still evolving as a species.
          One of his bad habits is never tidying his room.
          He did not reveal what her birthday present was

going to be.

  4    To consolidate comprehension of a text
through creative role play        

        •    Explain the task and initiate a class discussion.
        •    Elicit a variety of thoughts and ideas from Ss

around the class.
        •    Set the time limit and Ss write on the topic. Then

ask various Ss to read what they have written to
the rest of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          We had been in the Gobi Desert for three years and we

had made some interesting discoveries. Then one day
we decided to look in a new area and as soon as we
jumped out of the jeep we started finding fossils. It
was a fantastic moment. We were amazed at how
many mammal skeletons we found. I felt terribly
excited.

  5    To present reported speech
        •    Read the theory aloud. Then elicit the L1

equivalents from various Ss around the class for
the examples.

        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference Section for
more information.

          Answer Key
          Tenses and time expressions change in reported

speech.

  6    To practice reported speech
        •    Ask various Ss to report the speech in sentences

1-5.
          Answer Key
          1     Don said (that) dinosaurs had disappeared millions

of years ago.
          2     Sally said (that) they were going to the museum

the next day.
          3     Mr. Berry said (that) scientists were studying the

fossils.
          4     He said (that) she had discovered 52 kinds of sea

turtles.
          5     James said (that) they would continue looking for

fossils.

  7    To report commands
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The sign said to follow the museum rules.
          The sign said not to take photographs.
          The sign said to stay with our group.
          The sign said not to run.
          The sign said not to use cell phones.
          The sign said to show respect to the guides.

  8    To report questions
        •    Read the example aloud. Then Ss complete the

task. Check Ss’ answers.
          Answer Key
          2     He asked how much a ticket cost.
          3     He asked if they could eat in the museum.
          4     He asked when the museum closed.
          5     He asked whether they allowed cameras inside.

  9    To listen for gist/key words to identify
location

        •    Explain the task and play the recording.
        •    Ss listen and choose the correct location for

each dialogue.
        •    Play the recording again. Ss listen and make

notes of what the speakers actually said.
        •    Ss then turn their notes into reported speech. Ask

various Ss to read their answers to the class aloud.
          Answer Key
          1     at a library                                    3     at school
          2     at a museum                               4     at home
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Long ago

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to describe their own experiences of fires.
Alternatively, elicit the ways we can protect ourselves
from fire (firefighters, smoke alarms, fire extinguishers).

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Give Ss enough time to look up the words in the

Word List and then elicit which are natural
disasters and which are not.

          Answer Key
          Natural disasters: earthquake, tornado, flood, cyclone,

hurricane, volcanic eruption, avalanche, drought
          Manmade: explosion, fire, road accidents, war, oil

spills

  2    To predict the content of a text
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the title and the picture

and elicit what Ss know about the topic.

        (Ss’ own answers)

        •    Give Ss enough time to think of and write down
their questions and then play the recording.

        •    Ss listen and follow the text in their books and
see if their questions were answered.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     How did it start? It started at Thomas Farrinor’s

bakery.
          2     How was it put out? Many houses were blown up

to make a wide gap.
          3     How many people died? Not answered in text.

  3    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss some time to read the text again carefully

and complete the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     bakery               4     to save their belongings
          2     at night             5     to keep the fire burning
          3     9 days                6     was no longer a city/in ruins

  4    To present new vocabulary through
synonyms     

     •    Explain the task.
        •    Ss complete the task using their dictionaries if

necessary. Check Ss’ answers.

        Answer Key
        experienced – faced
          account – story

          Suggested Answer Key
          He asked if she could help him.
          She told him the computer had an easy search system

to help him find what he needed.
          He asked how long he could take it out for when he

found it.
          She said one week if it was a short loan or a month if it

was a long loan.
          He asked if he had any questions.
          He asked what time they closed.
          He said at five o’clock and reminded him to take a

look at the gift shop.
          He thanked him for the tour. etc.

10   To practice reported speech further
        •    Explain the task and assign for HW.
        •    Check Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

          Suggested Answer Key (Dialogue 7e)
          She asked him if he had seen the news the night before.
          He said no and asked what happened.
          She told him there was a story about hackers breaking

into the government computer system.
          He said that was scary.
          She said he could say that again and that they must

have been professionals and that it wasn’t easy to
commit a crime like that.

          He agreed and said that they must have planned it for
a long time.

          She said it seemed that crime was becoming more
high-tech those days.

          He said that was true and hoped the police could be
one step ahead and catch them.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Exs. 4 & 5
p. 78

London’s burning
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          dismal – awful
          dreadful – horrible
          distracted – puzzled
          shelter – protect
          calamitous – disastrous
          rages – continue with force
          blowing up – exploding
          slowed down – became less active
          dried up – no more water
          laid waste – destroyed

  5    To check comprehension of the text
        •    Read the questions aloud and elicit answers

from Ss around the class referring to the text as
necessary.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     He felt shocked and sad.
          2     London was completely destroyed. “I went again

to the ruins, for now it is no longer a city.” (The last
line of the text.)

  6    To consolidate comprehension of a text
through creative writing        

        •    Explain the task and elicit a variety of possible
answers to questions 1-6 from various Ss around
the class.

        •    When you are satisfied Ss can complete the task,
give Ss enough time to write their letters.

        •    Ask various Ss to read their letters aloud to the
class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     I was at home in bed.
          2     I heard people shouting and I smelled smoke.
          3     I packed my belongings and found a man to take

me across the river in his small boat.
          4     I put up a tent.
          5     It was burned down.
          6     I felt shocked and sad.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Dear Jane,
                 I have just been through a terrible experience.

There has been a great fire in London and many
people have lost their homes including me.

                 I was at home asleep in bed when the fire broke
out. I woke up when I heard people shouting and then
I smelled smoke. I packed my belongings and headed
down to the river where I was lucky enough to find a
man who took me across the river in his small boat to
the other side, away from the fire. There were a lot of
people there and we set up tents for shelter and slept
there for the night.

          The next day I went to stay with my relatives because I
knew my house had burned down. I felt shocked and
sad. London and its people will take a long time to
recover from this disaster.

          Yours,
          Elizabeth

  7    To present phrasal verbs with break
        •    Explain the task. Ss complete the task and check

their answers in the Word List.

          Answer Key
          1     out               2     down          3     up         4     into

  8    To present introductory verbs
        •    Read the theory box aloud and elicit the L1

equivalents for the verbs from various Ss around
the class.

        •    Refer to the Grammar Reference Section for more
information.

               (Ss’ own answers)

  9    To practice reported speech using
introductory verbs

     •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
complete it. Then check Ss’ answers.        

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Sally reminded me to lock the door.
          2     Tony promised to be back soon.
          3     Jo offered to do it.
          4     Ann complained that he was always lying to her.
          5     Bob warned me to be careful with that.
          6     Mary begged Lynn not to go.
          7     Aunt Marta threatened to send Paul to his room if

he did not behave himself.
          8     Tom agreed to do it the following day.
          9     He insisted that he was going to help me.
       10     He announced that they were getting married.

10   To give a presentation using IT
        •    Divide the class into small groups and explain

the task.
        •    Assign the task for HW. Alternatively, if the

school has access to the Internet, Ss can gather
information in class time and prepare their
presentation at home.

        •    Ss present their information to the class.        
          Suggested Answer Key
          The Great Plague was also called the Black Death

because one effect was that people’s skin turned black
in patches. It started in China but spread to Europe and
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to identify the person in the picture and elicit/
explain why this person is special (e.g., Amelia Earhart, she
was a role model for women).

  1    To introduce the type of writing and analyze
a model

        •    Read the theory aloud and explain any unknown
vocabulary.

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the model and
then elicit which paragraph matches which
heading.

          Answer Key
          1     name/famous for
          2     achievements
          3     personality/reason we admire her

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          break down barriers: improve understanding between

different people
          goals: aims/purposes
          attended: went to
          transatlantic: crossing the Atlantic Ocean
          confident: believing in one’s own abilities
          adventurous: brave
           navigator: someone whose job is to find the correct

direction
          disappeared: vanished
          set high standards: led a life that is difficult to copy

because of her achievements
          go against the odds: try to succeed even though the

probability is failure
          average: normal, not special
          daring: bold, brave
          persistent: determined
          perceive: see, be aware of

  2    To identify adjectives of personality
        •    Give Ss some time to skim the text again and

find all the adjectives relating to personality.
        •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

          Answer Key
             confident, capable and adventurous, daring, persistent

  3    To learn about using quotations in articles
        •    Read the theory box and the rubric aloud.
        •    Elicit which are Amelia’s actual words and what

they say about her personality.

          Answer Key
        “Never interrupt someone in doing something you

said couldn’t be done.”

          Suggested Answer Key
        It tells us she was determined.

  4    To write a descriptive article
        •    Read the rubric aloud.
        •    Then elicit a variety of answers to the questions in

the rubric from various Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
        Para 1:       I will write about Florence Nightingale. She

was famous for being the pioneer of
modern nursing.

          Para 2:       She nursed wounded soldiers in the
Crimean War and saved many lives. 

                                She introduced new nursing methods and
ran a nursing training school.

          Para 3:       She was resourceful and independent. I
admire her because she knew what she
wanted to do and did it. She saw a problem
and tried to improve the situation.

by 1665, it had reached London. It started in St. Giles-
in-the-Field in spring and by the end of the summer
31,159 had died. Carts moved around the streets at
night and collected the dead bodies. They were taken
to the plague pits which were huge graves outside the
city. The royal family and anyone else who could left
the city. The plague spread all over the country and
killed many more people until it eventually died out. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Ex. 1 p. 77,
Ex. 6 p. 78, Grammar Review p. 79, Reading p. 80,
Ex. 12  p. 81, Game p. 84

London’s burning

Heroes
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        •    Assign the task for HW and remind Ss to give
their article a title and include a quotation. 

        •    Check Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

          Suggested Answer Key
                                            The Lady with the Lamp

           There are people who, when they see a problem, they try
to help improve the situation. Florence Nightingale, the
pioneer of modern nursing, is one of the best examples.

           Born in Florence, Italy to English parents, she was
educated at home before touring Europe and realizing
she wanted to help the sick. She became a nurse and in
1854, she went to Crimea to help the wounded soldiers.
She revolutionized nursing and saved many lives.

           Florence Nightingale set high standards for women to
follow. She wasn’t satisfied until she had changed a bad
situation for the better. Resourceful and independent,
she changed the nursing profession forever. 

           To me, Florence is a hero who dedicated her life to
saving others. As she said “I stand at the altar of the
murdered men, and, while I live, I fight their cause.”   ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Ex. 10 p. 81

Alternative Activity for weaker students 

Photocopy or write the following factfile on the
board:

Name:                      Florence Nightingale
Born in:                    Florence, Italy
Country of origin: England
Early years:             educated at home, became a

nurse, 1854 – went to Crimea
Special for:             revolutionized nursing and

saved many lives
Character:               resourceful, independent
Quote:                     “I stand at the alter of the

murdered men, and, while I live, I
fight their cause.”

Ss then use the information to write a short
paragraph about Florence Nightingale.

Warm-up Activity
Elicit the meaning of the title from Ss (Precious Earth =
our valuable planet/the environment). Ask Ss why they
think the earth is precious.

  1    To predict the content of the text
        •    Ask a couple of students to read the introduction

to the text aloud and then elicit guesses from the
rest of the class as to what the text can be about.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and check their guesses.

          Suggested Answer Key
           The speech could be about respecting the earth and

caring for the land.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again

carefully and answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Native Americans feel that the earth is their brother

and they love and respect it as they would a
brother. They believe it cannot be bought and sold.

          2     Chief Seattle says that one portion of land is the
same as the next to the white man and he takes
what he needs. He says that the earth is the white
man’s enemy and he moves on when he has
conquered it.

          3     Man belongs to the earth according to Chief
Seattle because we depend on it to survive because
it feeds us and quenches our thirst. We live on and
off the earth and we could not live without it so we
belong to it.

        •    Ss then explain the underlined words/phrases.

          Suggested Answer Key
          shining: bright 
          pine needle: pointed leaf from a pine tree
          sandy: full of sand
          mist: light fog at ground level

Culture Corner
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Culture Corner

What was it like?
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the picture and identify the actress
(Cate Blanchett). Then predict the content of the
dialogue (sb’s opinion of a movie she has seen).

  1    To present situational language associated
with asking for and giving opinions

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Check
Ss’ intonation and pronunciation.

          (Ss’ own Answers)

        •    Elicit the purpose of each sentence as stated in
the rubric.

Background information

Cate Blanchett was born in Melbourne, Australia,
on May 14, 1969. She has won various awards and
has starred in many movies such as The Lord of the
Rings trilogy, The Aviator, etc.

          humming: making a continuous sound
          holy: something that should be worshipped
          memory: ability to remember
          kindness: quality of being good to others
          portion: part
          enemy: someone who wants to hurt you
          moves on: goes somewhere else
          beneath: under
          respect: treat with honor and admiration
          spit: force liquid out of mouth

  3    To present new vocabulary through
synonyms

        •    Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to complete
it and then check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          sparkle – shine
          sacred – blessed
          quench – satisfy
          conquered – has seized
          ashes – remains of a burned body
          befalls – happens to

  4    To form nouns from adjectives
        •    Read the theory box aloud and give Ss enough

time to complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     responsibility                            3     awareness
          2     importance                               4     extinction

  5    To develop critical thinking skills
        •    Read the quote aloud and elicit suggestions from

Ss around the class as to what they think it means.

        •    When a number of relevant ideas have been
suggested, set the time limit and tell Ss to write
their sentences on the topic.

        •    Ask various Ss around the class to read what
they have written aloud.

          Answer Key
        If a person lives in a city and doesn’t see the blue sky,

green grass, or any animals or plants he might forget
that they exist. He might concentrate on his busy life
and forget to enjoy the simple things in life like a walk
in the countryside. Being close to nature can help
people appreciate life and simple things like fresh air
and the warmth of the sun.

  6    To translate a speech/quotation
        •    Explain the task and assign it for HW.
        •    Ask various Ss to read their translations aloud

and explain the message to the class in the next
lesson. 

        •    If you wish, you can give Ss some quotations to
consider.

                 Suggested quotations
                 – Nature does nothing uselessly. (Aristotle)
                 – The goal of life is living in agreement with

nature. (Zeno)
                 – A nation that destroys its soils destroys itself.

Forests are the lungs of our land, purifying the
air and giving fresh strength to our people.
(Franklin Roosevelt)

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Ex. 11 p. 81,
Portfolio Activities p. 83
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          So what did you think of it? (asks for an opinion)
          Was it good? (asks for an opinion)
          It was fantastic. (expresses a positive opinion)
          Did you enjoy it? (asks for an opinion)
          Nothing special. (expresses a negative opinion)
          A waste of time really. (expresses a negative opinion)

  2    To listen and read to ascertain speaker’s
attitude

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and answer the questions.

          Answer Key
          The dialogue is about Sally’s opinion of a movie she

had seen.
          Sally had a good time.
          Ann felt bored.

  3    To present everyday English expressions
through synonyms

        •    Read sentences 1-5 aloud and then elicit the
equivalent phrases in the dialogue.

          Answer Key
          1     So what did you think of it?
          2     No wonder.
          3     Was it good?
          4     A waste of time really.
          5     Give me a call.

4      To consolidate situational language through
translation

        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the sentences in Ex.
1 from various Ss around the class.

        •    Ss then read the dialogue aloud with their partner.

          (Ss’ own Answers)

  5    To consolidate situational language through
role play

         •     Explain the task. Draw the following diagram for
Ss to follow and then Ss in pairs act out their
dialogues using the sentences in Ex. 1 and the
model dialogue in Ex. 2 to help them.

        
        •    Monitor the activity checking Ss’ pronunciation

and intonation and offering help where necessary.
        •    Ss record themselves.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   What did you do last night?
          B:    I went to the movies with Kim.
          A:   What did you see?
          B:    “The Other Boleyn Girl” with Scarlett Johansson.
          A:   So what did you think of it? Did you enjoy it?
          B:    It was fantastic. What did you do?
          A:   I watched a movie on TV.
          B:    Was it good?
          A:   Nothing special. A waste of time really.
          B:    Well, do you want to do something later?
          A:   Sure. Give me a call.

  6    To present homophones
        •    Read the theory box aloud. Then play the

recording. Ss listen and identify all the
homophones.

        •    Play the recording again. Ss listen and repeat.
Check Ss’ intonation and pronunciation.

          Answer Key
          flower – flour, here – hear, bare – bear, won – one, see –

sea, maid – made, pair – pear

  7    To practice homophones
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Student B

Say where you went.
(I went ... .)

Name the movie and
main actor(s).
(I saw ... with ... .)
Express positive opinion.
Ask what partner did.
(It was ... . What did ... .)
Ask if partner enjoyed it.
(Was it ...?)
Suggest doing sth
together later.
(Do you want ...?)

Student A

Ask what partner 
did last night.
(What did you ...?)
Ask what partner saw.
(What did ...?)
Ask for partner’s
opinion.
(What did you think
...?)
Say what you did.
(I watched ... .)
Express negative
opinion.
(Nothing ... .)
Agree.
(Sure ... .)

104

What was it like?
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Warm-up Activity
Elicit names of planets in our solar system (Mercury,
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune).

  1    To introduce the topic of the text
        •    Read the words in the list aloud and elicit

guesses as to how they may be related to the
text.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and check their guesses.

          Answer Key
          Galileo – a famous astronomer
          Copernicus – thought the sun was the center of the

universe
          Gagarin – the first man in space
          Armstrong – the first man on the moon

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again

carefully and complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     the sun, eight official planets, at least three dwarf

planets, more than 130 satellites of planets, as well
as hundreds of comets and asteroids

          2     the same direction
          3     go into space

  3    To present new vocabulary through
synonyms

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
complete it using their dictionaries if necessary.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          official – formally accepted
          direction – way

          dwarf – small
          immortal – eternal
          leap – jump
          dawn – beginning
          widely – broadly
          fellow – partner
          total – whole
          circular – round

  4    To present prepositional phrases
        •    Ss complete the task individually and check

their answers with their partners.
        •    Ask various Ss to read the completed sentences

aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     in, to                          3     after
          2     from, on                   4     to, from

  5    To check comprehension of the text
        •    Elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the

class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          We have an inner and an outer solar system.
          The solar system is mostly empty space.
          The first man went into space in 1961.
          The first man walked on the moon in 1969.

  6    To develop the topic of a text through
imaginative role play

        •    Read the rubric aloud and elicit a variety of
answers from Ss around the class. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          I am stepping down from the lunar module and in a

second I will be the first man ever to step foot on the
moon. I can’t believe this moment has arrived. I am so
excited and proud. 

          Answer Key
          weather – whether
          The weather is nice today.
          Let me know whether you can come or not.

          threw – through
          He threw the ball.
          I walked through the forest.
          new – knew

          Do you like my new haircut?
          I knew there was something different about you.

          piece – peace
          Would you like a piece of cake?
          I wish there was peace in the world.

What was it like?

Cross-Curricular Cut
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Cross-Curricular Cut

Self-Check

        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-Check.
Ask Ss to check their answers against the key at the
end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read the
Now I Can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 9 p. LP3

  ▶    OPTIONAL READING PRACTICE: Module 9 p. RP8

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 9
p. VP6

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Pairwork
Activities p. 82, Test 9 pp. 144-149

  7    To give a presentation using IT
        •    Divide the class into small groups.
        •    Direct Ss to the website.
        •    Assign the task for HW. Alternatively, if the school

has access to the Internet, Ss can gather
information in class time and prepare their
presentation at home.

        •    Ss then present their information to the rest of
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          All the planets and all the asteroids put together are

not as big as the sun. The sun is so powerful that a
very tiny amount of the sun’s raw material could kill a
person from 99 miles away. Light from the sun takes 8
minutes to reach the earth. The amount of the sun’s
energy that reaches the earth’s atmosphere is as
powerful as 1.37 kw of electricity per square meter. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Ex. 2 p. 77,
Ex. 7 p. 78

Write the following on the board. Ss form
collocations in teams and then use them in
sentences of their own. Each correct sentence
gets 1 point. The team with the most points is
the winner.

Team A S1: Our solar system consists of planets,
comets, and asteroids.

eruption evolution

secrets

shore

spills

system astronaut

needle

history

planet standards
the odds

B

solar pine

sandy

fellow

volcanic

mammal

go against

set high

reveal

oil
dawn of

dwarf

A
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What’s in this module?

 •    Ask Ss to look at the title Cultural Exchanges and
elicit suggestions as to what the module might be
about. Ask Ss to read the list and browse through
the module and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The module is about travel and vacations.

 •    Use pictures 1-6 to engage Ss’ attention, stimulate
discussion, and prompt their interest in the module.

 •    Elicit which pictures they can find in the module
and the page numbers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Picture 2 is on p. 102, Picture 5 is on p. 100, and

picture 6 is on p. 102.

Find the page numbers for 

 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
           a thank you letter (p. 104) Have you ever written a

thank you letter to anyone? What might someone
write one for? etc.

           a natural phenomenon (p. 107) What is this
phenomenon? Would you like to see this? What other
natural phenomena can you think of? etc.

           a festival (p. 105) Do you like going to festivals? Name
a festival in your country. What is it about? etc.

           a dialogue (p. 106) How is a dialogue different from a
monologue? What might the dialogue on p. 106 be
about? etc.

Vocabulary

 •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Check Ss’
intonation and pronunciation. Elicit the L1
equivalents from various Ss around the class.

 •    Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures and read the types
of vacations aloud. Elicit/Explain any unknown
words. Read the example aloud and then elicit
similar sentences from Ss around the class using the
phrases just presented.

          

Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topic of travel. 
Module page                                                      99
Lesson objectives: Overview of the module
Vocabulary: vacation activities (go sightseeing, meet
the locals, visit local markets/museums, explore nature,
try local dishes, practice the language, go on guided
tours, do sports, learn about the culture, lie on the
beach/by the pool, go souvenir shopping, see
wildlife/magnificent temples, help conserve endangered
species) types of vacations (safari  vacation, seaside
vacation, cruise, package vacation, sightseeing vacation,
eco-vacation)

10a  Travelers’ tales                            100-101

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
to learn relative clauses, to give a presentation
Vocabulary: nouns (inhabitants, shadows, absence,
amazement, gravity), verbs (locate, dare, curse, wander,
apply, prohibit), adjectives (magnificent, logical),
phrases (cup of tea, make your head spin, laws of nature)

10b  Travel with a challenge           102-103
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information
and detailed understanding, to learn adverbial
clauses, to listen for specific information, to write a
diary entry
Vocabulary: nouns (world-class beaches, palm trees,
conservation, local community, hot spots, extinction,
whale watching cruises, future survival, sick or beached
whale rescues, accommodation, communication
system, endangered species, contribution, wildlife,
behavior, survival), verbs (drop, stretch, get involved,
participate in, remain), adjectives (threatened with,
endless, long-term)

10c   Thank you                                               104
Lesson objectives: To practice semiformal style, to
write a thank you letter
Vocabulary: appreciate, feel at home, great sense of
humor, hospitality

10d  Culture Corner                                      105
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
form words with prefixes, to write a short article
Vocabulary: nouns (arrival, sunshine, taste,
opportunities, parade, experience, arts & crafts), verbs
(offer, provide), adjectives (outstanding, top, thrilling,
outdoor, cultural)

10e  Poor you!                                                 106
Lesson objectives: To learn the language of vacation
problems and expressing sympathy, to listen and
read for specific information, dialogue practice
Vocabulary: get sunstroke, lose your passport, get
seasick, have an accident, have your luggage stolen,
lose your way, miss your flight

10f Cross-Curricular Cut: Science 107
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
learn phrasal verbs with throw, to give a presentation
Vocabulary: nouns (region, curtains of light, night sky,
particle, gases, surface, collision), verbs (collide with,
glow, vary, speed, depend on, occur), adjectives (polar,
solar, flickering)

Self-Check 10 108
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Warm-up Activity
Elicit what the title of the unit means (stories people tell
about their travels).

  1    To present the topic of the text and predict
the content of the text

        •    Read the title and the sub-headings aloud and
give Ss enough time to read the introduction.

        •    Elicit/Explain the meaning of “mysterious” (sth
strange with an unknown quality about it).

        •    Elicit what Ss know about these places and elicit
guesses as to why they are mysterious.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and check their guesses.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Bhangarh is a mysterious place because one night its

inhabitants disappeared and nobody knows why.
People call it “The city of ghosts.” It might be a cursed
city. People see strange lights and shadows there that
they can’t explain. Others say that they have seen the
spirits of its lost citizens wandering in the moonlight.
It is believed to be the most haunted place in India.
Nobody stays there after sunset.

          Cosmos is mysterious because animals and birds
refuse to go there. It is a strange place where the laws
of nature don’t seem to apply.

          Picture A: Bhangarh
          Picture B: Cosmos

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and

carefully answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     A                                          2     B

  3    To present new vocabulary through
synonyms

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
complete it using their dictionaries if necessary.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
           make your head spin – make you confused, experience –

feel, inhabitants – dwellers, dares – risks, located –
situated, wandering – walking around, off the beaten
track – area where not many people go, absence – lack,
gravity – force that causes things to fall to the ground,
cup of tea – what you like, cursed – put an evil spell on

  4    To consolidate comprehension of a text
through discussion      

      •     Ask various Ss around the class to say what
impressed them about each place.

         •     Ss then talk in small groups about which place
they would choose to visit and why, and compare
their reasons with other Ss in their group.

         •     Elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
          On a seaside vacation you can lie on the beach.
          On a cruise you can lie by the pool.
           On a package vacation you can go on guided tours,

do sports, lie on the beach or by the pool, and go
souvenir shopping.

          On a sightseeing vacation you can go sightseeing,
meet the locals, visit local markets/museums, try local
dishes, practice the language, learn about the culture,
go souvenir shopping, and see magnificent temples.

          On an eco-vacation you can explore nature, see
wildlife, and help conserve endangered species.

 •    Ss talk in pairs about places they would like to travel
to. Monitor the activity around the class. Then ask
some pairs to report back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I’d like to go to the Caribbean one day. I’d like to lie on

the beach, try local dishes, and play sports.

  ▶    SONGSHEETS: Module 10 p. SS3

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Pairwork
Activities p. 90, Portfolio Activities p. 91

108
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          Suggested Answer Key
          Bhangarh is the city of ghosts. Its inhabitants

disappeared overnight. 
          Animals and birds refuse to go to Cosmos. The laws of

nature don’t seem to apply there.

          Suggested Answer Key
           I would choose to visit Cosmos to see for myself how

water runs uphill. I’d also like to walk up walls.

  5    To present relative clauses
      •     Read the examples one at a time. Explain that

who/that, which, whose are relative pronouns
whereas where, when, why are relative adverbs.
Ss say the examples in their L1.

                Write the following on the board:
                The man who bought our house comes from Italy.

Ask Ss to identify the relative clause. Ask Ss to read
the main clause omitting the relative clause. Elicit
that if the relative clause is omitted the meaning
of the main sentence is not clear. Explain that this
type of relative clause is a defining relative clause
which can’t be put in commas.

                 Write the following on the board:
               Lucy, who lives next door, is an actress. Repeat as

above. Elicit the relative clause can be omitted
without changing the meaning of the main
sentence. This type is a non-defining relative
clause, and can be put in commas.

        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference Section for
more information if necessary.

        •    Give Ss some time to skim through the text and
find other examples.

        •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

        (Ss’ own answers)

 6   a    To practice relative clauses through
personal examples         

         • Give Ss enough time to complete the sentences
and then check Ss’ answers.

               •    Ask various Ss around the class to make the
sentences true for themselves.

          Answer Key
          1     which                        3     who                            5     when
          2     where                        4     whose                       6     why

        (Ss’ own answers)

       b   To identify defining/non-defining
relative clauses         

         • Elicit answers from Ss around the class. Then
ask various Ss to come to the board and rewrite
the relevant sentences using commas.

          Answer Key
          1, 2, 5, and 6 are defining; 3 and 4 are non-defining.
          My mom, who is a tour guide, travels a lot.
          My uncle, whose house is in Florida, visits us in the

summer.

  7    To practice relatives
     •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     I met John who knows my uncle./John is the man

who knows my uncle.
          3     This is the CD which/that contains the groups

greatest hits.
          4     That’s Jane who is my sister’s best friend.
          5     Rajasthan is a state in which most of the population

is Hindu.
          6     They conduct guided tours which last about thirty

minutes.

  8    To practice relative pronouns
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task. Then

elicit answers from Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          It’s a place which is known for its magnificent temples.

Rajasthan.
          This is the time of day when nobody dares to visit the

city. After sunset.
          They are animals which/that welcome visitors at the

entrance to the city. Monkeys.
          This is the reason why the native Americans named

the area ‘The Forbidden Ground.’ Because animals
refused to go there.

          This is the man who discovered gravity. Isaac Newton.

  9    To practice relative pronouns using
personal examples        

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task individually. Then have Ss

tell their partner their answers.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     I like hotels which/that are by the sea.
          3     I often visit places which/that are popular with

tourists.
          4     I love food which/that is spicy.
          5     I hate vacation resorts which/that are overcrowded.
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10   To give a presentation using IT
         •     Explain the task and divide the class into small

groups.
         •     Direct Ss to the website given.
         •     Assign the task for HW. Alternatively, if the

school has access to the Internet, Ss can gather
information in class time and prepare their
presentation at home.

        •    Ss present their information to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          There are many unusual places to visit in the United

States, such as the Extraterrestrial Highway and the
Tree Spirits. 

          The Extraterrestrial Highway (Nevada State Route 375)
is located in the state of Nevada. Many travelers on this
highway have said that they have seen strange UFOs
and aircrafts in the sky. Many people living nearby
believe that UFOs and aliens are real.

            The Tree Spirits are located on St. Simons Island in
Georgia. A sculptor was asked to carve sad faces into
various oak trees all over the island. The faces represent
all the sailors who lost their lives at sea while they were
traveling on ships that were made from the island’s oak
trees.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Ex. 5 p. 86

Travelers’ tales
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Warm-up Activity
Read the title of the unit aloud. Elicit what Unit 10b is
about (vacations which are out of the ordinary).

  1    To present new vocabulary and predict
the content of the text

         •     Give Ss enough time to look up the
words/phrases in the Word List.

         •     Read the title aloud and direct Ss’ attention to the
pictures. Elicit an answer to the question in the
rubric. Then play the recording.

         •     Ss listen and follow the text in their books and
check their answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The text is about an eco-vacation.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again

carefully and do the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
           1     (charming) village on the northern coast of Brazil
          2     beaches
          3     two to four weeks
          4     accommodation and food
          5     of extinction

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          hot spot: best place
          endless: never-ending
          world-class: excellent
          stretch: extend
          conservation: protection of the environment
          wildlife: animals that live in the wild
          get involved: participate
          long-term: over a long period of time
          accommodation: buildings people stay in
          observe: watch
          behavior: conduct
          participate in: take part in
          threatened with: in danger of
          extinction: dying out
          despite: in spite of

  3    To present new vocabulary through
synonyms

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
complete it using their dictionaries if necessary.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          attractive – charming            drop – decrease
          range – variety                           elegant – graceful
          watching – observing             offering – contribution
          help – assist

Travel with a challenge
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  4    To develop critical thinking
        •    Read the questions one at a time and elicit

answers from Ss around the class referring to
the text if necessary.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     You can learn how to help the local wildlife,

observe them, and collect data about their
behavior. 

          2     You can help make sure the humpback whale
survives in the future and save those that are in
danger.

        •    Read the second rubric aloud. Give Ss enough
time to formulate their answers.

        •    Elicit answers from around the class. Then Ss check
with their partners.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Praia do Forte is a charming place full of natural

beauty. It has world-class beaches and a high reef.
          It also offers fantastic eco-vacations that help turtles

and whales. There are a variety of conservation
vacations to choose from.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  5    To present and practice prepositional
phrases

        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task. Then
check their answers in the Word List.

        •    Ss then skim through the text again quickly and
complete the sentences.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
           1     Praia do Forte is ideal for people who are looking for

a new kind of vacation.
           2     There you’ll be impressed with its world-class

beaches. 
           3     Humpback whales are threatened with extinction.
           4     We should contribute to the future survival of these

animals.
           5     There’s a decrease in the number of humpback

whales.

  6    To listen for specific information
        •    Read the rubric aloud.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. 

          Answer Key
          1     C         2     I          3     I           4     C          5     I          6     I

  7    To present adverbial clauses
        •    Read the theory box aloud and elicit the L1

equivalents for the examples from various Ss
around the class.

        •    Elicit further examples from the text. 
        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference Section for

more information if necessary.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Clauses of concession: These huge animals are known

for their well-developed sound communication system
and graceful movements, despite their size.

          Clauses of time: As soon as you arrive, you’ll be
impressed by its world-class beaches ... .

          Clauses of condition: If you are looking for
something new, then why not try an adventure with a
purpose?

  8    To practice adverbial phrases
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task by

choosing the correct words.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     Although                 3     so that               5     is
          2     In spite of                4     need                   6     rains

  9    To practice adverbial clauses further
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to write their sentences.

Then elicit answers from Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Unless he saves some money, he won’t be able to buy a

computer.
          Although it was cold, I went swimming.
          Despite the rain, we had a good time.
          As soon as the rain stops, we’ll go shopping.
          In case I am late, here are the keys.
          When I get home, I’ll call you.

10   To write a diary entry
        •    Explain the task and remind Ss what a diary

entry should look like (refer Ss to p. 92 to check).
        •    Give Ss time to complete the task either in class

or at home. Then ask various Ss to read their
diary entries to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          August 17th

          I am having a fantastic time in the Humpback Whale
Conservation Program. Today we had a day at sea
observing the whales. It was amazing to see them
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Warm-up Activity
Elicit when sb would write a semiformal thank you letter
(e.g., a teenager to his pen pal’s parents who put him up for
a week).

  1    To present the type of writing and analyze
a model

        •    Read the theory aloud and answer any
questions Ss may have.

        •    Then give Ss enough time to read the model
and match the paragraphs to the headings.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          A    paragraph 2
          B     paragraph 1
          C    paragraph 4
          D    paragraph 3

  2    To present semiformal style
        •    Elicit the features of semiformal style referring

Ss back to the theory if necessary.
        •    Then elicit examples from the letter.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I am writing (no contractions), to thank you for your

kindness during my stay with you (polite language), I
appreciate, I was made to feel at home (passive
voice), Thank you once again for your hospitality
(polite language), I hope we will keep in touch (no
contractions), perhaps you could visit us one day,
Best regards (polite language)

  3    To practice using semiformal style
        •    Explain the task and read through the phrases in

the list.
        •    Ss complete the task. Then check Ss’ answers by

asking various Ss to read the rewritten text
aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     I am writing
          2     I was made to
          3     wonderful
          4     gave me great pleasure
          5     I cannot thank you enough for what you did

  4    To write a semiformal thank you letter
        •    Explain the task and elicit answers to the

questions in the plan.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Para 1: I am writing to thank the Walshes for their

hospitality and to say how much I enjoyed my stay.
          Para 2: I loved the room, the food was amazing. I am

extremely grateful.
          Para 3: My English has improved a lot.
          Para 4: Thank you once again.

        •    Assign the task for HW and check Ss’ answers in
the next lesson.

          Suggested Answer Key
           Dear Mr. & Mrs. Walsh,
                   I am writing to thank you for your hospitality and

kindness during my stay with you.
                 I had a wonderful time. I appreciate everything you

did to make my visit so pleasant. I really felt at home. I
loved my room and Mrs. Walsh’s cooking is amazing.

                   I think my English has improved a lot. What helped
me most was our conversations after dinner.

                   Thank you once again for your hospitality. I hope we
will keep in touch.

           Best regards,
           Paul

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Ex. 10 
p. 89

Thank you

jumping out of the water and spraying water from
their blowholes all over us. I have met some wonderful
people and we are all having a lot of fun. I especially
like Sam and Lyn and it’s great sharing a dorm with
them. We have become great friends. Tomorrow we
are going on a whale-watching cruise. I can’t wait!

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Exs. 1 & 2
p. 85, Exs. 6 & 7 p. 86, Grammar Review p. 87,
Reading p. 88, Ex. 11 p. 89 
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Culture Corner

Warm-up Activity
Elicit the summer months in Ss’ country. Then invite Ss to
name some festivals held during summer in their
country.

(Ss’ own answers)

  1    To introduce the topic
        •    Elicit how Ss celebrate New Year’s Eve and ask

them to guess how it is celebrated in New
Zealand.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and check their guesses.

        (Ss’ own answers)

          Suggested Answer Key
          In Wellington, New Zealand, New Year’s Eve is the first

day of a three-month-long festival called Meridian
Energy Summer City.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again

carefully and answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     From December until February
          2     They go to free concerts, play thrilling sports, or go

to outdoor events like circus shows or storytelling
hours in the Botanic Gardens.  They also go to see
movies, go to the theater, and watch parades.  

          3     Three months
        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          arrival: coming
          sunshine: the light that comes from the sun
          outstanding: impressive, remarkable
          offers: presents, provides
          tastes: preferences
          top: the best, the leading
          thrilling: exciting and enjoyable
          outdoor: sth that happens out-of-doors, in the open

air
          opportunities: chances
          parades: processions of people and/or vehicles through

a public area that aim to celebrate an important day/
event

          cultural experience: an experience of the arts
          arts and crafts: pieces of art or other items skillfully

made by hand such as pottery, carvings, etc.

  3    To form words using prefixes 
        •    Read the theory aloud and elicit an example of a

word with a prefix in the text.
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

complete it using their dictionaries to check their
answers.

        •    Ask various Ss to share their answers with the class.

          Answer Key
          1     misunderstood                   3     co-workers
          2     supermarket                        4     outstanding

  4    To check retention of information in a text 
        •    Read the rubric. Elicit answers from various Ss.
        •    Ss skim the text and check their answers.

          Answer Key
          mountain biking, skateboarding, powerboat racing

          Suggested Answer Key
          You can go to free concerts.
          You can go to storytelling hours.
          You can watch parades.

  5    To write a short article
        •    Divide the class into small groups. Ss think of a

festival and say where/when it is held and what
people do.

        •    Give Ss time to write their articles either in class
or at home. Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The Cascais Summer Festival takes place in Cascais

and Estoril in Portugal in July and August every year. It
involves a nightly program of entertainment including
a great mix of live music, theater, jugglers, market
stalls with lots of local arts and crafts, and spectacular
fireworks display. Many events are free and there are
lots of things for children, too. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Ex. 12 p. 89

Background information

New Zealand is an island nation in the Pacific Ocean.
It consists of the North Island and the South Island
and other smaller islands. The population is mostly
European with the indigenous Maori being the
largest minority.

Wellington is the capital city of New Zealand. It was
named in honor of Arthur Wellesley, the first Duke
of Wellington and victor of the battle of Waterloo.
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Warm-up Activity
Elicit what problems sb might have while on vacation
(car breaks down, get sunburned, etc.).

 1   a    To present new vocabulary
               •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat.

Check Ss’ intonation and pronunciation.
               •    Elicit the L1 equivalents from various Ss

around the class.

        (Ss’ own answers)

       b   To practice new vocabulary through
personal examples

               •    Ss talk in pairs about the problems.
               •    Monitor the activity around the class. Then

ask some pairs to report back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Once we were traveling to France. We wanted to go to

a small village, but we got lost. We had to call our
friends and ask for directions.

  2    To present situational language related to
talking about vacations

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat.
        •    Check Ss’ intonation and pronunciation.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  3    To listen and read for specific information
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the

dialogue in their books. Then Ss answer the
questions.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     She went to Spain and Italy.
          2     She got seasick on the boat to Italy.
          3     He lost his wallet.

  4    To present everyday English expressions
through synonymous expressions

        •    Read sentences 1-4 aloud. Then elicit which
ones mean the same in the dialogue.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     It was fantastic.
          2     That’s awful.
          3     No, not at all.
          4     Maybe next year.

  5    To consolidate situational language through
translation

        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the sentences in
Ex. 2 from various Ss around the class. Then Ss
read the dialogue aloud with a partner.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  6    To consolidate situational language through
role play

        •    Explain the task. Draw the following diagram for
Ss to follow.

               

        •    Ss act out their dialogues using the sentences in
Ex. 2 and the dialogue in Ex. 3 as a model.

        •    Monitor the activity and check Ss’ pronunciation
and intonation.

        •    Ss then record themselves.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   So, how was your vacation?
          B:    It was fantastic. Should I tell you all about it?
          A:   Please tell me. Don’t make me too jealous, though.
          B:    We visited France. It was beautiful. I took lots of

pictures and I loved the French cuisine. Then we
traveled by train to Germany, but I was sick. My
dad also lost his wallet.

          A:   Oh, that’s awful! I hope it didn’t ruin your vacation.
          B:    No, not at all.

  7    To learn the intonation of expressing
sympathy

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and identify which
syllables in the words are stressed. Check Ss’
answers.

          

Student A

Ask partner about
vacation.
(How was ...?)

Ask for details.
(Please, tell me.
Don’t ... .)

Express sympathy.
(Oh, that’s ... .)

Student B

Express positive
feelings.
(It was ... . Shall I ...?)

Say where you went
and what you did.
What happened.
(We visited... . It was
... . We ... but ... .)

Respond to partner.
(No, not ... .)

Poor you!
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Answer Key
          1     What a shame!
          2     How awful!
          3     That’s terrible!
          4     That’s so annoying!
          5     That’s unfortunate!

        •    Play the recording again. Ss listen and repeat.
Check Ss’ intonation. Then elicit the L1 equivalents
from various Ss around the class.        

        (Ss’ own answers)

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Ex. 3 p. 85

Warm-up Activity
Elicit from Ss what the Northern Lights are. Alternatively,
Ss think of two questions about them. While Ss do Ex. 2,
they can check if they can answer their questions.

  1    To present new vocabulary and introduce
the topic

        •    Read the words/phrases in the list aloud.
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the picture and elicit Ss’

guesses as to how it is related to the words/
phrases.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and find out.

          Answer Key
          All the words are related to ‘The Northern Lights’:

what they look like, where we can see them, and what
causes them. The picture shows the Northern Lights.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again

carefully and complete the sentences.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     ... when solar particles thrown off the surface of

the Sun collide with the gases in the Earth’s
atmosphere.

          2     ... in northern Scandinavia, Canada, Alaska, Siberia,
or in parts of the northern USA.

          3     ... the height at which the collision occurs.

        •    Then Ss explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          surface: top
          vary: differ
          speed: pace
          collision: crash

          depend on: rely on
          occur: happen

  3    To make notes and talk about a text
        •    Read the theory box aloud.
        •    Then give Ss enough time to complete the task.
        •    Ask various Ss to talk about the Northern Lights

using their notes.

          Suggested Answer Key
          where you see them:
          Arctic and polar regions: northern Scandinavia, Canada,

Alaska, Siberia, parts of northern USA
          how they are formed:
          solar particles thrown off surface of sun collide with

gases in Earth’s atmosphere
          common colors:
          yellow, green

          Suggested Answer Key
          The Aurora Borealis can be seen in the Arctic and

polar regions. In the northern hemisphere, the best
place to see them is Fairbanks, Alaska and a few
locations in eastern Canada. In Europe, they are most
common in Iceland and northern Scandinavia. The
best time of the year to see the Northern Lights is
March and late September and October. The summer
months, however, are not recommended because the
evening skies are not dark enough. Under normal
conditions, the best time of day to see the Northern
Lights is around midnight.

  4    To present phrasal verbs with throw
        •    Explain the task. Ss complete the task and check

their answers in the Word List.
        •    Ask various Ss to read the correct sentences

aloud.

Cross-Curricular Cut

Poor you!
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          Answer Key
          1     off                2     away          3     out               4     up

  5    To give a presentation using IT
        •    Divide the class into small groups and refer Ss to

the website given.
        •    Assign the task for HW. Alternatively, if the

school has access to the Internet, Ss can gather
information in class time and prepare their
presentation at home.

          

          Suggested Answer Key
          The scientific name for the Northern Lights is Aurora

Borealis, which is Latin and translates into the red
dawn of the north. It was the Italian scientist Galileo
Galilei (1564-1642) who gave it its scientific name. He
was an Italian mathematician, philosopher, and
astronomer. 

          The strong, green light comes from altitudes of 75 to
112 miles. Red northern lights happen at higher
altitudes, whereas blue and violet happen mostly
below 75 miles. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Ex. 4 p. 85,
Ex. 13 p. 89
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Cross-Curricular Cut

        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the key
at the end of the Student Book Section. Then Ss read
the Now I Can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 10 p. LP4

  ▶    OPTIONAL READING PRACTICE: Module 10 p. RP9

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 10
p. VP8

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Game
p. 92, Test 10 pp. 150-154, Exit Test pp. 155-158

Relative Taboo

Remind Ss about relative pronouns and adverbs.
Separate the class into two teams. Give the first
team a noun (e.g., passport); also give the first
team a list of words that they must not use (e.g.,
vacation; photograph; airport). The first team tries
to describe the noun using relative pronouns and
adverbs (e.g., This is something which you need
when you go to another country). When the
second team guesses what the noun is, it is their
turn to describe another noun. Give 1 point for
each relative pronoun/adverb used in the
description and 5 points for guessing the noun. 

Nouns Words Ss can’t use
sunstroke beach, sun, red
flight airplane, airport, pilot
parade people, walk, march
polar regions cold, north, south
whale mammal, sea, big
summer season, year, hot
city  place, live, people
circus entertainment, clowns
animals

Self-Check
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Culture Key

Culture 1

  1    I think it’s about how people should behave while
visiting Vietnam.

  2    1     beautiful beaches and amazing forests.
         2     shout at or argue with other people.
         3     fruit, chocolate and flowers.
         4     cross your legs when you are talking to someone.
         5     someone on the top of their head.

Culture 2

  1    It’s the Sapa rice terraces in Vietnam, one of the best
man-made wonders. Yes, I have./No, I haven’t.

  2    1     T  (par. 2, lines 2-3)      2     DS
         3     F  (par. 2, lines 7-8)      4     F  (par. 3, lines 5-7)
         5     T  (par. 4, lines 1-3)      6     T  (par. 4, lines 5-6)

Culture 3

  1    Yes, I have. They were delicious!/No, I haven’t. I’d love
to try them, though.

  2    1     B  (par. 1, lines 2-3 “But ... as well.”)
         2     C  (par. 2, line 6 “... with a tasty dipping sauce.”)
         3     A  (par. 3, lines 2-3 “... unlike the French ... the legs ...)
         4     B  (par. 4, lines 5-6 “Some people ... strong smell ...”)
         5     C  (par. 5, lines 2-3 “why not ... instead?”)

Culture 4

  1    It might be about what women wear in Vietnam to look
impressive and smart.

  2    1     It’s an outfit that is made up of 2 parts: full-length
trousers and a long tunic which fits over the top.

         2     By adding longer sleeves or a higher collar.
         3     Today it is more popular for women to wear it,

although men wear it, too, on special occasions like
a wedding or the Vietnamese Lunar New Year.

         4     They have Ao Dai pageants to celebrate the outfit
and show the world the passion for fashion that’s
present and alive in Vietnamese culture.

Culture 5

  1    It’s the Tonkin snub-nosed monkey that lives in
Vietnam. I would ask: 1) what it eats, 2) if it’s an
endangered species, 3) what makes it so special.

  2    1     forests, in the North of Vietnam.
         2     of their small upturned nose, big round blue eyes

and fluffy ears.
         3     1992, when they discovered a small group in the

forests.
         4     people are destroying their natural habitat by

cutting down forests or poachers capture them and
sell them for a lot of money.

         5     trying to educate people about how important it is
to keep these animals alive and also by creating safe
areas for the monkeys to live in.

Culture 6

  1    Yes, I have./No, I haven’t. I think it’s an organisation that
helps children in need.

  2    1     It helps disadvantaged children in Ho Chi Minh City.
(par. 1, lines 1-2)

         2     It began in 1922. (par. 1, line 2)
         3     It believes that the best way to help people is to

show them how they can help themselves. (par. 2,
lines 1-2)

         4     They’ve built almost 300 preschools, primary
schools and special schools (par. 3, lines 1-3)

         5     They provide children with equipment and facilities
to help them in their education, from textbooks
and school uniforms to reading glasses and
bicycles. (par. 3, lines 3-5).

         6     You can get more information at
www.saigonchildren.com

Culture 7

  1    I think it’s a game about real life.

  2    1    F  (par. 2, lines 1-3 “The game tells ... to 1954.”)
         2    T  (par. 2, lines 3-5 “The name 7554 ... 1954”.)
         3    F  (par. 3, lines 1-4 “You start ... of the game.”)
         4    F  (par. 3, lines 9-11 “On top of ... on screen.”)
         5    T (par. 4, lines 3-7 “It combines ... development

map!”)
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Culture 8

  1     He was one of the most well-known painters in Vietnam.
He was born in 1906, in Hanoi.

  2    1    C (par. 1, line 5-6 "...he became a member of the
French Painters’ Association.")

         2     A (par. 1, line 7-8 "...In addition to his excellent
paintings, he also produced cartoons for
magazines.

         3     B (par. 2, line 2-3 "...His work can be found around
the world... .")

Culture 9

  1    It’s about two very brave sisters who defended their
country.

  2    1     A           2     D           3     B            4     C           5     B     
         6     D           7     A           8     B            9     B            10  C
                                                                  

Culture 10

  1    It’s probably a place in Vietnam, judging from the
architecture of the buildings./ I’d love to go there, it
seems like an interesting place.

   2    1     Its stunning scenery, the welcoming locals and
watersports are some of the reasons it’s so popular.

         2     You can go scuba diving, snorkeling, sailing or
surfing.

         3     You can visit waterfalls, traditional pagodas and
even a monkey island!

         4     You can try local dishes in fantastic luxurious
restaurants.

         5     It will stay in my memory because of its warm
weather, beautiful setting and friendly people.
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Songsheets Key
Module 1

  1    The song is about breaking the ice with
someone.

  2    The singer likes the person the song is about.

  3    (Student A)

        Someone can overcome their shyness by being
brave and talking to the person they like.

        (Student B)

        Yes I agree. A shy person must realize that
nothing bad will happen if they simply talk to
someone. etc.

  4    I think that it means that if you don’t have a plan
for how to reach your goal, then it will never
happen. Positive action is the only way to reach
your goal. If you don’t act, then your goals and
ambitions will never come true, and they are
just wishful thinking.

Module 4

  1    The song is about inner beauty being more
important than media images of outer beauty.

  2    According to the song, character matters more
because of phrases like; Don’t change your
looks, just be yourself, Be true to you, You know
it’s best.

  3    I think a kind heart and a sense of humor make
someone attractive. I like people who are kind
and funny and I don’t like people who are only
concerned with their appearance. I think that
they think too much about themselves.

  4    I think it means that things like love, kindness,
and generosity are the most beautiful things in
the world and that these qualities are not visible.
They are feelings and make up inner beauty.

Module 6

  1    (Suggested Answer)

        I think the song is about helping people who
are less fortunate than we are because they are
hungry, orphans, poor, homeless, or living in a
war zone.

  2    (Suggested Answer)

        The song suggests that we give some money,
food, and care to them.

  3    (Suggested Answer)

        I would tell them to give money, food, and time
to help the children in need all around the
world. There are so many poor and unfortunate
children in the world that have no shelter, food
and clothes. Many of them don’t even have
parents or someone to love them. 

  4    (Suggested Answer)

        I think it means that we earn a living by the
money we get paid, but to make our lives
worthwhile we have to give some of this money
to people less fortunate than ourselves. A life’s
worth is measured by the amount of good we
do with it and helping the poor is one way to do
a lot of good.

Module 7

  1    I can see a cell phone, a laptop, headphones,
and a camera in the pictures. The song
mentions cell phones and laptops. 

  2    Real conversation is face-to-face conversation
according to the singer.

  3    (Suggested Answer)

        A:  I think gadgets make our lives easier and
allow us to communicate more easily.

        B:  I agree. We can text and talk to our friends
with our cell phones and this might make us
happy, especially if they are far away from us. 

       A:  You’re right, but seeing my friends in person
would make me happier.

        B:  Me too. etc.

  4    (Suggested Answer)

        I think it means that we can easily remove
ourselves from the world by spending a lot of
time on the Internet or in the virtual world of
computer games, or by spending too much
time watching TV. Technology allows us to
entertain ourselves and communicate with
others without actually interacting physically
with the world or other people. I think this is a
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bad thing. We should spend more time in the
real world than in the virtual world. 

Module 10

  1    The song is about traveling.

  2    To the singer, travel means distant landscapes,
living like natives, perfect evenings, and
magical days. 

  3    (Suggested Answer)

        A:  I would rather travel to a different country to
learn about a foreign culture, try the local
food, and visit interesting places.

        B:  I would rather learn more about my own
country first. It is so big and I have not seen
all of it.

        A:  I would like to go to another country where
the weather would be quite different.

        B:  Yes, but the weather is different in my
country, from the north to the south.

        A: I would like to learn about the history of
another place by visiting museums, galleries,
and seeing ancient sites.

        B:  I would like to learn more about my own
country’s history by visiting those places
here. etc. 

  4    (Suggested Answer)

        I think it means that we never notice the things
that are close to us. I think it also means that no
matter how far we travel or how many
adventures we have, we always want to come
home to our family and friends in the end. 
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Optional Listening Practice

Module 1

        1    B          2    B          3    C          4    C          5    C

Module 2
        
        1    8:30                              4    (too) noisy
        2    entrance                     5    (famous) inventors
        3    pairs                             6    presentation

Module 3
        
        1    C                 3    B                 5    B                 7    C
        2    C                 4    C                 6    A

Module 4
        
        1    Yes                   3    No             5    No
        2    Yes                   4    No             6    Yes

Module 5
        
        1    8 pm                            4    showtimes
        2    snakes                         5    scales
        3    Jungle Safari              6    dangerous

Module 6

        1    C          2    A          3    A          4    A          5    C

Module 7
        
        1    C                 3    A                5    B                 7    B
        2    C                 4    B                 6    C

Module 8
        
        1    B                 3    A                5    B
        2    B                 4    A                6    A

Module 9
        
        1    First                        4    (native) American Indians
        2    the dinosaurs     5    solar system
        3    man-made          6    June

Module 10
        
         1    C          2    C          3    B          4    A          5    B

                     Optional Reading Practice

Module 1

        1    A          2    B          3    D          4    D          5    B

Module 2

        1    A          3    A          5    A          7    B          9    C
        2    B          4    D          6    C          8    D       10    B

Module 3

        1    C          2    E           3    F           4    G          5    A

Module 4

        1    A          2    B          3    C          4    D          5    D

Module 5

        1    C          3    C          5    I            7    C          9    I
        2    I            4    C          6    I            8    I         10    I

Module 6

        1    D                3    A                5    B
        2    B                 4    C                 6    C

Module 7

        1    A          2    B          3    C          4    A          5    B

Module 8

        1    B          2    C          3    A          4    B          5    C

Module 9

        1    F           2    E           3    A          4    B          5    D

Module 10
        
         1    B          2    C          3    A          4    C          5    B

                     Optional Vocabulary Practice

Module 1

  1    1    confused              6    catch            11    clenched
        2    makes                   7    process        12    raised
        3    worried                 8    way               13    yawning
        4    offended              9    conflict         14    nodded
        5    embarrassed     10    biting           15    broke
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  2    1    optimistic            4    selfish             7    sociable
        2    reliable                 5    sensitive         8    shy
        3    patient                  6    stubborn

  3    1    to look on the bright            6    marital
        2    to start                                     7    bunch
        3    clenched                                 8    only
        4    to face                                      9    to call 
        5    speedy                                  10    to pay

  4    a)   1    up                    3    by                  5    by
               2    out                   4    up

        b)  1    with                 3    with              5    on
               2    of                      4    in

  5    1    ... have butterflies in my stomach before exams.
         2    ... am very fond of cooking.
         3    ... is very popular with everyone.
         4    ... are always in my thoughts.
         5    ... hope that you have a speedy recovery.
         6    ... think I’ll drop him a line.
         7    ... is an only child.
        8    ... never practices what she preaches.

Module 2

  1    1    come                         6    gathered
        2    perform                      7    permission
        3    presented                  8    reached
        4    floating                       9    tradition
        5    sound                       10    invented

  2    1    A          3    B          5    A          7    C          9    B    
        2    B          4    C          6    C          8    A       10    A

  3    1    royal                             5    developed
        2    measure                     6    historical
        3    lengthy                       7    part
        4    living                           8    board

  4    a)   1    down              3    out                       5    on
               2    up                    4    down

        b)  1    of                      3    to                         5    of
               2    on                     4    with

  5    1    ... gotten in touch with any of your old friends
from school?

        2    ... do you do for a living?   
        3    ... is famous for his discovery of penicillin
        4    ... know what her pay is like?
        5    ... work full-time?

Module 3

  1    1    traditional                               6    pharmacy    
        2    nourishing                             7    picky
        3    established                            8    fish market
        4    Steamed                                 9    habits       
        5    immune system                 10    overall

  2    1    plain                                          6    swollen 
        2    tasteless                                  7    rash
        3    reasonable                             8    poached
        4    portions                                  9    symptoms
        5    reservation                           10    germs

  3    a)   1    through         3    after              5    under
               2    down              4    for

        b)  1    in                      3    to                   5    of
               2    on                     4    for

  4    1    take your time with 
        2    does her best
        3    offered me a bite of 
        4    a dozen
        5    suit you so much 
        6    take a look at 
        7    good deal
        8    it would make a big difference

Module 4

  1    1    narrow                                      6    double      
        2    bald                                          7    lose       
        3    fashion                                    8    self       
        4    natural                                     9    best          
        5    pierced                                  10    nodded

  2    1    classy                                        6    bushy 
        2    stared                                      7    chubby
        3    permed                                   8    designer
        4    waved                                      9    remark
        5    ridiculous                             10    focus

  3    1    natural                                      6    physical 
        2    fashion                                    7    designer
        3    heavy                                       8    to give  
        4    to sound                                 9    deep  
        5    pierced                                  10    extreme

  4    a)   1    away               3    on                  5    through
               2    off                    4    out

        b)  1    on                    3    at                   5    to
               2    up                     4    on
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5       1    give it a go
        2    No way!
        3    Good luck!
        4    That’s easy for you to say
        5    turned me down

Module 5

  1    1    A          3    C          5    B          7    B          9    C    
        2    B          4    A          6    A          8    A       10    C

  2    1    caught                                      6    hunt   
        2    instilled                                   7    feels  
        3    developed                              8    sharp    
        4    take                                          9    disguises    
        5    sting                                       10    chirping

  3    1    to take            4    soaking                7    change 
        2    poor                5    sharp                     8    tree
        3    to perform    6    first-aid 

  4    a)   1    over                 3    off                        5    in
               2    up                    4    after

        b)  1    at                      3    of                          5    to
               2    in                      4    about

  5    1    You won’t believe 
        2    You’re kidding me
        3    Oh, come on
        4    Honest

Module 6

  1    1    wet                                     6    vegetation
        2    pollution                           7    reduce
        3    war                                      8    endangered
        4    deforestation                  9    orphanages
        5    rate                                   10    Advancing

  2    1    Developed          5    Birth                9    release
        2    fossil                      6    crash             10    dense
        3    leading                 7    growing
        4    adopting              8    jam

  3    a)   1    out of              3    out                   5    down
               2    out of              4    across

        b)  1    from                3    to                     5    to
               2    on                     4    in

  4    1    You’d better hurry up, or you will miss the
demonstration.

        2    Can you give me a hand to distribute the
UNICEF flyers?

        3    To sum up, we all need to contribute to the
elimination of world famine.

        4    Rainforests play a major role in the release of
oxygen.

        5    The poor child was trying to find a scrap of
food to eat among the garbage.

        6    “I’ll be there in a second!” Peter said to Jane
who was waiting to go to the anti-logging
protest.

Module 7

  1    1    plagiarize             5    software
        2    robots                   6    tiny microchips
        3    hackers                 7    programmed
        4    consciousness

  2    1    incapable             5    futuristic        9    robot
        2    download            6    security        10    convenient
        3    hardware             7    viruses
        4    three                      8    Permission

  3    1    artificial                 6    ozone 
        2    space                     7    exceptional
        3    to ensure              8    to solve
        4    cancer                   9    to install
        5    to pay                 10    to follow

  4    a)   1    out                  3    up                  5    up
               2    for                    4    of

       b)  6    of                      8    of                 10    on
               7    to                     9    with

  5    1    You can say that again
        2    brainy
        3    give herself enough time
        4    What’s up 
        5    Only time will tell

Module 8

  1    1    B                       5    A                             9    B
        2    A                       6    C                           10    B
        3    A                       7    B
        4    C                       8    A

  2    1    allows                5    industry           9    impressions
        2    skills                    6    fortune          10    degree
        3    create                 7    escaped        11    illusions
        4    short                   8    resembles

  3    a)   1    along                           3    across
               2    through                      4    over 
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       b)  5    in                                   7    to
               6    to                                  8    on

  4    1    You don’t know what you’ve been missing! You
must come to the museum with us.

        2    I know what you mean. The exhibition is very
boring.

        3    Come on! We’re going to be late for the show.
        4    That’s true. This painting is fantastic!
         5    Great idea! I’d love to come with you to the party.

Module 9

  1    1    stunning            5    floods               9    unfortunate
        2    conquerors       6    volcanic        10    expedition
        3    shocking            7    prehistoric
        4    respect               8    universe

  2    1    to meet              5    odds                 9    to quench
        2    life                        6    to realize      10    to set
        3    volcanic             7    to reveal
        4    to take                8    oil

  3    a)   1    down              3    into                  5    out 
               2    off                    4    up

       b)  6    after                 8    in                   10    on
               7    to                     9    of

  4    1    I called you yesterday but you were out.
        2    No wonder she was nominated for an Oscar.
        3    Watching that movie was a waste of time. 
        4    The show was nothing special.

Module 10

  1    1    conserve              5    inclusive              9    wildlife
        2    forgotten             6    exciting            10    sun
        3    inhabitants          7    missed
        4    practice                8    phenomenon 

  2    1    logical                   5    threatened         9    spoiled
        2    cup                         6    made                 10    keep
        3    guided                  7    sense
        4    local                       8    lost

  3    a)   1    away               3    together
               2    out                   4    up

       b)  5    with                 7    for
               6    with                 8    in

  4    1    I like going to places that are off the beaten
path. 

        2    Adventure vacations are not my cup of tea.
        3    The tour will make your head spin with

amazement.
        4    I was made to feel at home.
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Evaluation criteria:           c (green)                      w (yellow)                         n (red)

Students’ names:                                                                                  Grade and comments

Name of game/activity: ...........................................................................................................................................................................................

Aim of game/activity: ...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Module: . ..........................................................................     Unit: ...................................................................      Course: ....................................

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

24

25

21

23

22

Formative Evaluation Chart
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Cumulative Evaluation
Student’s Self-Assessment Forms

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 1

  •    talk about body gestures and character
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about how to break the ice
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about how to socialize in the UK
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about how to avoid conflict
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    give personal information
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    express feelings
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 1 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    write short messages
  •    write a short article about social etiquette in my country
  •    write a poem

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 2

  •    talk about past habits and states
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about inventions and discoveries
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about parents’ jobs
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    narrate events
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 2 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write a story
  •    write a short article about an invention

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 3

  •   talk about food/drinks and places to eat
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about shopping
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    express admiration
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about food allergies
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 3 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write a restaurant review
  •    write about traditional dishes from my country

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 5

  •    talk about types of animals
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about a famous naturalist
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

  •    express surprise
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about the senses
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

  •    describe past experiences
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 5 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write a short email saying how sorry you are for a person’s death
  •    write a story

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 4

  •    describe people’s physical appearance and clothes
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    compare people
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    ask for and give advice
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about fashion victims
         ............................................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 4 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write a letter of advice
  •    write a short paragraph about a traditional costume in my country

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good
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CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 6

  •    talk about global issues
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    make predictions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about poverty and hunger
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    express interest
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about rainforests
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    express wishes/regrets
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 6 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write predictions about what the Earth will be like in 50 years’ time
  •    write an essay making suggestions
  •    write a short paragraph about a festival in my country

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 7

  •    talk about robots and artificial intelligence 
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about nanotechnology
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

  •    explain how to use a computer network
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about high-tech crime
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 7 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good

  •    write a for-and-against essay
  •    write a short text describing a science museum in my country

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 8

  •    talk about works of art
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about optical illusions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    make logical deductions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    describe art
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about computer graphics in movies
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 8 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write a quiz about various artists
  •    write an article describing a painting
  •    write a biography of an artist

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 9

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good

  •    rewrite a dialogue in reported speech
  •    write a short text about a disaster
  •    write an article describing a person

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    talk about people’s achievements
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    describe disasters
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    express my opinion
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    describe our solar system
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 9 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 10

  •    talk about travel
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about eco-vacation
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    describe a summer festival
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    describe vacation problems
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about a natural phenomenon
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 10 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good

  •    write a short text about an unusual vacation destination
  •    write a diary entry
  •    write a semiformal thank you letter

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Progress Report Cards

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                               Module 1

very well OK not very well

talk about gestures and character

talk about how to break the ice

talk about how to socialize

talk about how to avoid conflict

give personal information

write short messages

write a poem

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                               Module 2

very well OK not very well

talk about habits and states

talk about inventions and discoveries

describe parents’ jobs

narrate events

write a story
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                               Module 3

very well OK not very well

talk about food/drinks

talk about shopping

express admiration

talk about food allergies

write a restaurant review

write about a traditional dish

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                               Module 4

very well OK not very well

describe people’s physical appearance

describe sb’s clothes

compare people

ask for and give advice

talk about fashion victims

write a letter of advice

write a short description of a traditional costume
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                               Module 5

very well OK not very well

talk about types of animals

talk about a famous naturalist

express surprise

talk about the senses

describe past experiences

write a short email of condolence

write a story

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                               Module 6

very well OK not very well

talk about global issues

make predictions

talk about poverty and hunger

express interest

talk about rainforests

write an essay making suggestions

write about a festival
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                               Module 7

very well OK not very well

talk about robots and artificial intelligence

talk about nanotechnology

explain how to use a computer network

talk about crime

write a for-and-against essay

write about a science museum

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                               Module 8

very well OK not very well

talk about works of art

talk about optical illusions

make logical deductions

describe art

talk about computer graphics in movies

write a quiz

write an article describing a painting

write a biography of an artist
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                               Module 9

very well OK not very well

talk about people’s achievements

describe disasters

express opinion

describe our solar system

rewrite a dialogue in reported speech

write a short text about a disaster

write an article describing a person

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 10

very well OK not very well

talk about travel

talk about eco-vacations

describe a summer festival

describe vacation problems

talk about a natural phenomenon

write a text about an unusual vacation destination

write a diary entry

write a semiformal thank you letter
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Starter Unit b

Ex. 5 (p. 7)
 A:    Is this your dog, Sally?
 B:    Yes, it is. Do you have a pet, Tony?
 A:    Yes, I do. Mary and I have cats.
 B:    I like cats.
 A:    Me too. Does Patrick have a cat, too?
 B:     No.
 A:     Does he have a pet rabbit, then?
 B:    No, he has two pet parrots.
 A:     Really?
 B:    Yes, Steve has a rabbit, though.
 A:    Well, Laura and Billy have a horse so we can open

a zoo!

Unit 1b

Ex. 6 (p. 13)
Speaker 1
I consider myself to be the sort of person who enjoys
other people’s company. I like to meet new people
and I love to chat.

Speaker 2
I like to do things my own way and I don’t listen to
other people even if deep down I know that what they
are saying makes sense.

Speaker 3
I don’t think there’s anything wrong with putting yourself
first. I mean, let other people worry about themselves. We
all have our own problems and I always look after my own
needs before I think about anyone else.

Unit 2b

Ex. 11 (p. 23)
I just couldn’t live without it. There are lots of modern
appliances that make our lives easier such as telephones
for communicating easily and microwaves for cooking
quickly but without television, what would we do for
entertainment? The best way to relax in the evening is to
sit down and watch your favorite program.

Unit 2e

Ex. 2b (p. 26)
 A:   What does your mom do for a living?
 B:   She works as a Personal Assistant to the General

Manager of a computer company. 
 A:   Is it part-time?
 B:   No, she works 9-5 Monday to Friday. 
 A:   What exactly does the job involve?
 B:   She makes travel arrangements for her boss and

she gets in touch with different clients around the
country.

 A:   What’s the pay like?
 B:   The money’s great. She gets over $50,000 a year.

She also gets a month’s vacation every summer.

Module 3 

Food preparation verbs (p. 29)
  1    grate cheese, carrots
  2    melt butter, chocolate
  3    beat eggs, cream
  4    slice tomatoes, bread
  5    peel potatoes, bananas
  6    chop onions, vegetables

Unit 3b

Ex. 1 (p. 32)
  1    A:   Excuse me. Can you tell me how to get to the

menswear department, please?
         B:   Certainly. It’s on the third floor. You can take the

elevator which is on your left or the escalator
over there.

        A:   Thank you very much.
        B:   You’re welcome.

  2    A:   Excuse me, how much is this cassette player?
          B:   It is $7.50 but I’ll let you have it for $5.00.
        A:   I’m not sure.
         B:   It’s in very good condition. It was my son’s and

he has looked after it. I’ll even throw in a
couple of tapes for free.

        A:   Oh, all right then. Five dollars. Here you are. 

  3    A:   Let’s go in this boutique. I want to look at that
dress.

         B:   All right but don’t take ages. I want to go to the
bookstore.

         A:   OK. Then we can go for coffee. There’s a nice
coffee shop on the upper level.

        B:   That sounds good.

Unit 3d

Ex. 4 (p. 35)
  1    A:   Hi, Jim. How was your meal out last night at

that new restaurant?
         B:   Well, as you know, I was really hungry when I

left work so I was glad the food was great and
the portions were large.

        A:   Sounds fantastic! Was it expensive?
         B:   No, they charged us what I thought was fair. I

had a great time. I didn’t even mind when they
mixed up our order a little bit. You should go
and eat there.

Student Book Audioscripts
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  2    A:   Let’s go out to eat later.
         B:   Yeah. Sure. What time?
         A:   Well, I have something to do until eight fifteen

so how about eight-thirty?
         B:   Sounds good. I’ll reserve a table for eight forty-

five and we can meet at the station at eight-
thirty.

        A:   OK. See you then.

  3    A:   What’s for supper, Mom? I’m starving.
         B:   I’m not surprised. You left the sandwiches I

made you for lunch on the kitchen table this
morning.

         A:   I know. There’s only a hot dog stand and a
burger bar near work too, so I didn’t have much
choice.

         B:   Don’t tell me you had a burger.
         A:   You guessed it. Now what’s for supper?

Unit 3e

Ex. 2 (p. 36)
Amy:      What nice sunglasses! Are they new?
Jenny:   Yes, I bought them a couple of days ago.
Amy:      They really suit you. Where did you get them? 
Jenny:   At Stacey’s downtown.
Amy:      Where exactly is it?
Jenny:   On Crimpson Street, opposite the bakery.
Amy:      Were they very expensive?
Jenny:   No, not at all. They were only $10.
Amy:      That’s a bargain. I think I’ll go and have a look

myself on Saturday.
Jenny:   We can go together if you like.
Amy:      Great. 10:30 at the bus station.
Jenny:   OK. See you there.

Unit 4b

Ex. 6 (p. 43)
 A:    Thanks for coming to the mall with me Steve. I

don’t like shopping on my own. 
 B:    No problem Alicia. So, what do you want to buy

today?
 A:    Well, I want to wear something really special at

my birthday party tomorrow. I have a nice purple
skirt and I want a purple shirt to match. 

 B:    Why purple? I mean it suits you but how about
choosing something in a brighter color? 

 A:    I don’t think it would look formal enough. 
 B:    I see. We’d better hurry though, because the

stores will be closing in an hour. You kind of left it
till the last minute. 

 A:     I know but I have a particular store in mind where
I buy most of my clothes. It won’t take us long to
find something there.  

 B:     Where is it then?

 A:     Right here.
 B:     But it’s closed!
 A:     Oh no! But wait a minute. There’s a note on the

door. It says that it’s moved to the second floor. 
 B:     Thank God! Let’s go. 
 C:     Good afternoon. Can I help you?
 A:     Yes. I’m looking for a purple shirt.
 C:     We have this one here, or this one.
 B:     Alicia, look at this yellow one! It’s lovely!
 A:     Yellow? Oh, I don’t know, Steve.
 B:     Come on, just try it on. You might like it!
 A:     Oh, OK then. Do you have this in a medium? 
 C:     Yes, here you are. The changing rooms are over

there.
 B:     Alicia, that looks great on you. 
 A:     Yes, doesn’t it? I think I’ll take it.
 B:     Great! You’ll certainly look fabulous tomorrow!

Unit 5b

Ex. 11 (p. 53)
  1    A:   Hi Ann. Is that a new coat?
          B:   Yes, it is. Do you like it? I’m not sure it looks

good on me.
          A:   Oh, it does. It’s lovely, though I don’t really like

the smell of new leather.
          B:   I don’t mind it, just feel how soft it is.
          A:   Wow! It is, isn’t it?

  2    A:   Where were you yesterday, John?
          B:   I went to visit my grandfather. 
          A:   Oh yeah. How is he?
          B:   Well, he’s getting older now and he has some

problems.
        A:   I see. Is his eyesight getting worse?
          B:   Not really and his hearing is fine, but he can’t

get around that well and for some reason he’s
lost his sense of smell.

          A:   That’s strange. Well, say hello from me next
time you see him.

  3    A:   What are you working on, Sue?
          B:   I’m doing a project on elephants. 
          A:   Have you learned anything interesting?
          B:   I have actually. For instance, did you know that

elephants sleep standing up, they only have
four teeth, and two tusks, and they can’t jump?

          A:   No, I had no idea.

Unit 6b

Ex. 11 (p. 63)
I think it’s terrible and sad that there are hungry,
homeless orphans in most cities in underdeveloped
countries around the world. I feel awful about it and I
want to do something to help. We can’t pretend we
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don’t know about the problem. There are articles in the
paper about homeless children and TV programs
about hunger. What really brought it home to me was
a documentary I saw about orphans in Africa and the
way they live. I, for one, am determined to try and help
them.

Unit 6c

Ex. 3 (p. 64)
Sally:     I am really fed up with the amount of litter

there is everywhere.
   Bill:     Me too, but what can we do about it?
Sally:     Well, I think we should fine people who litter.

That way, if people know that they will have to
pay, they will stop doing it.

   Bill:     Perhaps, but I think there are fines already and
it doesn’t make much difference.

Sally:     OK, then what about recycling? If every area
set up a recycling scheme, then the landfill
sites won’t become so full.

   Bill:     Yes, I agree. That’s a good idea, and I think it is
something that is starting to happen in a lot of
areas, too.

Sally:     I’m going to write a letter to the local mayor
and ask him to start one up in our area, too.

   Bill:     That is positive action. Good for you!
Sally:     Why don’t you write a letter, too?
   Bill:     I think I will.

Unit 7a

Ex. 6 (p. 71)
Peter:   It was a really great story about a boy who had a

pet robot and he took it everywhere with him.
They had a lot of adventures and they met other
people with other robots. It’s on DVD. You should
watch it, too. It was great!

Unit 8b

Ex. 10 (p. 83)
Hello, thank you for calling the gallery information
line. 
This season we have some very special exhibits. On
the ground floor of the gallery, we have a wide
collection of paintings by famous artists from the 20th

century including works by Claude Monet, Pablo
Picasso, and Andy Warhol. There is also an excellent
collection of modern sculptures of animals for three
months only.
Don’t miss our modern art exhibition upstairs on the
first floor. This is currently one of the largest collections
of modern art in the US. Our café is also located on this
floor. A wide selection of hot and cold drinks and
snacks are available.

Admittance is $5.50. Audio guides are available for an
additional $3.50. A souvenir guide to the gallery is also
available at the reception desk at a cost of $2.50. 
The gallery is open six days a week from 9 to 5 and
closed on Mondays and national holidays. Please note
however that the café closes at 4 pm.
Thank you for calling the art gallery. Enjoy your visit!

Unit 9a

Ex. 9 (p. 91)
  1    A:   Can you help me please? I’m looking for this

book.
        B:   Certainly, the computer has an easy search

system to help you locate what you need.
         A:   OK. How long can I take it out for when I find

it?
         B:   For one week if it’s a short loan or a month if

it’s a long loan.

  2    A:   Any questions?
        B:   What time do you close?
        A:   At five o’clock and don’t forget to take a look

at the gift shop.
        B:   Thank you for the tour.

  3    A:   No running in the hallways please.
         B:   Sorry, but I am late.
        A:   In that case get a late slip from the office and

give it to your teacher.
         B:   Oh! OK.

  4    A:   You’d better go do your homework.
        B:   I have lots of time to do it.
        A:   Not really, I need help with dinner.
        B:   Oh! Can’t someone else do it?

Unit 10b

Ex. 6 (p. 103)
James:  Hi, Anna! I hear you’re thinking of joining The

Humpback Whale Conservation Program!
Anna:    Yes, I thought it would be a good idea to

spend my summer doing something useful for
a change. Can I ask you some questions about
it? I just want to check if it would be the right
program for me.

James:  You are already 18, right?
Anna:    I will be next week!
James:  Alright, so no problems with your age, then.
Anna:    When can I go? What positions are available?
James:  You can volunteer any time during the whale

season, which starts in July and lasts until
November.
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Anna:    I would only be able to go in July. Is there a set
length of time people stay for?

James:  You can choose to stay for two, three, or four
weeks – it’s up to you. And you get to decide
when you want to go. Departure dates are
flexible.

Anna:    That’s excellent!  
James:  But, if you want to go this summer you’d

better book soon as group sizes are very small.
Anna:    What about accommodation? Where would I

stay?
James:  In the local youth hostel in a dormitory.
Anna:    So, I would share a room?
James:  Yes, there are usually three to a room.
Anna:    Anything else I need to know?
James:  You don’t need to have any special skills to join

the program, but an interest in the environment
and some knowledge of Portuguese is a plus.

Anna:    And if I went for two weeks, how much would
it cost?

James:  Around a thousand dollars, excluding flights.
Anna:    Thanks for all the information, James.
James:  Hope to see you there this summer!

Optional Listening Practice

Module 1

(p. LP1)
Man:   This Tuesday on Terry’s Travels, Terry travels to

Tokyo, Japan, and Beijing, China. Unfortunately,
Terry hasn’t done his homework on the
appropriate ways to greet others in China and
Japan. Consequently, he gets into rather
awkward situations. Terry quickly learns that
hugging and kissing new acquaintances on the
cheek, is not the acceptable thing to do. He
even finds himself asking his cameraman for
help, at a Chinese restaurant, when the owner
makes a fist in his left palm. The owner just
wants to greet him of course!

Man:   On Wednesday don’t miss “The Mischievous
Butler.” Watch as he thinks up funny ways to get
rid of another lady who visits the Hampton
Estate in order to get her hands on the
bachelor’s money. Throughout the entire dinner
listen in as Ben the Butler makes rude comments
to her as soon as his employer leaves the room
to take important calls. See her get angry as he
comments on her poor bank balance.

Man:   Teens should definitely tune in this Thursday for
Dr. Norton Brice. This week Dr. Brice looks at how
to deal with conflict. He reveals his step-by-step
process on how to resolve arguments with

friends. With the help of teen audience members,
he demonstrates his process using role play
activities. And of course, you will once again hear
Dr. Norton Brice’s famous line, “We should be
willing to apologize, forgive, and move on!”

Man:   This Friday on “Breaking the Ice,” positive and
sociable figure skater Denise Peterson competes
against the bad-tempered Drew Mackenzie. She
shows her new rival that a talented skater must
behave well both on and off the ice. Tune in and
follow the two as they compete in the skating
rink. Will Denise impress the judges once again
with both her jumps and her smile? Find out this
Friday! 

Man:   Don’t miss “Ray and Mary” this Saturday! In this
week’s episode, TV’s most popular couple meet
their new neighbors, the Trucars, who are
recent immigrants. Mary volunteers to help Mrs.
Trucar with her English. However, this is not
without its problems. An episode that will
definitely leave you crying for more!

Man:   On Sunday afternoon don’t miss “Laughs and
Crafts.” This week Lucy Franklin makes decorative
greetings cards. The program is just as popular as
ever but the question is, will it still be as popular
now that it’s on an hour later, at 6:30 instead of
5:30? Unfortunately, it’s now competing with the
main evening news on Channel 1 and “The
Simpsons” on Channel 3. In our opinion, it’s still
worth watching!

Module 2

(p. LP1)
Good afternoon. My name is Franklin Keller and as
your tour guide I welcome you to the Breakthrough
Science Museum. Here, you will learn about famous
inventors throughout time and how their discoveries
have helped change the way we live today.
The tour will begin at 8:30 and will last till 3 pm. There will
be a break between 10:00 to 10:15 and a lunch period
from 12 pm – 1 pm. During that time it is requested that
all students return to the entrance area, either to
purchase snacks and refreshments or to eat their own
lunches.
To make the most out of this educational experience,
we recommend that all students stay with the tour
group. However, if any students would like to explore
the science museum in pairs, that is possible as long as
you respect the displays and the break periods and are
not too noisy. 
As for those who stay with the group, the tour will
consist of three parts. 
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In the first, we will look at the explorers of the past
such as Francis Drake and the well-known Christopher
Columbus.
In the second, after the short break of course, you shall
learn about famous inventors such as Fleming,
Graham, Montgolfier, and their important discoveries. 
Finally, after the lunch break, I will introduce you to
some of the famous faces on our British currency faces
such as that of Adam Smith who was one of the fathers
of modern day economics and that of Elizabeth Fry
who improved the living conditions for women in
European prisons.
Please do keep in mind that if any of you have questions,
feel free to ask them after each brief presentation at
every display. 
I hope you find your journey through time here
interesting, informative, and above all fun!

Module 3

(p. LP1)
0   What did the woman buy for the man?

Woman:  I got most of my shopping done at the mall. I
bought myself a spring jacket and a large
umbrella, but I’m afraid that I didn’t get the
pants you wanted. They didn’t have any left
in your size.

Man:         What about the socks I asked you for?
Woman:  Oh yes, I remembered them and I got you a

new wallet as well.
Man:         Thank you. Don’t worry about the pants. I

don’t really need them.

1   What time is the dinner reservation?

Woman:  Are you picking me up for dinner at 8:15?
Man:         No, that’s too late. Try to be ready by 7:30.

We have to be there by 8:30. I’m sure I’ll get
to your place by a quarter to eight. The
restaurant is not that far and I doubt there
will be any traffic, so we’ll definitely make it
there by 8:30.

2   What made the girl itch?

Girl:            I can’t stop scratching!
Boy:           Did you go camping again without your

repellent and get bitten by a mosquito?
Girl:            I wish! Didn’t I tell you that I’m allergic to

seafood? Yesterday, I went to a party and I had
some salad with rice. I only found out later
that there were tiny bits of fish in the rice!

3   What did the woman order?

Man:         Have you made your selection yet, ma’am?
Woman:  Not yet. What would you recommend?
Man:         Well, we make an excellent chicken roast

dinner with mashed potatoes.
Woman:  Hmmm. That sounds good, but I prefer

something lighter today.
Man:         How about a sandwich or a vegetarian pizza?
Woman:  Okay, the sandwich. Oh, wait, make that the

pizza instead and some ice cream for dessert,
please.

4   What is the woman wearing that is new?

Man:         You look beautiful! What a pretty dress! And I
love your shoes and sunglasses, too. Did you
just get them?

Woman:  Oh, this dress, I’ve had it since last summer.
However, I haven’t worn it much, though. As
for my glasses, I just got them on sale at
Optical. I do have to fix the heels on these
shoes though; I’ve worn them out over these
past few months.

                 Love your new hat!
Man:         Thanks! 

5   What is not in the boy’s obento?

Boy:          My mother tried making me an obento last
night, like they do in Japan. Look, I have
carrots that look like flowers, rice in the shape
of a football, and a boiled egg that looks like a
rabbit. However, it’s not a true obento. It’s
missing one part: the fruit. I told my mom not
to put any oranges in it. I don’t like them.

Girl:          You’re wrong. It is a true obento. I can see a
piece of apple in the corner of your lunch box.

6   Where is the man’s cell phone?

Man:         Have you seen my cell phone?
Woman:  No, I haven’t. Maybe you left it at home on

the bed before we left. Did you check your
coat pocket?

Man:         I checked, it isn’t there and it hasn’t fallen on
the floor in the car either. Oh, now I remember.
I left it on the table at the restaurant.

Woman:  Well, let’s drive back quickly. Hopefully, no
one has taken it!

7   When is Buy Nothing Day?

Boy:            There is still plenty of time to prepare for the
school Eco-bazaar on Buy Nothing Day. I’m
bringing in my items from home on
Wednesday and we can set them up in the
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school gymnasium on Thursday, the day
before the bazaar. Do you know what you’re
bringing?

Girl:            Yes. My mom and I cleaned out the attic and
we found plenty of things that we don’t use
any more.

Module 4

(p. LP2)
Woman:  How are you Sally? 
Girl:            Fine.
Woman:  I asked to speak with you today because I

wanted to see how you are finding your new
school. Could you tell me a little bit about
your classes?

Girl:            They’re OK. I enjoy the math and science
classes, but I don’t really like PE or dance
classes.

Woman:  Is it the type of sports you are doing in PE or
the kind of music you are dancing to in
dance class that you don’t like?

Girl:            No, I love hip hop and I love team sports but
... it’s just that I don’t feel comfortable with ...
myself. I don’t like the way my body looks. I
think I’m too fat.

Woman:  You know Sally, I went through a similar thing
when I was your age.

Girl:            Really?!
Woman:  Yes, I did. I suddenly put on some weight too,

and I also developed acne. It took a while for
me to realize I was just getting older and my
body needed a few extra pounds in order to
grow.

Girl:            Oh, I’m surprised to hear that. Miss Johnson?
Woman:  Yes.
Girl:            What did you do about the acne?
Woman:  Well, my parents took me to see a

dermatologist. In my case, he told me to stop
eating all the junk food that I loved so much.
He also gave me a special facial cleanser to
wash with every morning. 

Girl:            What should I do?
Woman:  Changing your diet to a healthier one is

always a good thing. However, I am not in a
position to give proper medical advice, so
you should talk to the doctor before starting
any diet plan.

Girl:            That’s a good idea. Thanks.
Woman:  My pleasure. 
                 Sally, have you made any new friends yet?

Girl:            A few, but I think I’ve been so self-conscious
and worried about the way I look that I
haven’t really tried.  Can I come and speak to
you again?

Woman:  Of course, Sally. My door is always open.
Girl:            Thank you, Miss Johnson. I’m feeling much

better already.

Module 5

(p. LP2)
Good morning everyone and welcome to the
Discovery Zoo. My name is Sheryl Lindsman and I am
the zoo director. Before you begin your walking tour, I
would like to take the opportunity to introduce you to
what there is to see and do at the zoo.
Let me begin by informing you that the zoo is open
from Monday to Friday, 9 am to 5 pm and on
weekends from 10 am to 8 pm. We also offer a night
safari every second Tuesday of the month from 6 pm
to 10 pm. There are four areas in the zoo to visit. There
is also a gift shop located near the exit and a
restaurant with a rest area in the center of the zoo.
You will start your tour in Reptileland, where a stop at
the crocodile pool is a must. The kids will love trying to
find the chameleons, snakes, and salamanders that are
in camouflage in the Great Reptile Search. It’s amazing
how well they blend into their surroundings.
The tour will then lead to the Jungle Safari where you
won’t believe your eyes at the sight of lions, cheetahs
and tigers in the wild cat den. The highlight of this
area, of course, is the rides we offer on our enormous
elephants.
Next, you will walk over to the Marine Cove to enjoy
the sea lion and dolphin performances. Showtimes are
listed at the entrance gate. Feeding of the penguins
was allowed until some got sick, so unfortunately
entrance to this area is no longer allowed. 
Your final stop on the tour will be at the petting zoo
where you can pet the baby foxes, touch the scales of
our iguanas, and feed the deer.
Please feel free to ask any of our zoo staff questions.
You will find signs everywhere to guide you on your
way. We ask that you remain behind the railings and
stay in designated areas to avoid any dangerous
encounters with our zoo friends. 
All of us at the Discovery Zoo thank you for your
support and wish you an unforgettable day at the zoo!

Optional Listening Practice

Module 6

(p. LP3)
Good morning everyone and happy Earth Day! My
name is Martha Peterson and I would like to thank the
organizers of Earth Day for inviting me to talk about
the environment and the challenges we face today
and will be facing tomorrow. It’s great to see so many
of you here to support Earth Day, as we try to raise
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awareness about the environment.
As an environmentalist, I am studying a variety of
problems and searching for their solutions. The biggest
problem that we face today is the shrinking planet. By
this, I mean the limited resources we have to support the
earth’s population. If birth rates continue to increase, we
will run out of essential resources such as food and
energy for future generations. Waste is also a big
problem. Toxic waste fills our planet and energy is
running out, so we need to find an eco-friendly
alternative.
Around the world today, 800 million people are
starving and homeless. If governments spent less
money on weapons and war, they could spend more
on shelter and food programs.
Today, we are also facing problems in our cities with
traffic and litter filling our streets. We need to reduce
traffic by improving public transportation and
encouraging car pooling. Litter can be reduced with
government clean-up and recycling programs.
Another solution is to fine people who litter. Hopefully,
this will encourage people to stop doing it.
Finally, I would like to say a few words about the
rainforest. Every year, 50 million acres, approximately
the size of Kansas, are cut down. Why should we care?
It’s so far away. However, the rainforest’s rich
vegetation plays a major role in cleaning our air by
removing carbon dioxide. It’s also rich in alkaloids that
are crucial in curing diseases. As a result of
deforestation, we are losing these things forever.
To sum up, we can all get involved, by volunteering to
help or raise money for environmental organizations,
for example, but the main responsibility for
environmental issues lies with our governments.
Therefore, each of us should ask our governments to
educate people and take action against these serious
problems. Thank you and ... 

Module 7

(p. LP3)
0   Where are the tickets?

Boy:  I can’t wait to go to the Science Museum. I’ve
never seen an IMAX 3D movie before! Mom said
you got the tickets earlier today, but I checked in
our room, both on the desk and on the bed, and
couldn’t seem to find them anywhere.

Girl:  That’s because I ordered them on the Internet.
They’re electronic tickets. All we need is a
reservation number.

1   Who has the iPod?

Boy:  I downloaded the music you asked me for
yesterday and stored it on your iPod.

Girl:  Oh, thank you! Where is it now? I want to listen to
it.

Boy:  Well, that’s the thing. My teacher caught me
doing it in computer class and took it to the
principal’s office. He said he’ll give it back to me
on Monday.

2   How did the man learn about the Ocean
Technology Expo?

Man:        This year’s Ocean Technology Expo is going to
take place in our city. They’ll have several
demonstrations and all the latest marine
technology. Let’s organize a group to go
together!

Woman: Sure, that’s a great idea. But, where did you
hear about it? On the radio?

Man:         They probably mentioned it on the news last
week, but I read about it in an article in the
newspaper.

3   What does the boy want for his birthday?

Boy:          I can’t wait ’til my birthday next Saturday. I
hope Dad gets me what I want this year and
not another model airplane.

Woman: Well, you’ve told him that you want a robot
but there are so many, he won’t know which
one to choose. He might just get you a robot
man. 

Boy:          Dad will get the right one. He knows I love
dogs and this way he doesn’t have to get me
a real one! 

4   On which date will there be fireworks?

Man:        I’m traveling to Florida for the 4th of July
Space Shuttle Launch.

Woman: All the way to Cape Canaveral?
Man:        Yes, I have a two week vacation. I’ll be arriving

on the 2nd and staying till the 15th of the month.
Woman: Wow, the day of the launch is also American

Independence Day. You’ll be able to see the
fireworks right after the space shuttle launch.

5   When does the plane arrive?

Man:        Do you know what time our plane is landing?
Woman: It will be here in an hour. That’s what it says

up on the TV monitor.
Man:        Well then, let’s go and have a look around

the duty free shop. It’s only 7:30. Do you
think we might be late boarding?

Woman: No, the earliest they’ll let us on the plane will
probably be at 8:45. We have plenty of time.
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6   What will they take on their trip?

Man:        They had a sale on all electronic equipment
at Home Center!

Woman: Really? Did you find a flashlight?
Man:        Sorry, they were out of stock. I saw a great

home theater system, but it was too
expensive. I did manage to get a digital
camera at half price, though.

Woman: Great! We can take it on vacation!

7   What’s the DVD the man rented about?

Woman:  I’m on my way to the DVD store so if you’ve
finished watching your DVD about aliens I
can return it for you.

Man:          Thanks, but I haven’t watched it yet. By the
way, it’s not about aliens. It’s about an
adventure on a train. I hope it’s better than the
last one I saw about the plane crash, though!

Module 8

(p. LP4)
Woman:  Hello, Hector. 
Man:        Good afternoon, Sarah. How are you?
Woman: Great! I’m on my way to an art exhibition in the

city. 
Man:         Sounds interesting. What kind of art will there

be? Paintings, sculptures, or something else?
Woman: Works from surrealist painters like Max Ernst,

Giorgio de Chirico, and Salvador Dalí.
Man:        Wow! I love surrealist paintings. In fact, I have

a  poster of one of Salvador Dali’s paintings
hanging on my wall at home.

Woman:  Lovely. Which one do you have?
Man:        The Persistence of Memory. It’s my favorite.
Woman: That’s the one with the clock faces, isn’t it?

It’s one of his most famous oil paintings.
Man:        Yes. Did you know that there is possibly a

figure hidden in the middle of the picture?
Woman:  No, I didn’t know that. Is it an animal?
Man:        No, it is a human figure which could represent

Dali himself.
Woman:  Wow, I didn’t know you knew so much about

art.
Man:        Well, I did take a few art classes when I was at

college.
Woman:  Wow! I’m thinking about taking a few art classes

myself.
Man:        Great. I’m sure you’ll find them quite interesting.
Woman: What are you doing for the rest of the day?
Man:        I just have a small errand to run.
Woman: Then why don’t you come with me to the

exhibition after you’ve finished the errand?
Today is the last day, so it’s the last chance for
you to see the surrealists’ works.

Man:        That’s a fabulous idea. I would love to see
one of Dalí’s original paintings up close.

Woman: Then it’s settled. We’ll have a great time
talking about what we think of all the
different paintings.

Man:        We sure will!

Module 9

(p. LP4)
Good morning class and welcome to the first year of
your General History course. As most of you already
know, classes will take place every Tuesday and
Thursday from 9 to 11 am.
We will look at a wide range of historical events, even
going back to the age of the dinosaurs. 
Next we will look at historical disasters and what we can
learn from them. We will start with man-made disasters
like the Great Fire of London. Then we will take a look at
natural disasters, such as the Great Plague and the San
Francisco earthquake.
A look at heroes in history will then follow with a study
of the lives of people such as Amelia Earhart and her
achievements, and lessons from leaders like Chief
Seattle of the native American Indians who warns us
to be responsible to the environment and future
generations.
Finally, we will examine great discoveries in history.
Man’s journey to explore space from Galileo to Neil
Armstrong and a number of important discoveries in
the solar system will be discussed. 
As far as assessment is concerned, there will be a final
exam in June and essays every week on topics from
the course. 
Any questions, before we begin? 

Module 10

(p. LP4)
Man:Why spend another winter in the cold? Instead

travel to Wellington, New Zealand, to experience
plenty of sunshine and high temperatures.
December 31st to mid-March is the time for
Wellington’s fun festival known as the Meridian
Energy Summer City. It offers free concerts and
events for all ages. Whether it be participating in
thrilling sport activities, hearing top musicians, or
seeing outdoor circus shows, there are loads of
fun things to do in Wellington!

Man:For all those who welcome the winter frost, then
a trip to the arctic and polar regions of Canada
and Scandinavia is for you! Instead of watching
firework displays, witness nature’s own Northern
Lights. This natural firework display in the night
sky is both breathtaking and magnificent!
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Man:If you are looking for some adventure, why not go
on a safari vacation? Kenya’s National Park may be
the perfect destination for you. This safe haven is
home to elephants, buffalo, and gazelle that are
protected from poachers but not from the lions
and cheetahs that hunt there. See elephants
soaking in the water, giraffes wandering around,
and plenty of monkeys about. Kenya is a
memorable vacation spot, where you can explore
the marvels of nature and see African wildlife too! 

Man:Visit the Hawaiian Humpback Whale Sanctuary, as
a volunteer, to monitor the water for signs of whale
activity. Take part in some important scientific
recordings of Humpback Whale behavior. Also,
you can help the sanctuary by contributing to
public awareness of the Humpback Whale
population around the Hawaiian Islands. Whale
watching in Hawaii can definitely be fun!

Man:Why travel economy? Let yourself be pampered
on a 5-star cruise aboard the luxurious Wilfred
Legend. The Wilfred will entice you with its
mellow lounges, stylish open-seating
restaurants, relaxing spas, and its unique
swimming marina. A wide variety of amenities
such as sky bars, veranda cafés, and casino areas
will surely enrich your days aboard. Book early
since the luxury offered by the Wilfred is always
in demand!

Man:For breathtaking views visit São Miguel, one of the
9 islands of the Azores. São Miguel, also known as
“The Green Island” due to its untouched natural
beauty, has some excellent, top-level golfing. At
its 27-hole complex take advantage of São
Miguel’s top facilities including putting greens,
chipping areas, and driving ranges. Also, you’ll
have the chance to discover and experience a
different world, with blue and green dreamy
lagoons on this garden-like paradise!
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Starter Unit a

  1    1    G          3    C        5    J           7    E           9    F
        2    H          4    B        6    D          8    I         10    A

  2    1    Suzie sometimes walks to school.
               Peter and Tom always walk to school.
               I (never) walk to school.
        2    Suzie always eats breakfast.
               Peter and Tom sometimes eat breakfast.
               I (often) eat breakfast.

  3    1    lives            5    doesn’t have       9    doesn’t watch
        2    rents           6    plays                  10    doesn’t like
        3    works         7    walks
        4    goes           8    reads

  4    1    When do you do your homework?
        2    How old are you?
        3    Who is your English teacher?
        4    Where are you from?
        5    What do you do in your free time?
        6    What time do you usually go to school?

Starter Unit b

  1    1    in                      5     from                     9   in
        2    on                    6     to                     10   On
        3    between        7     On                    11   at
        4    at/in                8     On                    12   in

  2    2    It’s Tim and Ben’s dog. It’s their dog. It’s theirs.
        3    They’re Chris and Sandra’s books. They’re their

books. They’re theirs.
        4    It’s my boss’(s) car. It’s his/her car. It’s his/hers.
        5    They’re Denise’s suitcases. They’re her suitcases.

They’re hers.

  3    1    There is                     4    There are
        2    There aren’t             5    There is(n’t)
        3    There is(n’t)

  4    1    d          3    g            5    i            7    b             9    a
        2    e           4    h            6    j            8    c           10    f

  5    make: a mistake, a mess, your bed, changes, peace
         do: harm, my hair, well, my homework, the dishes 

        1    do my hair                  4    do my homework
        2    makes a mess             5    made mistakes
        3    make peace          

Starter Unit c

  1    A    10        C    2        E    3          G   9          I     4
        B    7          D   5        F    6          H   8          J     1

        1    meat      U       5    cookie     C              9    milk   U
        2    cherry    C        6    luggage  U           10    shoe  C
        3    rice          U       7    money    U   
        4    traffic     U       8    foot         C    

  2    1    milk                   5    feet                  9    cherries
        2    meat                 6    cookies       10    rice
        3    shoes                7    luggage
        4    money             8    traffic

  3    1    an              5    a                       9    the             13  a
        2    the/–         6    the                 10    a                 14  a
        3    –                 7    the                 11    a                 15  –
        4    an              8    the                 12    the             16  the

Unit 1a

  1    1    c           2    a           3    b          4    e           5    d

         1    raised eyebrows        4    scratches head
        2    clenched fist               5    biting nails
        3    shook hands  

  2    1    unsure                         5    angry
        2    nervous                       6    confused
        3    embarrassed             7    impatient
        4    offended                      8    worried

  3    1    of                       4    in                         7   at
        2    of                       5    of 
        3    with                  6    in

  4    1    am                     5    is making           9   don’t know
        2    are coming     6    are having     10   arrives/
        3    know                7    bring                       is arriving
        4    like                    8    think                11   send

  5    1    is thinking, think        5    are you smelling, smells
        2    are seeing, see         6    are you looking, looks

Unit 1b

  1    1    e                 3    g                 5    f            7    a
         2    c                 4    b                 6    d

         1    break the ice                      5    have a conversation
        2    develop skills                    6    drop a line
        3    gives a hug                      7    approach a person
        4    take the time

  2    1    P          3    P        5    P          7    N          9    N
        2    P          4    N       6    P          8    P

         a    imaginative     d    shy                      g    irresponsible
         b    sociable            e    optimistic        h    selfish
         c    reliable              f     talented           i     courageous
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  3    1    active               3    responsible     5   careless
        2    friendly            4    furious

  4    1    to see              5     babysitting       9   to have
        2    swimming     6     to talk             10   lying
        3    stay                  7     to play
        4    to go               8     Being  

Unit 1c

  1    1    when sb’s graduating from high school/college
        2    when sb’s getting married
        3    when sb has a birthday
        4    when sb had an accident

  2    1    I couldn’t, Can’t wait, I’m sure, you’ll have, I’m
sorry

        2    Say hello to everyone
        3    Can’t wait to see you
        4    but

        informal language

  3    (Suggested Answer) 
         Dear Maria,
        Thanks for your help with the science project. The

information you gave me was very helpful. Let’s
have lunch together this Sunday.

        Can’t wait to hear from you.
        Love, 
        Emma

  4    1    Happy Birthday
        2    I’m very sad that I won’t be able to celebrate

with you
        3    Have a great day

        Extra sentence: Best wishes

  5    1    b
        2    informal
        3    reason for not being able to celebrate, present,

birthday wishes

  6    1    It is Jane’s birthday.
        2    Susan has to travel to Oxford to attend her

sister’s graduation.
        3    Susan sent Jane a Harry Potter book.
        4    Jane likes Harry Potter a lot.

  7    Dear Jane,
        Happy Birthday! I hope you like the present I chose

for you. I wish you a wonderful day, full of surprises
and may all your wishes come true.

        Best wishes,
        Susan

  8    (Suggested Answer) 
         Dear John,
         Happy Birthday! I hope you have a great day. I’m

very sad that I won’t be able to celebrate with you
because I have to travel to Boston to visit my
grandparents. I hope you like the present I sent
you. I remember you said that you love reading.
Have a great day, full of surprises and fun!

        Best wishes,
        Sean

Unit 1d

  1    1    c                 3    a                 5    f
         2    e                 4    b                 6    d

        1    sense of humor              4    social etiquette
        2    small talk                          5    kiss … on the cheek
        3    marital status                  6    close friends

  2    1    polite                     4    reserved            7    rude
        2    common              5    offended
        3    affectionate        6    acceptable

  3    1    going, to eat                    6    doing, be
        2    to buy, giving                  7    to get, see
        3    to come, to study           8    to take, to go
        4    to go, hiking                    9    to arrive, to take
        5    visiting, to take

Unit 1e

  1    2    Nice to meet you both. I’m Sandra.
        3    Nice to meet you, too. Are you new to the

neighborhood?
        4    Actually yes, I’ve just moved. Have you lived

here long?
        5    Four years.
         6    Well, it seems like a nice place. I hope I’ll like it,

too.
        7    Of course you will. Especially after you’ve made

a few friends. 

  2    1    c                 2    a                 3    b              4    d

  3    (Suggested Answers) 
        1    They are in a room of their new house.
        2    They are unpacking boxes.
        3    They are moving to a new house because they

had a baby and they needed an extra room.
        4    They feel excited but tired.

  4    1    T    2    F        3    F           4    T        5    T         6    F
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Unit 1f

  1    1    C          2    B        3    A          4    C          5    D

  2    1    make                5    make 
        2    make                 6    make 
        3    do                     7    do 
        4    do                     8    make 

  3    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 1f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 2a

  1    1    float                 4    safe                  7    Raise
        2    capture          5    collected
        3    realized          6    reached

  2    1    float                  5    clothes            9    fireplace
        2    fly                      6    cloth            10    chimney
        3    reach                7    air
        4    rich                    8    wind

  3    1    about               3    on                   5    of
        2    of                       4    from

  4    1    was raining         6    was standing        11    called
        2    was sleeping       7    (was) looking      12    ran
        3    heard                     8    saw                         13    went
        4    jumped                 9    were throwing     14    tried
        5    looked                10    (were) making

  5    1    were driving, got
        2    whisked, poured
        3    was watching, came
        4    was going, called
        5    didn’t attend, was working
        6    lost, was walking
        7    were sleeping, were eating

Unit 2b

  1    1    b          2    d          3    a           4    c           5    e

        1    took a look                       3    correct mistakes
        2    treat infections               4    destroy bacteria

  2    1    up                        3    back                   5    out
        2    up                        4    around

  3    1    with                     3    from                   5    for
        2    about                  4    for                       6    about

  4    2    she used to live/lived in an apartment.
        3    she didn’t use to/wouldn’t/didn’t stay out late.
        4    she used to spend/would spend/spent her

summer vacation by the sea.
         5    she didn’t use to/didn’t wear glasses.
         6    she used to/would walk/walked to school.

  5    1    Who spoke to Sue? 
        2    What did Dan give Sarah?
        3    Where did Ann go?
        4    What did John buy?
        5    Who called Sam?

Unit 2c

  1    1    A short story                          3    120-180 words
        2    School students/teacher

  2    A    Paragraphs 2 & 3                  C    Paragraph 4
        B    Paragraph 1

  3    2    Mom was preparing supper when dad arrived
home.

        3    After the children had gone to bed, Doug and
Susan planned the family vacation.

        4    Mark was home in the morning, but in the
afternoon he went to the gym.

         5    While we were taking a test, the fire alarm rang.
        6    We were watching a DVD when the lights went

out.
        7    As soon as the teacher walked into the classroom,

she handed out the assignments.

  4    Extract 1
        1    was packing                     7    was opening
        2    walked                               8    heard
        3    was carrying                    9    called
        4    placed                             10    was listening
        5    left                                    11    couldn’t hear
        6    approached

         Extract 2
        1    got                                      6    felt
        2    tried                                    7    turned
        3    remembered                   8    saw
        4    was running                    9    was staring
        5    tried

  5    1    Monday morning           3    beach
        2    George                              4    cool

  6    1    evening                             3    relieved
        2    George

  7    (Suggested Answer) 
        Beginning
        It was a beautiful Saturday morning. Harry was at

the beach enjoying the sunny weather. He was
ready to start his first windsurfing lesson.

        Ending
         The lifeguard was standing above him. Harry was

relieved that he had been saved after his, thankfully
brief, encounter with death.
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  8    (Suggested Answer) 
         Main body paragraphs
          He approached a group of windsurfers. The

instructor asked them all to listen carefully to his
instructions. Soon after, they entered the water
and attempted the exercise the instructor had
shown them a number of times. They fell into the
water, but everyone persisted. 

        However, Harry wanted to surf by himself. He
decided to go further in. It wasn’t long after when he
felt the wind increase in strength. He tried to turn his
sail back towards the coast, but couldn’t. He knew he
was in trouble and began shouting. Suddenly, he fell
into the water and he lost consciousness. It wasn’t
until he felt a sharp pain on his face that he opened
his eyes. He wondered where he was and then in a
flash he remembered. His windsurfing instructor,
who was also a lifeguard, had saved him.

Unit 2d

  1    1    developed     4    delivered       7    govern
        2    composed     5    show               8    came across
        3    invented        6    change

  2    1    writer        3    singer              5    actor, governor
        2    dancer      4    chemist          6    painter

  3    1    was                            10    was touring
         2    died                           11    were washing
        3    helped                      12    (were) cooking
        4    was living               13     (were) eating
        5    heard                      14     slept/were sleeping
        6    decided                 15     didn’t have
        7    visited                      16    spent
         8    didn’t like                17    created
         9    saw

Unit 2e

  1    1    c                        3    f                      5    a
        2    b                       4    e                     6    d

  2    1    T           2    T           3    F              4    F             5    T

  3    1    a           2    a           3    b              4    b    

  4    1    9-5
        2    does her job involve
        3    does your dad do for a living
        4    what the pay is like

  5    a

Unit 2f

  1    1    F           2    T           3    F              4    F             5    T

  2    1    found              4    captured        7    left
        2    cross                5    sail                   8    arrived
        3    knighted        6    explored

  3    (Suggested Answers) 
         1    I think people like to explore because they love

adventure and the unknown. They also explore
because they can learn new things about the
world.

         2    Scott and his men are seen as heroes because
they were courageous and determined.

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 2f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 3a

  1    1    roast                3    scrambled           5    roast
        2    pickled           4    mashed                6    scrambled

  2    1    peel                 4    chop 
        2    grate               5    melt 
        3    beat                6    slice 

  3    a)   1    c    (school cafeteria) 
               2    e    (hot meal)
               3    a    (packed lunch)
               4    i     (train stations)
               5    d    (certain rules)
               6    b    (cartoon characters)
               7    h    (nursery schools)
               8    g    (small portions)
               9    f     (picky eaters)

        b)  1    hot meal                       6    small portions
               2    school cafeteria          7    picky eaters
               3    packed lunch            8    cartoon characters
               4    Nursery schools       9    train stations
               5    certain rules  

  4    1    have just made               5    made
        2    sent                                    6    haven’t forgotten
        3    wanted                              7    have already bought
        4    have had

  5    1    have been                        3    have gone
        2    has gone                          4    has been

Unit 3b

  1    A    fish market          B    bakery      C    jewelry store

        newsstand: magazines, newspapers
         flower shop: tulips, roses
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        fish market: salmon, tuna
        bakery: bread rolls, bread
        jewelry store: ring, earrings
        pharmacy: aspirin, soap
        butcher shop: steak, ground beef, lamb
        clothes store: jacket, skirt
        eyewear store: sunglasses, contact lenses

  2    1    c    (international event)
        2    d    (try your best)
        3    a    (spending habits)
        4    b    (make an effort)
        5    f     (be in good condition)
        6    e    (be near-sighted)

        1    international event       3    make an effort
        2    is near-sighted                4    is in good condition

  3    1    went after      3    gone under         5    goes by
        2    go for              4    going down
        
  4    1    have been working       3    have been waiting
        2    have been walking        4    has been shopping

  5    1    ’ve been planting           5    has seen
        2    has broken down           6    ’ve known
        3    has eaten                          7    haven’t been sleeping
        4    Have you ever played

Unit 3c

  1    1    My favorite restaurant
        2    Tony, my American pen pal
        3    A, C (Dear Tony, ... Yours, ...)
        4    1 name of restaurant, 3 type of restaurant,

5 location, 6 service, 7 prices, 8 dishes

  2    1    B                 2    C                 3    A

  3    Sentences 1 & 2 recommend the restaurant.

  4    1    Walk down Berry Lane and turn right on Stanley
Road. The department store is next to the flower
shop on the corner of Berry Street and Stanley
Road.

        2    Take the first left and walk down King Road.
Then take the second right and walk up Main
Street. The parking lot is between the post
office and the movie theater.

        3    Walk up Glory Road and turn right on King Road.
Then take the first left and walk up Market Street.
The eyewear store is next to the police station on
the corner of Market Street and Elm Street.

        4    Walk down Market Street and turn left on King
Road. Take the first right on Berry Lane. The
flower shop is between the pharmacy and the

department store on your right. It is across the
street from the supermarket.

        5    Walk down Market Street and turn right on
King Road. Walk down King Road. The school is
on the corner of King Road and Glory Road.

  5    1    charming, little, French
        2    wonderful, traditional, Greek
        3    beautiful, red, silk 
        4    modern, silver, metal
        5    new, Italian, leather
        6    lovely, fresh, crusty 
        7    stylish, modern, gold 
        8    practical, small, secondhand
        9    large, green, plastic
      10    handsome, young, Italian

  6    (Suggested Answer)
        Dear Tony,
         Hi! A week ago we went to a fantastic Mexican

restaurant. It is called Amigos Vamos and we
celebrated my parents’ 25th wedding anniversary
there. The food was absolutely amazing. It was very
spicy and hot. I loved it. It was a bit expensive, but it
was worth the price. We had a great time. How
about you? Do you like Mexican food?

        Yours,
        Sarah

Unit 3d

  1    Meat: beef, lamb
        Fish: cod, haddock
        Poultry: chicken
        Vegetables: potatoes, carrots
        Other: eggs, milk, salt, vinegar, flour, mint sauce,

batter

  2    Appetizers: roast lamb
        Main courses: sandwich
        Desserts: shepherd’s pie
        Snacks: steak

  3    1    relaxed                        6    steamed
        2    course                         7    roast
        3    mixed                          8    pudding
        4    stuffed                         9    reasonable
        5    grilled                       10    friendly

  4    1    hungry                         5    helpful
        2    moistened                  6    reasonable
        3    traditional                  7    healthy/healthier
        4    sweeten                      8    tasty

  5    1    b                   2    c               3    a
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Unit 3e

  1    1    A          2    C          3    A          4    C          5    A

  2    1    What a                  3    How                5    How
        2    How                       4    What an         6    What

  3    1    Ben bought a jacket.
        2    He got it from Bear’s.
         3    Eric thinks it is an amazing jacket. He also thinks

it was a bargain.
        4    The store is downtown near the new department

store on Gill Street.
        5    He paid 50 dollars.
        6    Eric will go to Bear’s tomorrow.

  4    1    suit you                                 4    take a look
        2    a good deal                          5    where it is exactly
        3    we go together

Unit 3f

  1    1    c    (runny nose)               4    b    (swollen lips)
        2    a    (food allergies)            5    d    (immune system)
        3    e    (itchy skin)

        1    food allergies
        2    runny nose
        3    immune system
        4    swollen lips, itchy skin

  2    1    to               3    from          5    of               7    for
        2    to               4    from          6    with          8    on

  3    1    C          3    A          5    D          7    C          9    B
        2    D          4    C          6    A          8    B        10    C

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 3f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 4a

  1    1    full                          5    bald                 9    deep
        2    curly                      6    thin               10    double
        3    pierced                 7    wide
        4    bushy                    8    chubby

  2    1    c    (peer pressure)   
        2    a    (general trend)   
        3    d    (bad language)
        4    b    (difficult decisions)
        5    e    (people’s rights)

        1    difficult decisions                 4    peer pressure
        2    bad language                        5    general trend
        3    people’s rights

  3    1    under              3    with          5    of               7     on
        2    at                      4    of               6    on              8     to

  4    1    the prettiest                           5    taller
        2    the most intelligent             6    the funniest
        3    better                                       7    the kindest
        4    older                                         8    the best

  5    1    incapable      3    inconsiderate         5    insecure
        2    unhealthy      4    uncomfortable

Unit 4b

  1    A   1    plain         3    cotton/silk           5    sharp  
               2    suit            4    leather                   6    silk/cotton

        B    1    baggy             3    jacket                  5    pants
               2    jeans               4    shirt                     6    casual

        C    1    trendy                   3    tight
               2    patterned            4    striped

  2    1    cause                                  4    give
        2    weaved/is weaving       5    end up
        3    contaminates

  3    1    enough           5    too                       9    such
        2    such                  6    so/too             10    so
        3    too/so              7    such
        4    so                      8    enough

Unit 4c

  1    Imaginary situation: a friend who is bullied at
school for having pimples

        Type of writing: letter giving advice
        Imaginary reader/writing style: the friend who is

being bullied, informal but not containing humor
because of the seriousness of the situation

        Specific topics: how to deal with the situation and
how to improve friend’s confidence

  2    1    A                2    B                 3    D              4    C 

  3    ñ   Advice: to see a dermatologist for the best skin
treatment

               Result: will clear up the skin

         ñ   Advice: to believe in yourself
               Result: others will see what you have to offer
         ñ   Advice: to join school clubs
               Result: will make friends and develop confidence

  4    1    C                       3    C                       5    C
        2    O                      4    O                      6    O

  6    1    a                       2    c                        3    b
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  7    (Suggested Answer)
         ... Firstly, you should realize that it’s great to be an

individual and not follow the crowd. If you do this,
you will feel more confident. Secondly, it would be a
good idea to find people who accept you the way
you are. This way you might develop new
friendships.

Unit 4d

  1    1    pleated woolen skirt     7    handkerchief
        2    goatskin bag                   8    pants
        3    cloak                                   9    knee-high socks
        4    long full skirt                 10    stockings
        5    shawl                               11    shirt
        6    apron                               12    long-sleeved dress

  2    1    b    (traditional costumes)
        2    d    (folk dancing)
        3    e    (special occasion)
        4    a    (female dancers)
        5    c    (colorful patterns)

        1    special occasion             4    colorful patterns
        2    female dancers               5    folk dancing
        3    traditional costumes

  3    1    the worst                          5    longer
        2    brighter                             6    bigger/the biggest, 
        3    the best                                   more modern
        4    more elegant                  7    the most comfortable

Unit 4e

  1    1    B          2    C          3    B          4    A          5    B

  2    A    3          C    1          E    5          G   2          I     4
        B    8          D   10        F    7          H   9          J     6

  3    1    do you have a long face
        2    on her own
        3    give it a try
        4    that’s out of the question
        5    turns me down  

Unit 4f

  1    1    C          2    B          3    C          4    A          5    C

  2    1    to wear                              5    suit
        2    grown                                6    fit
        3    tried on                             7    goes with/matches
        4    match/go with                8    Put on

  3    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 4f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 5a

  1    1    paws                      5    whiskers               9    fin 
        2    mammals             6    beak                    10    wings
        3    flippers                 7    reptile       
        4    feathers                8    scales        

        Hidden word: amphibians

  2    1    catch               4    trapped          7    instilled
        2    hunting          5    shares             8    cost
        3    developed     6    stung              9    dedicated

  3    1    over          2    up              3    after                 4    off

  4    1    Did you see, had finished
        2    was, had been running
        3    Did Tom go, had already arranged
        4    happened, had been working, crashed
        5    Had you realized, trapped, had

Unit 5b

  1    1    blew                             5       felt
        2    chirping                      6       depended/depends
        3    barked                         7       measures
        4    survived

  2    1    senses                   3    vision              5    receptors
        2    developed           4    poor                6    hearing

  3    1    pigeon                  4    crab                 7    whale
        2    earthworm          5    bat                   8    scorpion
        3    falcon                    6    grasshopper  9    butterfly

  4    1    Everyone, something
        2    anything, everywhere, everything
        3    nothing, No one
        4    anywhere, somewhere

  5    1    a lot of/many      4    a lot of/many      7    a little
        2    A lot of/A few     5    a few                      8    a lot of
        3    a few/a lot of      6    much

Unit 5c

  1    1    B                 2    A

        Beginnings
        1    Directly addressing the reader
        2    Rhetorical question

         Endings
        A    Describing feelings
        B    Rhetorical question
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  2    a)   

        b)  Start: addressed the reader directly
               End: described the character's feelings/used a

rhetorical question

  3    Paragraph 1: set the scene
        Paragraph 2: events leading to the main event
        Paragraph 3: climax event
        Paragraph 4: feelings

  4    1    She went to a village with her parents.
        2    They went for a walk in the forest.
        3    Her parents disappeared.
        4    She was surrounded by four huge dogs.
        5    A man appeared.
        6    The man left with the dogs.

  5    1    sweetly                 3    lazily                5    slowly
        2    warmly                 4    happily           6    loudly

  6    1    cloudy                               5    freezing cold
        2    pouring down rain        6    thunderstorm
        3    soaking wet                     7    thunder
        4    strong winds                   8    struck by lightning

  7    (Suggested Answer)
               Jane had always dreamed of going on a safari

in Kenya. Her dream finally came true at the end of
last summer. She and her friends were able to
organize a ten day trip.

               It was the first day of the safari. The day was very
hot so they had taken their hats and water bottles
with them. The tour began wonderfully. They drove
through the plains admiring lions, elephants, and
all types of wildlife. 

               Jane, Suzanne, and Tom sat under a tree
enjoying their lunch and discussing what they
had seen. Suddenly, a gust of wind blew Jane’s
hat off. She immediately got up and ran after it. It
wasn’t until she picked her hat up and saw the

eyes of a cheetah staring back at her that she
realized her mistake. She froze with fear. The
cheetah began to move. It jumped towards her
and then unexpectedly collapsed heavily on the
ground only inches away from her feet. She was
trembling. Seconds later she fainted.

               When she regained consciousness, she was
told what had happened. Their guide had shot the
cheetah using a tranquilizer. Jane felt relieved, but
also happy that the cheetah had survived.

Unit 5d

  1    1    observe          4    offer                       7    pet
        2    stop by           5    confuse                8    perform
        3    located           6    don’t miss

  2    1    imagination                           4    invitation
        2    exhibition                               5    entertainment
        3    action                                       6    observation

  3    1    c    (amusement park)         4    e    (soaking wet)
        2    d    (fun-filled day)                5    b    (comedy-
        3    a    (killer whales)                               packed show)

        1    Killer whales                           4    fun-filled day
        2    soaking wet                            5    amusement park
        3    comedy-packed show

  4    1    anything, Nothing
        2    somewhere, anywhere
        3    everywhere, somewhere
        4    someone, no one

Unit 5e

  1    1    b    (bees buzz)                       5    g    (mice squeak)
        2    d    (snakes hiss)                     6    e    (owls hoot)
        3    f     (horses neigh)                 7    a    (crows caw)
        4    h    (dogs bark)                       8    c    (wolves howl)

  2    1    A                       3    B                       5    B
        2    A                       4    A                       6    B

  3    1    ’ll never guess                 3    come on
        2    kidding me                      4    had better

  4    1    You won’t believe it      3    You’re kidding me
        2    come on                            4    honest

Unit 5f

  1    1    A                2    A                3    D              4    D

  2    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 5f on p. WDT1.)

  1    was
  2    spent
  3    decided
  4    was shining
  5    were singing
  6    made
  7    was running
  8    (was) chasing
  9    realized
10    were not following
11    had disappeared
12    appeared
13    barked/were

barking

14    showed/were
showing

15    tried
16    lost/had lost
17    didn’t know
18    closed
19    started
20    heard
21    said
22    became
23    opened
24    had left
25    felt
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Unit 6a
  1    1    G                3    E                 5    H              7    C
        2    A                4    F                 6    B              8    D

  2    1    c                 3    a                 5    b              7    g
        2    d                 4    f                  6    e              8    h

        1    Fossil fuels                 4    Burning coal
        2    leading cause           5    Developed countries
        3    birth rate

  3    1    contaminated           4    deal with
        2    filling up                     5    running out of
        3    increased                   6    feed

  4    1    away                      3    out             5    off
        2    down                     4    into           6    after

  5    1    ’ll/will                     3    will             5    ’s/is going to
        2    ’s/is going to       4    will/’ll

Unit 6b
  1    1    improve          4    shared            7    spend
        2    grew up           5    beg                 8    frowned
        3    suffer                6    roam

  2    1    of/from           3    on                    5    for
        2    by                     4    with                 6    from

  3    1    alive                 3    situation        5    fortunate
        2    total                 4    weak

  4    1    would have taken          4    have finished/finish
        2    tell                                       5    had
        3    wouldn’t eat                    6    hadn’t slept

  5    (Suggested Answers)
         1    my CD player wouldn’t have been stolen.
        2    I will go to China.
        3    he wouldn’t have been expelled from school.
        4    she would have passed her exams.
        5    we’ll go to the movies.
        6    I would support various charities.

  6    1    I hadn’t lied to my parents
        2    we had more money
        3    I had gone to Paris
        4    I had a pet dog
        5    it hadn’t been snowing/I could have gone out

Unit 6c
  1    1    deforestation                                      3    a teacher
        2    an essay making suggestions       4    formal

  2    1    b                 2    d                 3    a              4    c

  3    Introduce suggestions: Firstly, Another solution
        Express Effect: By doing this, In this way
        Conclude: To conclude

  4    b)  2    d          3    a           4    c

               It is important to implement technological
advances. In this way, we provide newer and
faster ways to produce more crops.

                The situation could be improved if developed
countries assisted governments. This would allow
poor countries to increase their food supply.

               Another solution would be to redistribute the
world’s food supply. By doing this, all countries
would have enough food.

  5    1    B                 2    D                3    A              4    C

  6    1    In this way, they will have a better understanding
of others and learn to respect people of all races.

        2    Then, children would be better educated and  it
would be easier to protect children from abuse.

  7    Underlined words: school newspaper, report,
homeless, essays, ways to solve the problem.

        1    (Suggested Answer)
               There is a problem with homeless people in my

country. In Athens, there are an estimated 11,000
homeless people who live on the streets. There
are various charities helping the homeless. In
2005, the Mayor of Athens opened a new shelter
for the homeless.

        2    (Ss’ own answers)
        3    1 C, 2 B
        4    1st paragraph, It is important to ..., It would be

a good idea if …, Another solution would be to,
… last paragraph

  8    (Suggested Answer)
               There are an estimated 11,000 homeless people in

Athens. They are either unemployed, drug addicts, or
people who have fallen into great debt because of
loans or credit cards. As the number of homeless
people in the city is steadily growing, something
needs to be done in order to fight the problem.

               The situation could be greatly improved if more
shelters were built in the city. In this way, more
homeless people would have access to food and a
place to stay at night. It would also help if these
shelters could offer job training. By doing this,
homeless people could go out into the workforce
and start rebuilding their lives.
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               Another solution would be for people to start
donating money to homeless charities or work for
them voluntarily. In this way, homeless charities will
be able to achieve more.

               To conclude, if we do nothing to fight the
problem of homelessness in Athens, it will only get
more serious. We must take action now before it
becomes too late.

Unit 6d
  1    1    signed up                         7    made  
        2    performing                      8    provide/provided
        3    painting                                9    adapted
        4    served                             10    join
        5    entertained                    11    tried
        6    represents

  2    1    planners          4    various            7    socialize
        2    central             5    outer
        3    addition          6    residential

  3    1    If                         3    If                        5    Unless
        2    Unless              4    If

  4    1    wait, (’ll) will tell
        2    had known, would have come
        3    won
        4    remember, could you buy

Unit 6e
  1    1    b    2    a        3    a           4    a        5    b         6    b

  2    1    I feel strongly about it 
        2    Is that so
        3    give me a hand 
        4    We’d better hurry up

  3    1    C    2    C        3    B          4    A       5    B         6    B

  4    1    didn’t you       5    can he                  9    didn’t she
        2    does she          6    have they         10    wasn’t it
        3    will you            7    will you
        4    aren’t I              8    did you

Unit 6f
  1    1    D                2    B                 3    A              4    C

  2    1    role                   3    crucial            5    danger
        2    rich                    4    home             6    threat

  3    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 6f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 7a
  1    1    household           3    artificial         5    lift
        2    programmed       4    orders            6    emergency

  2    1    A                3    A                5    A
        2    B                 4    C                 6    C

  3    1    personality    3    creativity           5    domination
        2    Loyalty             4    consciousness 

  4    1    must                       4   has to                  7    has to
        2    don’t have to       5   have to
        3    must                       6   don’t have to

  5    1    You cannot park here.
        2    You must not smoke here.
        3    You must wear formal attire.
        4    You must not bring pets with you.
        5    You do not need to have experience.

Unit 7b
  1    1    emerging        4    see through           7    risks
        2    scale                 5    looking into           8    interfere
        3    tiny                   6    develop

  2    1    dates                4    understanding     7    consider
        2    solve                 5    measure
        3    properties       6    realize

  3    2    She could ride a bicycle when she was twelve.
        3    During the match he was able to score the

winning goal.
        4    You should/could talk to him about it.
        5    Can/Could I borrow your car?
        6    Can/May I use your laptop?
        7    It may/might rain tomorrow.
        8    You can come with us.

  4    1    couldn’t                      5    weren’t able to/couldn’t
        2    could                           6    were able to
        3    could                           7    couldn’t
        4    was able to                   8    wasn’t able to

Unit 7c
  1    1    A for-and-against essay            2    No, I will not

  2    a    2          b    4                 c    3          d    1

  3    a    arguments for
                Firstly, they allow us to do things we could not

normally do.
                  Also, we can store our music, pictures, projects,

and even books.
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         b    reasons/examples 
                For example, we can create graphics and do

projects that would normally take us hours by
hand.

                As a result, we not only save storage space, but
also everything is organized and neat.

         c     arguments against
                To begin with, this can cause problems in our

social lives. 
                  Secondly, it can cause some health problems.
         d    reasons/examples
                As a result of our staying in front of a screen for

hours, we can lose friends and get into arguments
with our family.

                For example, eye strain, backache, and even
seizures can be a result of using computers too
much.

  4    Firstly: To start with, First
        For example: For instance, As a result
        Also: Secondly, In addition, Moreover
        However: On the other hand, Still 
        To begin with: To start with, First
        Secondly: In addition, Moreover
        To conclude: All in all, To sum up, In conclusion

  5    B

  6    a)   1    c    P                  3    a   C          
               2    d    C                  4    b   P

        b)        The Internet can be very useful. Firstly, you
can stay in touch with friends and family all over
the world. The Net is a great way to keep in
contact with your friends and family who live
far away from you because it is cheap and
quick. Secondly, you can find information about
any subject. For instance, by typing a word in a
search engine, you can find information about a
subject that you probably couldn’t even find in
your local library.

                     However, there are also some disadvantages
that are important to consider. To start with,
your grades can suffer. For example, surfing the
Net for too long can take precious time away
from your studies and as a result, your grades
will drop. Moreover, you stop having a social
life. For example, spending too many hours in
front of your computer surfing the Net can
make you go out less and spend less time with
your friends and family.

  7    a)   1    C          2    C           3    P            4    P            5    P

        b)  (Suggested Answer)
                      There are many advantages to being famous.

Firstly, you have the chance to earn a lot of money
and spend a lot on your appearance (clothes,
accessories, etc.). For example, famous people can
buy very expensive clothes by famous designers
or precious jewelery. Secondly, the famous lead a
glamorous lifestyle. For example, famous people
get to travel all over the world to attend important
functions and stay at the best rooms in famous
hotels such as the Ritz. Moreover, it can be fun to
be recognized on the street and get
photographed. For instance, famous people seem
to love the attention they get from photographers
and enjoy seeing their photos in magazines.

                       However, there are many disadvantages to
being famous. To start with, there is no privacy. As
a result, you feel as if you are being watched all
the time. In addition, you cannot go out in old
clothes or without makeup. As a result, you can
never relax and live a normal life.

Unit 7d 
  1    1    overnight              4   thrill                       7    free
        2    experiments         5   effects                   8    sure
        3    screen                    6   worth

  2    1    filled                        3   benefited            5    related
        2    learn                         4   display

  3    1    must                                     5    must not
        2    must not                           6    don’t have to
        3    don’t have to                    7    have to/must
        4    must                                       8    must not

  4    1    Can, can’t                          4    might
        2    May                                    5    Can
        3    was able to, couldn’t

Unit 7e
  1    1    What happened?                  4    It is!
        2    Really?                                       5    That’s true!
        3    That’s scary!

  2    1    I don’t believe it
        2    I couldn’t agree more on that/you can say that

again
        3    They must have
        4    You can say that again/I couldn’t agree more

on that

  3    1    B                 2    C                 3    A              4    A 

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 7e on p. WDT1.)
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Unit 7f
  1    1    C          3    C              5    D          7    A                9    C
        2    A          4    A              6    C          8    A              10    B

  2    1    for       2    up     3    up        4    out             5  up

  3    1    c           2    a        3    b          4    e           5    d

        1    computer viruses           4    cabling system
        2    online connection         5    share files
        3    send emails

Unit 8a
   1    1     potter                3     artist                       5     sculptor
         2     animator          4     dancer

        Missing word: easel

  2    1    look                 4    home                  7    example     
        2    works              5    piles                    8    effort
        3    lying                6    adds          

  3    1    Degas will always be remembered for his
paintings of ballerinas.

        2    A surrealist exhibition will be held by the V&A
museum this summer.

        3    The Mona Lisa can be admired at the Louvre.
        4    The Cubism movement was led by Picasso and

Braque.
        5    The Tate Modern is visited by many people

each year.
        6    Monet was inspired by the water lilies in his

garden.

  4    A    The Queen’s portrait will be painted by Rolf
Harris next month.

        B    “Hamlet” is/was performed by the Royal
Shakespeare Company before high school
students.

        C    The first prize in an international art competition
is/was won by an unknown artist.

        D   Princess Margaret’s photographs are/were
auctioned by Sotheby’s.

        E    All street art will be removed from the
neighborhood by the local council.

        F    Young sculptors are/were inspired by National
Art Week.

Unit 8b
  1    1    believe                  3    hidden            5    avoid
        2    viewed                  4    realize

  2    1    c           2    a             3    d           4    e           5   b
        1    otherwise known           4    convincing effect

        2    Optical illusions              5    see clearly
        3    Pavement art

  3    1    along        2    through   3    across       4    over

  4    1    might become               4    can’t have gone
        2    must apply                       5    must be
        3    may have bought me    6    may have bought

  5    1    has had his car fixed (by the mechanic).
        2    had her luggage carried (by someone).
        3    will have their house painted (by someone).
        4    had her hair done by Jane.
        5    are having their pool cleaned (by someone).
        6    has had his eyes checked (by the optician).

Unit 8c
  2    1    B          2    C        3   A

  3    swans: graceful
         lake: calm, mirror-like
         trees: tall, bare
         elephants: majestic

  4    1    depressed                        5    surprised
        2    exhausted                        6    annoying
        3    shocking                           7    embarrassing
        4    interesting, bored          8    excited

  5    1    A          2    D            3    B            4    C

  6    Picture A
        1    simple                                3    bright
        2    dark                                    4    express

        Picture B
        5    depiction                          6    colorful

  7    (Suggested Answer)
         Claude Monet’s painting Woman in the Garden was

created in 1867.
        The painting depicts a beautiful garden on a lovely

sunny day. On the left, the garden has graceful, tall
trees which are shading smaller ones, and on the
right at the back there is a beautiful rose garden. In
the center of the painting, there is an inviting bush
of red poppies with a tree in the middle. On the left,
a woman in white clothing holding a white parasol
seems to be calmly walking through the garden.

          I find this painting very soothing and peaceful
because of the lovely scenery depicted in the various
shades of green and the clear blue sky. One can
almost feel the warmth of the sun coming through.
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Unit 8d
  1    1    developed             4    start              7    became
        2    graduated              5    lived              8    recovered
        3    create                      6    produced    9    shot

  2    1    paintings                                     5    success
        2    movement                                 6    famous
        3    commercial                                7    literature
        4    advertisements                         8    cultural

  3    2    Who was Harry Potter written by? 
               It was written by J.K. Rowling
        3    When was the Mona Lisa painted?
               It was painted in the 16th century.
        4    How many times has Jack Nicholson been

nominated for an Academy Award?
               He has been nominated 12 times.
        5    When was television invented?
               It was invented in the early 20th century.
         6    How many years has Cats been performed in

London? 
                It has been performed for 21 years.

        2    f          3    e        4    c          5    d        6    a

  4    (Suggested Answer)
         The Taj Mahal is located in Agra, India. It was built

when India was under Mughal Emperor Shah
Jahan’s reign and was completed in 1648 A.D.
Nowadays, it is greatly admired and considered the
finest example of Mughal architecture. It is visited
by two to four million people every year.

Unit 8e
  1    1    b          2    a           3    b          4    a           5    a

  2    1    Hurry up                             4    Excellent
        2    I can see your point       5    I agree with him
        3    take a look at

  3    1    B          3    B          5    A
        2    A          4    B          6    A

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 8e on p. WDT1.)

Unit 8f
  1    1    B          2    E           3    G          4    F           5    D

Unit 9a
  1    1    scattered                                 5    Digging
        2    were ... sinking                      6    weighed
        3    had ... come across               7    resembles
        4    retraced                                   8    unfold

  2    1    c           2    e           3    a           4    d          5    b

        1    life habits                          3    volcanic eruption
        2    strange creatures           4    two-legged predator

  3    1    Peter said he would try to come.
        2    Mary’s mother said that Mary intended to study

law.
        3    Jane said that Dr. Thompson had presented his

project on the extinction of dinosaurs.
        4    He said that he had always enjoyed traveling. 

  4    1    He told us to handle the fossils with care.
        2    The teacher told us to pay attention to him/her.
        3    Jane told us to listen to the lecture carefully.
        4    He told us not to touch the exhibits. 

  5    1    Mary asked if/whether we could remember all
the dinosaur periods mentioned in the lecture.

        2    He asked how long the Jurassic Period had been.
        3    The leader asked if/whether the expedition team

was ready.
        4    She asked if/whether I had finished it.
        5    She asked when they would leave.

Unit 9b
  1    1    earthquake          4    cyclone          7    explosion
        2    flood                      5    avalanche
        3    Hurricane             6    drought

        A    avalanche                  D   drought         G   flood
        B    explosion                   E    earthquake   
        C    tornado/cyclone      F    hurricane

         Hidden word: Tornado

  2    1    experienced        4    erected           7    spectacle
        2    account                5    down              8    out
        3    raging                   6    up

  3    1    Alexia explained that a hurricane was a very
severe type of tropical storm.

        2    The wife warned her husband not to enter the
burning garage.

        3    The rescue officer offered me/us a blanket.
        4    Mary advised Peter to follow the safety

instructions.
        5    Cynthia complained that he was always telling

lies.
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        6    The mother threatened to send the child to his/
her room if he/she didn’t behave himself/herself.

        7    He agreed that we could do it the next day.
        8    He announced that a cyclone was developing

in the east.
        9    Father insisted that I/we didn’t go out in the

pouring rain.
      10    He promised that he would help me/us get out.

Unit 9c
  1    1    someone I admire who is no longer alive
        2    readers of the school magazine
        3    past tenses

  2    1    B          2    A          3    C

  3    b)  1    h            3    g            5    i             7    c           9    d
               2    e            4    a            6    j             8    b        10    f

         c)   (Suggested Answers)
                1    My sister is a daring person who is not afraid

to try something new.
               2    My friend Karen is very persistent. She

keeps trying no matter how difficult it gets.
               3    My cousin Poppy is a very intelligent person

who does well in school.
               4    My cousin’s friend Vicky is a rude person

who isn’t polite to other people. 
               5    My mother is very hardworking. She hardly

ever stops to rest.
               6    My little brother Tom is lazy. He doesn’t like

working.
               7    My friend Peter is a little selfish. He only

cares about himself.
               8    My friend Tim is a popular person who is

liked by everyone at school.
               9    My grandmother is cheerful. She always smiles.
            10    My aunt Mary is a self-confident person who

always feels good about herself.

  4    1    energetic       4    capable          7    adventurous
        2    dedicated      5    fearless
        3    responsible   6    determined

  5    (Suggested Answers)
        2    He has a lot of friends and everyone likes him at

school.
        3    He is never polite to any of his neighbors and

he often offends them with his comments.
        4    She is very passionate about her subject and

works very hard at it.
        5    She is very sure about herself and her abilities.

        6    They like doing risky and dangerous things and
they love trying new things.

        7    He likes sitting by the fireplace all day doing
nothing.

  6    Underlined key words: a short article, school
magazine, describing a person who once helped
you, why you admire him/her.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  7    (Suggested Answer)
        Her name is Karen Boyd and she is one of my closest

friends. Karen is a photographer. I met her at school
where we were both attending the same art class.

         Karen helped me a lot during a very difficult moment
in my life. In 2004, I failed my senior year exams and
had to repeat my senior year at school. Karen was
very helpful and encouraging. She was there for me
when I was down and upset, and she helped me stay
positive. Karen is the kindest person I have ever met.
She is a true friend and I admire her for her kindness
and ability to understand people’s problems and
offer them solutions.

Unit 9d
  1    1    offer                    4   mist                     7    kin
        2    warmth              5   thirst   
        3    sparkle               6   ashes  

  2    1    on              3    to               5    with          7    to
         2    to               4    in                6    on 

  3    1    importance       3   innocence         5    darkness
        2    laziness              4   privacy               6    popularity

  4    (Suggested Answer)
        Sam said hello to Mary and asked her how she was.
         Mary replied that she was fine and that she was glad

she was out of the house again.
         Sam asked how long she had been snowed in.
         Mary said that she hadn’t been outside for three

days and that their street had been one of the last to
be cleared.

         Sam said that he was sure she was glad to be going
back to work. Then he asked if she wanted to go for
coffee that afternoon.

         Mary said that she would love to and that she would
call him when she finished work so that they could
meet up.

         Sam agreed and said that he would talk to her later
and wished her a nice day at work.

         Mary thanked him.
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Unit 9e
  1    1    b    2    a        3    a           4    b        5    b         6    b

  2    1    did you like it                   3    That’s why
        2    What was it like              4    a waste of time

  3    1    B          2    C          3    B          4    C

Unit 9f
  1    1    B          2    C        3    C          4    C          5    B

  2    1    d          3    b          5    e
        2    f            4    c           6    a

         1    widely accepted                   3    dwarf planets
        2    solar system

  3    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 9f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 10a
  1    1    visit                      4   trying                  7    learn
        2    meet                   5   Go                        8    conserve
        3    lying                    6   explore

  2    1    wander               4   dare                     7    notice
        2    cursed                5   lasted                  8    warned
        3    welcome           6   baffled                9    applies

  3    2    That’s the town where I was born.
        3    This is Mr. Scott whose son is a famous violinist.
        4    I’m reading “Sense and Sensibility” which was

written by Jane Austen.
        5    That’s a photo of the hotel where we stayed

last summer.
        6    This is Sophie who lives next door.

  4    1    I was just leaving the house when the phone
rang. Defining

        2    My aunt, who lives in France, is a teacher. Non-
defining

        3    I don’t know why the train is so late this morning.
Defining

        4    This is the sweater which/that Phillip bought
me for my birthday. Defining

        5    The Colosseum, which is in Rome, is an ancient
monument. Non-defining

        6    The person whose house we bought is moving
to Germany. Defining

        7    Mr. and Mrs. Ross, who love traveling, are
going to America this summer. Non-defining

Unit 10b
  1    1    d          3    b          5    f
        2    a           4    c           6    e

  2    1    opportunity                 5    accommodation
        2    conservation               6    rescue
        3    community                  7    public
        4    coast                               8    contribution

  3    1    on                           3    of, on              5    in
        2    for                           4    by                     6    with

  4    1    Although windsurfing is difficult, I really enjoy it.
        2    Despite the cold, they went swimming./Despite

the fact that it was very cold, they went
swimming.

        3    In spite of his good advice, Carl didn’t listen to
him./In spite of the fact that his advice was
good, Carl didn’t listen to him.

        4    Although it was raining heavily, we played the
match.

  5    1    ’ll/will be        5    clean               9    wouldn’t/
        2    ’ll/will call        6    close                      would not be
        3    need                7    leave             10    can play
        4    get                   8    ’ll/will wait

Unit 10c
  1    1    Mr. and Mrs. Ames               3    a letter of reply
        2    some information

  2    1    Thank you very much
        2    I am writing
        3    I need to 
        4    It is very kind
        5    As far as food is concerned
        6    Anyway
        7    I was wondering if you had
        8    Kind regards

  3    1    D          2    B          3    A          4    C

  4    b)  1    B          2    D          3    C          4    A

        Letter 1    letter giving advice
        Letter 2    email asking for information
        Letter 3    email expressing thanks
        Letter 4    letter explaining arrangements

  5    1    A          2    D          3    B          4    C

  6    (Suggested Answer) 
        Dear Mr. and Mrs. Brown,
               Let me begin by thanking you for your letter

and telling you how excited I am about my first trip
to Cunningham and my stay with your family. I am
writing to give you the information you asked for.
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                 Firstly, I need to tell you about my travel
arrangements. I am arriving at San Diego
International Airport on July 17th. My flight
number is PA 345 and it lands at two o’clock in the
afternoon. It is very kind of you to offer to pick me
up from the airport, but I have already arranged to
take the bus from San Diego to your home. As far
as food is concerned, please do not go to any
trouble. I am, however, allergic to strawberries,
which means I cannot have any strawberry
desserts. I am looking forward to trying American
food and any special local dishes.

               There are a couple of things I would like to ask
you. What is the weather like in Cunningham in
July? I have heard it can be quite chilly at night.
Should I bring some warm clothes? I was also
wondering if you knew of any theater festivals that I
could go to during my stay. I would love to go to
one as I have read wonderful reviews of the plays
performed there.

               Thank you once again for your letter. I am
looking forward to meeting you in July.

        Yours sincerely,
        Jose Sanchez

Unit 10d
  1    1    top                   4    temperatures     7    experience
        2    events             5    crafts
        3    tastes              6    delicious

  2    1    dishonest      3    misplaced            5    bilingual
        2    cooperate      4    outlived

  3    1    high, tall                            5    local, native
        2    last, continue                  6    outstanding, superior
        3    outdoor, outside            7    free, unpaid
        4    knowledge, experience

  4    1    ... that really frightened me was her angry face.
        2    ... whose car has been stolen.
        3    ... whose house collapsed in the earthquake

was Mr. Arnold.
        4    ... which/that won the first prize in the

competition.
        5    ... where I think I’ve left my school bag.
        6    ... which they bought was near the sea.
        7    ... whose wife had a car accident a year ago.
        8    ... where we went for a picnic last Sunday.

Unit 10e
  1    Speaker 1    e       Speaker 3    a             Speaker 5    d
        Speaker 2    c       Speaker 4    f              Speaker 6    b

  2    1    b          2    a           3    a           4    b          5    b

  3    1    I wish you had come     3    Let’s go together
        2    that’s awful                      4    at all

  4    1    annoying                          3    luck
        2    terrible/awful                  4    awful/terrible

  5    1    ordinary         2    short         3    cool    4    terrible

Unit 10f
  1    1    T           3    T           5    T           7    T           9    F
        2    F           4    T           6    F           8    F        10    T

  2    1    threw him out of            3    throw up
        2    throw away                      4    throw off

  3    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 10f on p. WDT1.)
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Unit 1e
Ex. 4 (p. 11)
Nicole: Excuse me, is this seat taken?
Sarah: No, no. Sit down. Here let me move my bag.
Hey, are you new here? I know most people in this
school, but I don’t think I’ve seen you before.
Nicole: Hi, my name’s Nicole. We just moved here on
the weekend. It’s my first day.
Sarah: Unlucky you! I’m Sarah. Which class are you in?
We might be classmates.
Nicole: I think I’m in 3B. I was told this morning, but
everything is so new. I’m not very sure.
Sarah: I’m in 3T, but I know some of the kids in your
class. Emma and Holly are my best friends. They’re
really fun and much better than the miserable bunch in
my class. You have a really good teacher as well. I wish I
could swap classes.
Nicole: I’m looking forward to getting to know some
people. To be honest, Sarah, when you’re new it’s
difficult to make friends.
Sarah: I imagine so. I have a great idea. Why don’t you
come to the movies this Saturday? A few of my friends
are going and you’re more than welcome to tag along.
The more the merrier!
Nicole: I’d love to. I really would, but my dad wants me
at home to finish all the unpacking. You wouldn’t
believe the amount of work we still have.
Sarah: Okay, maybe some other time then. That’s the
bell! See you later, Nicole.

Unit 2e
Ex. 5 (p. 18)
I am currently working in banking, but my work is very
stressful. I do not have the opportunity to spend a lot
of time with my wife and children, because I work long
hours and sometimes on the weekends. I have to be
very well-organized and constantly informed about
financial developments overseas and in my own
country. I often deal with the investment of billions of
dollars and the stock exchange, which means that I
have to be responsible and efficient in handling my
customers’ finances. My colleagues and I have weekly
meetings about economic developments. I have to
regularly attend business lunches and dinners with
high profile clients and, of course, the bank’s CEO.

Unit 3e
Ex. 1 (p. 25)
Julie: Good morning, Angela.
Angela: Oh, good morning, Julie. How are you?
Julie: Fine, thanks. Are you on your own?
Angela: Yes, I just happened to be passing by. I saw the
stalls and I stopped to have a look. How about you?
Julie: I’m with my sister, but she’s looking at some
secondhand books, so I’m waiting for her here. Have
you bought anything?

Angela: No, I haven’t. I thought I’d look around first. It’s
my first time here and I’m amazed!
Julie: Oh, you can find anything, from clothes to
jewelry. I come here every Saturday and I always get
something nice and cheap.
Angela: And today?
Julie: This scarf. What do you think?
Angela: It’s lovely! How much did you pay for it?
Julie: It was $2 but I finally got it for $1. Not bad, huh?
Angela: I can’t believe it!

Unit 4e
Ex. 1 (p. 32)
  1    Which dress does Vicky suggest that Helen wear to

the wedding?
         Helen:  Can you help me decide which dress to

wear at the wedding on Saturday? What do
you think of this long-sleeved yellow one?

        Vicky:   I think you may be a bit hot in that. Do you
have something shorter?

        Helen:  Well, there’s this other yellow one with a
belt. It’s a lot shorter.

          Vicky:   Yes, but it still has long sleeves. I think you
should wear a short dress with short sleeves.

          Helen:  You mean like this pink one?
          Vicky:   That’s it. Wear that!

  2    Which tie does Paul buy?
          A:   Can I help you sir?
          B:   Yes, I want to buy a tie.
          A:   Patterned or plain?
          B:   Plain. I don’t like stripes or spots. This one’s nice.

I’ll take it.

  3    Which of the items is the woman buying?
          A:   This is great and I have just the shoes to go

with it.
        B:   You’ve made an excellent choice, ma’am.
        A:   Thank you. I will look very elegant in this with a

nice skirt and my pink shoes. 
         B:   I’m sure you will. Now I’ll just get the box for it.

  4    Where are the girls planning to go after school?
          A:   Would you like to go shopping after school, Jane?
        B:   I can’t today. I won’t have enough time before

basketball practice at 6pm.
          A:   OK. How about going for coffee then?
        B:   Sure, I’ll have time for that before practice. We

can have a nice chat.
  5    What does Brian’s friend look like?
          A:   How was school, Brian?
          B:   It was great. I made a new friend. He’s called

Tom.
          A:   That’s nice. What’s he like?
           B:   He has short red hair and freckles and he’s really

funny.

Workbook Audioscripts
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Unit 5e
Ex. 2 (p. 39)
Jane: I have a wonderful idea. Why don’t we go to Lego
Park on the weekend?
Mark: Look, I don’t have time to organize anything like
that.
Jane: Don’t worry, I’ll organize it. I’ll book the tickets
and plan the whole trip. You just need to come along.
Mark: I think it’s too expensive. Admission is 30 dollars
per adult. Plus you have to consider the accommodation
and traveling costs!
Jane: I guess you’re right. It will cost quite a lot. Why
don’t we go on a seaside driving trip instead?
Mark: How about having a nice time relaxing at home?
We really haven’t done that for a while. 
Jane: All right, I’m convinced! But we’re definitely
going away next weekend!!!
Mark: We’ll see. Let’s not plan that far ahead just yet.

Unit 6e
Ex. 3 (p. 46)
Radio presenter: ... and here in the studio today we
have Suzy Harold who recently started a successful
recycling project at her school. So Suzy, what gave you
this fantastic idea?
Suzy: Well, my parents have always recycled at home,
so from quite an early age I’ve understood that
recycling is something important that we can all do.
But it was one day last year that I had the idea for the
school project. I was walking to school when I saw lots
of bags of nice clothes just thrown away in a trash can. I
thought there must be something that people could
do to recycle clothes in a way that helps people, too.
Anyway, a few weeks later, I asked the principal if I
could put an ad on the school notice board inviting the
students to bring me all the clothes and shoes they
didn’t want. He agreed immediately! I was really happy
because after about a week, there was a whole room
full of black plastic bags. The students brought in a lot
more clothes than I thought they would!
Radio presenter: Wow, so what did you do with all
those clothes?
Suzy: Well, I realized then that I would need some help
for my idea to work. I didn’t really need any help with
ideas – that was the easy part – but I wrote another
notice asking for volunteers to go through each bag, take
out any clothes that were too old or dirty, and wash and
iron all the rest. The principal kindly said we could use the
school washing machine, so that helped a lot.
Then it was time to start using the clothes for something
good! The first thing we did was to organize a fashion
show. It was so good! So many students came to the show
and then afterwards we had a kind of auction to sell the
clothes. Whoever offered the most money for an item
bought it and took it home. We gave the money we made
to a local environmental organization. 

Then, just after I had decided to think about how I
could use some of the old clothes, I saw an ad in a local
newspaper by chance. It was a local animal rescue
center asking for old material and rags to use for the
animals’ beds. So, I called the number on the ad and
some people from the shelter came to pick up the
clothes the very next day. 
Radio presenter:What a great idea, Suzy! So has your
project finished now?
Suzy: Well, for the moment, yes, but I’ll organize the
same thing again next year, when the students have
some more clothes that they don’t want! I’m going to
ask the principal if I can visit some other schools to tell
them all about the project. That way, they might start
something similar. I would really like that!

Unit 7e
Ex. 3 (p. 53)
John: ... on Seattle Galaxy Radio. And with us today is
police officer Susan James, who is going to talk to us
about credit card fraud. Hello, Susan, and welcome.
SJ: Hello, John. 
John: Susan, what are the current statistics for credit
card fraud?
SJ: Well, credit card fraud has increased in recent years.
Recent statistics have shown that the largest type of card
fraud in the US in the period between 2004 to 2008 has
been the so-called “card not present” fraud. 
John: What is “card not present” fraud?
SJ: “Card not present” fraud is the theft of stolen credit
card details for illegal purchases. 
John: How can we protect ourselves against “card not
present” fraud?
SJ: It is important to keep our cards safe and in sight at all
times. We should also get rid of our receipts carefully. The
safest way to do that is by either shredding or ripping
them up. Card thieves usually obtain credit card details
by finding receipts in trash cans or by skimming. It is also
very important to check our bank statements regularly
for any unfamiliar transactions. 
John: Could you explain to us in more detail what
skimming is?
SJ: Skimming is the use of a machine, known as the
credit card reader, to copy people’s credit card details.
Card fraudsters install these credit card readers in cash
machines. Which brings me to the issue of safety when
using a cash machine: it is important to hide the keypad
with your spare hand and make sure that no one is
trying to watch you enter your PIN. 
John: Susan, one last question for you – what are the
dangers of using your credit card online?
SJ: Well, these days it is rare for computer hackers to
obtain credit card details over the Internet.
Nevertheless it does happen, so it is important to make
sure that you only shop at secure websites and that you
have installed anti-virus software and a firewall in your
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computer. Also, last but not least, never answer spam
emails asking you to disclose personal information. 
John: That was very useful, Susan. Thank you very
much for being with us.
SJ: Thank you, John. It’s been a pleasure.
John: That was police officer, Susan James. And after
the break [fade] we’ll be talking to ...

Unit 8e
Ex. 3 (p. 60)
Oliver: So, tell me what did you think of the movie?
Alicia: I loved it! It was fantastic! 
Oliver: Really? I thought it was boring. I mean, the
beginning of the movie was funny but, as always,
romantic comedies are predictable.
Alicia: You didn’t enjoy it at all?!
Oliver: Not really. I’m sure you did, though. You have
such a soft spot for mushy romantic movies!
Alicia: Well, I think that the acting was very good for a
mushy romantic movie, as you call it. I liked the leading
characters, and the secondary ones performed OK.
Anyway, I would rather watch this type of movie than
an unrealistic and violent action movie.
Oliver: For your information, not all action movies are
violent or unrealistic.
Alicia: Well, I wouldn’t expect you to say otherwise. All
men prefer them to romantic comedies.
Oliver: In general that is true, but there are some who
don’t.
Alicia: It is very hard to find one that doesn’t. So next
time, we’ll go and watch an action movie, since you are
definitely not one of them. (said jokingly)

Unit 9e
Ex. 3 (p. 67)
My name’s Alex Charlton-Jones and I am a restaurant
critic. People often ask me how I became a restaurant
critic and I always tell them that in a way I was born into
the profession. My parents weren’t rich but neither of
them really knew how to cook well, so as a child I used to
go to restaurants with them very frequently. In fact, my
parents used to ask for my opinion when trying out new
restaurants in London, so I used to carry this little
notebook with me and would take notes on the dishes I
liked, the service, etc. The big change in my life came in
1989. My father, who was in the diplomatic service, got a
transfer and we moved to Paris. Parisian restaurants were
an entirely different experience altogether. Eating out in
Paris is an art and I did my best to learn it as best as I
could. I mastered French pretty easily, so I had no trouble
reading French menus and ordering. When I left school
at the age of 18, I applied to a popular French food
magazine for an internship. I worked as an assistant to a
famous restaurant critic for three months and, in the end,
I was offered a permanent job. I really wanted to accept
it, but my parents really thought that I should study first

before getting a job. So, I enrolled at the Sorbonne to
study French and History of Art. My studies lasted for 5
years. In the meantime, I kept visiting restaurants, bistros,
and cafés, taking notes. When I graduated, I was offered a
job as a painting specialist at Sotheby's auction house.
For a while I was happy there, as the job was interesting
and gave me the opportunity to visit the best Parisian
restaurants with my clients. My break came in 2001. At
Sotheby’s I met a famous restaurant critic. We became
close friends and he was the one who encouraged me to
apply for the position of restaurant critic at a famous
French magazine. The day I was offered the job was the
happiest of my life. I’ve now been working as a restaurant
critic full-time for seven years. In 2006, I was given the
International Food Critic Award, and since 2007 I’ve been
presenting my own show on French TV.

Unit 10e
Exercise 1 (p. 74)
Speaker 1
I was having a great time until I became the victim of a
pickpocket. I lost a lot of money. Luckily, my traveler’s
checks were back at the hotel.

Speaker 2
I love lying on the beach and sunbathing, but this year I
overdid it. I was dizzy and felt very sick for a couple of
days.

Speaker 3
I thought we had plenty of time, but we got stuck in
traffic on the way to the airport and by the time we got
there it was too late.

Speaker 4
We had been out for dinner in a small village in the
mountains. It was lovely, but when it got dark, the
roads looked different and we didn’t have a clue how
to get back to the hotel.

Speaker 5
It was my first time on a cruise and my last. I was ill the
whole time.
Speaker 6
When we rented the car, they said we would have no
problems taking it across the country. Nevertheless, we
hit a bump in the middle of a field and got stuck there
for hours waiting for the tow truck.
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Unit 1f

Ex. 3 (p. 12)

Everyone feels shy or uncomfortable when they meet
someone for the first time. It is important to break the
ice by saying or doing something to stop feeling this
way. You should smile and be positive. It also helps to
be a good listener so that people want to be with you. 

Unit 2f

Ex. 4 (p. 19)

All paper money in the UK has a portrait of Queen
Elizabeth II on the front and a famous historical person
on the back. For example, the five-pound bill has a
portrait of Elizabeth Fry. She made her name by
improving living conditions for women in prisons.

Unit 3f

Ex. 4 (p. 26)

Some people suffer from food allergies. This means
that certain foods can cause symptoms, such as a
runny nose, itchy skin, swollen lips, and eyes or a rash.
The reason why this happens is because their immune
system believes that a specific type of food may harm
them.

Unit 4f

Ex. 3 (p. 33)

Media images from TV, movies, and commercials often
affect teenagers’ self-esteem. Women on TV and in
magazines are usually thin, while men look strong and
muscular. These images are unrealistic and put
pressure on young people to go on extreme diets to
become as thin as possible.

Unit 5f

Ex. 2 (p. 40)

Camouflage is a way to hide from others by using
different colors, patterns, and textures to blend into the
surroundings. Animals disguise themselves in order to
hide from predators. For example, chameleons can
produce a large variety of colors and also many
different patterns on their skin.

Unit 6f

Ex. 3 (p. 47)

Our planet is shrinking. The Earth’s population is increasing,
but its resources are limited. Millions of people are already
starving. Unfortunately, a lot of the Earth’s soil is
contaminated with pesticides and fertilizers and it is difficult
to grow crops.

Unit 7e

Ex. 4 (p. 53)

CD sales are suffering as more and more people prefer to
download their favorite songs from the Internet without
paying. Many sites do not pay musicians for the songs, but
paying to download from legal sites makes sure both
musicians and fans can benefit.

Unit 8e

Ex. 4 (p. 60)

Did you know that discarded material can be used to create
art? Many young artists often use car hubcaps to make
pieces of artwork which have character and are very
interesting. They only need to use their imagination to
transform them into something special.

Unit 9f

Ex. 3 (p. 68)

Heroes are people who are not afraid to break down barriers.
They set high standards and are not afraid to go against the
odds whether or not others believe it’s worth it. They prove
that nothing is impossible if someone really wants it.

Unit 10f

Ex. 3 (p. 75)

People these days are tired of visiting tourist hot spots and
endless souvenir shopping. They want to go on vacations
with a purpose. As a result, they are choosing alternative
eco-tourism options.
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